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ABSTRACT
This dissertation proposes to examine regret arising from action versus inaction in
consumer decision-making contexts. Although there has been extensive research in the
area of regret, no extant literature in marketing has been found that has investigated the
nature of regret arising from inaction, specifically in stockout conditions.
The first study defines the concept of decisional action and inaction as the key sources of
the regret emotion. Specifically, regret arising from inaction (and action) is investigated
under sub-optimal and optimal conditions. Subsequently, circumstances are identified
when inaction-driven levels of regret are likely to be higher than levels of action-driven
regret and vice versa. It is posited that greater regret from action (than inaction) is likely
to be experienced when there is a confirmation of the sub-optimal condition. Whereas,
greater regret from inaction (than action) is likely to be experienced when there is a
positive disconfirmation of sub-optimal condition. In the optimal conditions, greater
regret is likely to be experienced from inaction when there is a confirmation of prior
information. While negative disconfirmation of optimal conditions will probably lead to
greater regret from action, and positive disconfirmation is likely to lead to greater regret
from inaction. The intensity of regret due to inaction (versus action) is therefore proposed
to be a function of the nature of confirmation/disconfirmation of prior information.
The second study proposes that regret experienced due to action versus inaction is
function of the type of decision, the perceived expertise of the source of information, and
responsibility attributed for the decision. The subsequent behavioral intentions of
switching and complaining are also examined. It is posited that when the responsibility
for the decision is based on one’s own volition and a negative outcome ensues, one is
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likely to experience regret regardless of the perceived expertise of the source of
information. However, when the decision is made based on the recommendation of the
salesperson the differential in regret experienced is likely to be a function of the
perceived expertise of the source of information and type of decision. Furthermore,
contrary to findings from previous research on regret, it is hypothesized that regret has an
effect on complaint intention.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Research in consumer regret in the domain of marketing has evolved since the
early 1990s. Scholars have examined the antecedents and consequences of anticipated
and experienced regret, the moderating roles of several key variables, and the effects of
regret and disappointment on post-choice evaluations (Inman et al. 1997, Simonson 1992,
Tsiros & Mittal 2000). Generally, results show that an action may lead to regret upon
learning about a better forgone alternative due to counterfactual thinking. Researchers
have also studied the concept of future regret and have shown that consumers might
minimize the experience of future feelings of regret by developing more stringent
conditions for decision-making (Cooke et al. 2001).
In general, the research focus has been on regret as a consequence of an action
perceived by the consumer as providing the highest expected utility at the time of
decision-making (Zeelenberg 1999). However, in real life, consumers often knowingly
make decisions in less than ideal conditions such as stockouts. For example, it is a
common phenomenon that sometimes products desired by the consumer are not available
and the consumer has to make a decision to buy another product (Fitzsimons 2000)1 or
postpone the purchase (Dhar 1997). At times, in case of stockouts, consumers have to
make decisions in sub-optimal conditions2, such as when the available alternative is

1 According to Fitzsimons (2000), there is an increase in the prevalence of stockout in the consumer
settings. “Stockout levels of 10 – 30 % in retail settings have been proven to be the norm, rather than the
exception” (page 249). The author also mentions that the problem is not only restricted to the retail settings,
but is quite rampant with mail order and the online companies. The main reason for stockout being so
important is that consumers usually notice, react and respond to stockout situations. Furthermore,
consumers might also react when the stockout is not for the preferred alternative. Usually, consumers
facing a stockout are less likely to return to the same store in the future. Research shows that there might be
as high as a 50 % increase in the switching behavior.
2
Sub-optimal condition in this study refers to instances where there is a stockout for the preferred choice
and the consumer knowingly makes the decision to buy or to not buy an available alternative that is slightly
inferior, but one that would suit the purposes of the individual. There is no misperception or miscalculation
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somewhat inferior to the preferred brand. Do consumers always experience regret due to
action in such sub-optimal conditions? On the other hand, does inaction always lead to
avoidance of regret in such conditions? Is it likely that regret due to action versus
inaction, in such sub-optimal situations, varies as a function of post-decision
confirmation or disconfirmation of information on the basis of which decision is made?
How does regret due to action versus inaction in a sub-optimal situation compare with the
same in conditions that are not sub-optimal; i.e., when the available alternative is not
inferior to the preferred alternative? Finally, how does the attribution of responsibility for
the decision affect regret due to action versus inaction? Regret research in marketing has
not examined the consequences of regret arising from action versus that arising from
inaction, particularly in a sub-optimal decision situation.
1.1 Objectives of Present Research
This dissertation examines regret emanating from decision-making in stockout
situations. Specifically, we are interested in regret arising from action as well as that
arising from inaction (i.e., regret arising from buying versus not buying a particular
brand) in stockout situations and attempt to identify conditions when the intensity of
regret experienced due to action versus inaction would be stronger. In the first study,
regret arising from action versus that arising from inaction is examined during conditions
when the preferred choice of the consumer is unavailable and the consumer either makes
or defers making another choice based on the information that he/she receives at the time
of the purchase; and, then receives validation confirming or disconfirming the initial
information. We propose that the intensity of regret from action versus inaction is a

on the part of the individual while making this decision to buy (or not to buy) an inferior alternative
Loomes and Sugden (1982).
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function of the information that the consumer receives at the time of the purchase and the
post-decision validation of this information. In the second study, the focus is on how
attribution of responsibility (to self versus to a third party, like a salesperson) for the
decision and the perceived expertise of the source of information affect the intensity of
regret arising from action or inaction and the behavioral consequences of such regret.
1.2 Contribution
The first study examines the intensity of regret experienced due to action versus
inaction and confirmation or disconfirmation of prior information based on which
decision was made. One theoretical contribution of the study lies in the examination of
regret due to inaction. In addition, this study sheds another light on the application of
norm theory in the domain of regret by showing how the perception of normality might
be revised depending on confirmation/disconfirmation of information received by the
consumer prior to decision-making.
The second study’s contribution lies in applying the proposed findings in a
managerial context. Specifically, it is proposed that when the responsibility for a decision
is based on one’s own volition, an individual is likely to experience regret. However,
when the responsibility for the decision is based on the recommendation of a salesperson,
regret experienced is likely to be a function of the type of decision and the perceived
expertise of the source of information. Specifically, in the inaction condition, a decision
based on the recommendation of an expert salesperson is likely to result in greater regret
than a decision based on the recommendation of a non-expert salesperson, subsequent to
a negative outcome. Conversely, in the action condition, a decision based on the
recommendation of a non-expert salesperson is likely to result in greater regret than
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decision based on the recommendation of an expert salesperson, subsequent to a negative
outcome. Finally, the second study intends to determine if there is a relationship between
regret and compliant intentions contrary to what has been suggested in the literature. As
reported later, these findings are likely to have an important effect for the retail
environment.
Specifically, it will be shown that, during a stockout condition for a preferred
product, a sound option for the retailer might be to let the consumer make his/her own
decision. Moreover, the salesperson should not try and attempt to inform consumers
about alternative brands unless they are absolutely sure about the quality of such brands.
This is because even if the consumer makes his/her own decision regarding the available
brand, in the event of a negative outcome, one is likely to complain about the store and
express intentions to switch to another retailer. This will be discussed further in another
section of the dissertation.
1.3 Plan of Chapters
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents an
overview of regret research in psychology and marketing, clarifies the concepts of regret
arising from action and that arising from inaction and finally ends with a brief discussion
of the norm theory. Chapter 3 develops the conceptual model and lays down the
theoretical basis for the hypotheses development of the first study. Chapter 4 describes
the methodology and the research design adopted, followed by the results obtained for the
pretest and the first study. This is followed by Chapter 5 which introduces and presents
the conceptual model for the second study. Chapter 6 develops and lays down the
hypotheses for the second study. Chapter 7 discusses the methods employed for
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collection of data and the results obtained for the second study. Finally, Chapter 8
discusses the results obtained from studies one and two, underlines the contribution of the
present research, presents some of the limitations of these studies, and highlights future
research possibilities in the area of regret and decision-making.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
Regret has been defined as: “A consequence of decision-making under risk and
may arise when the individuals appear, after the fact, to have made a wrong decision even
if the decision appeared to be the right one at the time it was made” Tsiros and Mittal
(2000). Regret is experienced when the individual feels or realizes that the outcome of
the rejected option might have been better (Zeelenberg 1999). Regret is usually viewed as
a cognitive emotion. In other words, in order to understand whether one experiences any
regret over a particular decision, one has to think (Landman 1993; Zeelenberg 1999)
about not only the present outcome and result of that outcome, but also about a forgone
outcome that might have been possible if a different choice had been made (Zeelenberg
1999). Hence, regret results in a sufficient degree of cognitive appraisal and, because of
this cognitive process, regret is related to counterfactual thinking; usually the more
readily the counterfactuals1 come to mind, the more regret is experienced (Landman
1993).
Hence given that regret is a heavily-loaded cognitive process, how is it different
from cognitive dissonance? It may be noted, “regret challenges the main point of
cognitive dissonance theory – its prediction about how dissonance can be solved”
(Landman 1993, p. 123). According to Landman, cognitive dissonance theory is based on
two ideas – a) presence of an internal inconsistency which makes individuals
uncomfortable. Inconsistency, which refers to any kind of incongruency relating to an
The term counterfactuals literally signify contrary to the facts (Roese 1997). In terms of regret research
counterfactual might be conceptualized as “alternative versions of the past” (Roese 1997). According to
Landman (1993) counterfactuals might help individuals to face the future by helping them visualize how
things might have been different in the past. In terms of consumer decision-making, individuals construct
“hypothetical scenarios through mental simulations” in order to provide a “comparison standard to reality”
(Tsiros and Mittal 2000, p. 403). The ability to create counterfactuals depends on the risk and personal
responsibility attributed to a particular decision-making (Tsiros and Mittal 2000).
1
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individual’s value or belief system, leads to a state of tension or dissonance, and b) these
cognitive tensions then need to be put to rest. Conforming to an attitude that matches that
of the abnormal behavior might reduce the tension experienced.
The fact that individuals adopt attitudes that reduce this cognitive tension has
been researched extensively and found to be true. However, not all individuals wish to
alter their attitudes to experience a harmony with oneself. A study reported in Landman
(1993, p. 40) indicates that as high as 62% of the individuals experience regret for their
“dissonance arousing behavior”. This dissonance arousing behavior exists because of a
prior decision taken by the individuals and regret is experienced when they cannot justify
or rationalize this prior behavior. In other words, cognitive dissonance occurs when, due
to a certain act, individuals experience a tension resulting in dissonance; but the very idea
that individuals fail to reason the initial act gives rise to regret. Hence, if an individual
experiences regret, then he or she also experiences cognitive dissonance initially. But
experiencing cognitive dissonance necessarily may not result in experiencing regret.
2.1 Regret Due to Action versus Inaction
In order to understand the nature or the intensity of regret arising from action
versus that arising from inaction, it is important to examine what constitutes an action as
opposed to an inaction. According to Gilovich and Medvec (1995), “the issue of what
distinguishes action from inactions has been virtually ignored” (p. 381) within this
context. Gilovich and Medvec (1995) defined action as “something you did but wish
hadn’t done” and inaction as “something that you didn’t do but wish you had done” (p.
381, footnote 1). However, what is unclear is why it is necessary to define action versus
inaction in terms of dissonance on the part of the consumer and a corresponding
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judgment regarding what should or should not have been done. For the purposes of this
study we consider action and inaction as discrete events2 and define action as purchase of
the recommended brand and inaction as not purchasing the recommended brand.
It should be noted that researchers in psychology have debated and investigated
the experience of regret arising from action versus that arising from inaction (Zeelenberg
et al. 2002). Nonetheless, there has been little consistency regarding whether regret
arising from action is greater than regret arising from inaction or vice-versa. Some
researchers have shown that regret arising from action is more intense than regret arising
from inaction (N’gbala and Branscombe 1997, Landman 1993), while others have shown
that regret arising from inaction is more intense than regret arising from action
(Zeelenberg et al. 2002, Feldman et al. 1999).
2.2 A Review of Research on Regret
In the field of regret research in psychology, one of the most replicated findings is
that regret arising from action is more intense than that arising from inaction (Gilovich
and Medvec 1995). In other words, people tend to regret their actions more than their
inactions. The following scenario designed by Kahneman & Teversky 1982, (described in
Gilovich & Medvec (1995)) has been used extensively in the regret literature by various
authors to illustrate the concepts of regrets of action and inaction:
Mr. Paul owns shares in Company A. During the past year he decided switching to
stock in Company B, but he decided against it. He now finds that he would have been
better off by $1,200 if he had switched to the stock of Company B. Mr. George
owned shares in Company B. During the past year he switched to stock in Company

2 One can argue that action and inaction may not be discrete events. For example, when an individual
makes a choice and buys a product, then he/she is automatically forgoing an alternative. Hence, the mere
act of buying the chosen product constitutes an action; and, as a corollary, the act of forgoing another
alternative constitutes inaction.
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A. He now finds that he would have been better off by $1,200 if he had kept his stock
in Company B. Who feels greater regret?
After analyzing the scenario, 92% of the respondents felt that Mr. George, who had
taken an action, would feel more regret than Mr. Paul. This is because it is easier to
imagine avoiding actions that have already been performed than imagining actions that
have not been performed (Gilovich and Medvec 1995). People generally feel that when
they have taken an action in a way they are more responsible for the end result arising
from that action, than if they had not taken the action and the outcome was the same. This
might be because individuals delegate more responsibility to an action taken rather than
an action not taken (the rationale is that human beings are rational intelligent species and
would take an action only when deemed fit, ceteris paribus). Research shows that regret
and responsibility are highly positively correlated, with higher responsibility resulting in
higher regret (Simonson 1992). On the other hand, not taking an action might be a result
of various causes, example, mere oversight or forgetfulness (Feldman et al. 1999). As a
result of which individuals might hold themselves less accountable for actions that they
fail to take.
However, in another scenario developed by Gilovich and Medvec (1995), it was
evident that not taking an action resulted in greater regret than taking an action, in certain
situations. The authors provided the following scenario to the participants:
Dave and Jim do not know each other, but both are enrolled at the same elite East
Coast University. Both are only moderately satisfied where they are, and both are
considering transferring to another prestigious school. Each agonizes over the
decision, going back and forth thinking that he is going to stay and he will leave.
They ultimately make different decisions: Dave opts to stay where he is and Jim
decides to transfer.
Suppose their decisions turn out badly for both of them: Dave still doesn’t like it
where he is and wishes he had transferred, and Jim doesn’t like his new environment
and wishes that he had stayed. Who do you think would regret the decision the most
9

upon learning that it was a mistake? Who do you think would regret the decision the
most in the long run?
Here again, 76% of the participants felt that Jim would experience more regret in
the short run. However for the second question, the majority (63%) felt that Dave would
experience more regret in the long run for not doing something. Hence it might be
suggested that contrary to prior beliefs, individuals do experience more regret for inaction
than action, under certain circumstances – such as when considering the temporal pattern
of regret. Gilovich and Medvec (1995) conclude that this temporal pattern emerges from
three distinct mechanisms. First, there are certain elements that decrease the pain of
regrettable actions. Second, there are certain elements that increase the pain of regrettable
inactions. And, finally, there are certain factors that affect how often an individual is
reminded of his/her regrettable actions or inactions. Other authors have also forwarded
their views regarding the temporal pattern and have mentioned that, over time, certain
psychological phenomena seem to gain more importance and increase the regret for
actions not taken and diminish those for actions taken (Zeelenberg et al. 2002). In other
words, with time, individuals seem to regret more what they have missed rather than the
regret arising from the consummation of activities (Mellers et al. 1998).
It is apparent from the above example that regret from action is not always more
intense than regret from inaction, and that the intensity of regret arising from action
versus that arising from inaction may be a function of time. However, we propose that the
dominance of regret due to action versus inaction may not only be due to temporal
reasons. Consider a case of a stockout for the preferred brand where the individual
decides not to buy an available alternative brand. In this case, if a post-decision
comparison between the stockout brand and the alternative available brand by an
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independent source reveals that the performance of the alternative brand is worse than the
stockout brand, then individuals would experience regret because of buying the
alternative brand (i.e., in case of action). On the other hand, if a comparison between the
stockout brand and the alternative available brand by an independent source reveals that
the performance of the alternative brand is better than the stockout brand, then
individuals would experience regret because of not buying the alternative available brand
(i.e., in case of inaction). Moreover, with the passage of time, the dominance of regret
due to action versus inaction is not likely to change.
Regret research in marketing has followed two distinct pathways. One path of
research has examined the general phenomenon of regret and its effect on consumer
satisfaction (Taylor 1997), comparing regret with a similar emotion, viz. disappointment
(Inman et al. 1997), and finally, investigating the role of maintaining status quo versus a
switch (while making a decision) and its subsequent effects on post purchase regret. The
other avenue has studied the concepts of anticipated (Simonson 1992), experienced
(Tsiros and Mittal 2000) and future (Cooke et al. 2001) regret. In this section we will
review these two streams of research, present their findings and elucidate the conclusions
arrived at by the researchers.
2.3 General Phenomenon of Regret as Examined in Marketing
Researchers studying the general phenomenon of regret in marketing have
primarily put forth the opinion that including regret in the model of the expectancydisconfirmation paradigm provides the consumers with a fuller description of consumer
satisfaction. Since satisfaction is a major determinant of brand loyalty, word-of-mouth
communications and repeat purchases, the causes of satisfaction and/or dissatisfaction are
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important concepts in post-choice valuations by the consumers. Taylor (1997) was the
first researcher in marketing who posited that expectations about ‘unchosen’ alternatives
is likely to have an effect on one’s choice, especially when the expectations regarding the
choice were not met. She conducted two experiments to test her hypotheses vis-à-vis the
inclusion of regret in the expectation-disconfirmation model.
One study asked the respondents to think about a movie that they have already
seen and indicate their consequent satisfaction with the choice; this was termed a
‘retrospect’ study by the author. Respondents in this first study indicated that their
expectations about the unchosen movie was strongly negatively correlated especially
when they were not satisfied with the one that they seen. In the second study, labeled as a
‘live’ study, respondents were asked to answer questions regarding their expectations
before, and satisfaction and confirmation of expectations after watching a movie of their
choice. The results however showed that the performance of the chosen option was the
most important determinant of satisfaction.
Although, the author obtained mixed results from the two studies, she nonetheless
provided support for the contention that unchosen alternatives do affect the overall
satisfaction of an individual. One of the reasons for not finding support for the second
study, as suggested by the author, might be that, over time, individuals are likely to think
more about the negative events that happened in the past and hence, regret intensifies
with the passage of time. Similar arguments have also been made by researchers in the
field of psychology (Gilovich and Medvec 1995; Mellers et al. 1998). However, this
paradigm shift as proposed by Taylor (1997) as a result of including regret in the
satisfaction model resulted in other researchers trying to investigate the phenomenon.
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In line with the above discussion on work by Taylor (1997), Inman et al. (1997)
proposed that, besides the performance of the purchased brand, the performance of the
forgone brand is also needed to obtain a better description of the post-choice valuation of
the chosen alternative. This research merges the work on post-choice valuation with that
of expected utility theory. Specifically, post-choice valuation includes the selected brand
as the basis of comparison, while expected utility theory includes the forgone alternative
along with the chosen one to arrive at the post-choice valuation. Thus, Inman et al. (1997)
extend the prior work of Taylor (1997) by incorporating disappointment in the model of
satisfaction.
The model introduced by Inman et al. (1997) is made up of three basic elements,
each signifying a factor contributing to the consumer’s assessment of a chosen product.
The first component of the model is the expected performance of the product which is
affected by an anticipated performance measure. The second component deals with the
feelings of disappointment – the difference between anticipated and actual performance
(much like the disconfirmation construct in the satisfaction research); and finally the third
component is regret comparing the performance of the chosen product versus the forgone
alternative. According to the authors, the model developed provides consumer postchoice valuation by an “anchoring and adjustment” framework. Specifically, the anchor
used is the anticipated performance of the product for both pre- and post-evaluations. For
example, in the case of post-evaluation the anticipated performance is the basis (or the
anchor) against which the comparisons are made. Accordingly, the consumer experiences
disappointment (or elation) and regret (or rejoicing) and the adjustments are then made
based on the anchor.
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An experiment was designed to test this model and interesting results were
obtained. As suggested by the authors, regret was observed as having an effect on postchoice valuation of the chosen alternative. More interesting however, the results showed
that the negative effect of disappointment is greater than the positive effect of elation and
that the negative effect of regret is greater than the positive effect of rejoicing on postchoice evaluation. Overall, Inman et al.’s (1997) research makes a significant
contribution to the field of regret research by merging the concepts of regret and
satisfaction into one model and then examining their effects on post-choice valuations.
The final research discussed in this section deals with regret arising from repeat
purchases (or status quo) versus those arising from switching decisions. The main
objective of the article by Inman et al. (2002) is to show that although decision-making
literature provides substantial evidence that individuals are likely to experience more
regret when they switch from a status quo and the outcome is negative than when they
maintain the status quo resulting in the same negative outcome, sometimes the reasons
for a switch make it such that maintaining the status quo is not the obvious thing to do. In
such a case, even though there is a resultant negative outcome, consumers are likely to
experience less regret than if they had not made the switch.
Status quo in terms of marketing has been defined by the authors as “a tendency
to repeat purchase – that is, to select the same brand over subsequent purchase decisions”
(pg. 117). In terms of consumer decision-making the effect of status quo might be
translated as follows: if repeat purchasing results in a negative outcome, individuals are
likely to experience less regret than if the negative outcome is a result of purchasing a
different brand. However, the authors feel that such results of status quo might have been
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over generalized, in the sense that there might be certain occasions where prior
experience on the part of the consumer might provide justification for a switch. This
justification, then, is likely to weaken the intensity of the regret experienced when the
decision turns out to be bad. Extant research in psychology has shown that regret arises to
the extent that an individual feels he/she is personally responsible for the decision. If,
however, decisions to switch are supported by good reasons, then it follows that one
should experience less regret from such decisions.
On the basis of the above discussion, the authors proposed three hypotheses that
were tested in the first study. The first hypothesis dealt with the status quo effect which
illustrates that when there is no prior information initiating a change or when the prior
information reinforces one to maintain status quo, then more regret will be experienced if
a switch is made. The second hypothesis states that a good reason for a switch should
attenuate the feeling of regret. This follows from the reasoning that consumers usually
would make a decision that would decrease their risks and hence lower the responsibility
in event of a bad outcome. If the resultant outcome can be rationalized in terms of being
the best choice under the circumstances in which it was made, then logically regret
experienced should be lower. Alternatively, if the decision for a switch was made due to
poor reasons then consumers are liable to be more responsible for their actions and hence
experience greater regret. Lastly, in line with the first two hypotheses, the authors
conclude that greater regret is likely to be experienced when strong reasons exist for a
switch but the individual maintains the current course of action and the subsequent result
is negative, than when a negative outcome arises because of switching decision. All three
hypotheses are supported by the study.
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For their second study, the authors proposed that brand history is likely to have an
impact on the experience of regret arising from a choice. They suggest that the higher the
experience or association with the brand, the greater is the tendency to stick with the
status quo. Hence, greater regret is likely to be felt when a switch is made in such a case.
In terms of the status quo reversal effect, as explained in the above paragraph, brand
history is likely to moderate the relationship between the switch/maintain status quo and
regret. Specifically, the authors suggest that, in case of low brand history, the status quo
reversal effect is likely to be observed. In other words, one is likely to experience more
regret due to switching when there is higher brand history than when one has lower brand
history. Corollarily, repeating is likely to have a lesser effect on regret when there is
higher brand history, than when there is lower brand history. The results of the study
supported the hypothesis proposed by the authors.
In the final two studies, the authors tested the premise that information about a
prior experience might provide reasons for the consumer to switch (third study) and
examined the effect of reasons on decisional regret (fourth study). Overall the results
obtained from these two studies showed that prior information does provide reasons for
the consumer to switch and that a strong reason for a decision removes the effect of the
status quo and makes the decision more justifiable. Overall, the contribution of this
article is to illustrate that decision makers might experience regret when consumers stick
with the status quo even though there were strong reasons for a switch. In fact, the regret
arising from the status quo (referred to as the status quo effect) might, at times, be more
than that arising from the decision to switch if the reasons for the switch (not made) were
compelling enough.
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2.4 Anticipated, Experienced, and Future Regret Examined in Marketing
2.4.1 Anticipated Regret
As mentioned in the beginning of this section, the second stream of regret
research in the domain of marketing has dealt with the specific issues relating to
anticipated, experienced and future regret. Simonson (1992) examined the role of
anticipated regret and responsibility in the context of timing of purchase (making a
purchase at the present time versus delaying the purchase in anticipation of a better deal),
the price paid (expensive versus inexpensive) and the brand name chosen (choosing a
well-known brand versus a lesser-known brand) in a consumer purchase situation. With
reference to the timing of the purchase, the author posits that consumers often make the
decision of purchasing immediately or might postpone the decision in anticipation of a
better deal (e.g., July 4th sales or Thanksgiving sales). In the former situation, if the
consumer finds out that the product was offered later on better terms, then he/she would
experience regret. Similarly, in the latter situation, when the consumer finds out that
he/she missed the earlier better deal, then also he/she is likely to experience regret.
It is assumed that buying a product currently on the basis of the available
information seems to be the default option (or the norm) for the consumer and is hence
associated with less responsibility. Whereas, waiting for a better deal is a deliberate
strategy undertaken by the consumer resulting in greater responsibility, and hence, is
more of a gamble. According to norm theory (Kahneman and Miller 1986), individuals
experience greater regret and responsibility when negative outcomes arise from decisions
that deviate from the norm because it is easier to imagine following the norm3.

3

Factors that determine the normal or default option are status quo, the conventional or the ordinary way of
doing things and the degree of risk associated with the decision.
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Consequently, it might be then stated that consumers who waited for a better deal and
postponed the purchase are likely to experience greater regret (when they find that the
initial price was better), than those who purchased in the current period and later found a
better deal. Therefore, in line with the above arguments, it might be stated that a
consideration of decision errors regarding timing of the purchase is likely to lead
consumers to an earlier purchase.
Similar arguments can also be used to predict when consumers might experience
more regret with reference to the brand name chosen and the price paid. If the consumer
chooses a well-known brand name (hence more expensive) over an unknown one
(relatively less expensive) and later finds out that the expensive option chosen is in no
way better than (or maybe even inferior to the unknown brand), then he/she is likely to
experience less regret, than if one had chosen an unknown brand and found out that it
was indeed inferior on some important attributes. This is because, according to the
author, the conventional or the obvious choice for the consumer is to choose a wellknown brand since it is likely to be much safer and less of a gamble. Hence, at the time of
making the decision, if consumers are made to anticipate how they might feel after the
purchase when they find out that an inferior less expensive brand chosen was a wrong
decision, they are likely to shift their choice to a well-known, more expensive, brand.
The results from the three studies conducted by Simonson tend to support the
contentions regarding purchase timing and brand name and price. It was shown that if
consumers are made to anticipate the possible decision errors with regard to buying an
item now as opposed to waiting for a better deal, they usually made the choice of buying
the item in the current period. However, these results would not tend to hold in situations
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where other factors influence the judgment of regret and responsibility. In the automobile
industry for example, car manufacturers usually advertise better deals on the recent
models later in the year. Also in situations where the choice is between a current purchase
and an indefinite delay, the decision to make a current purchase is more likely to be
prevalent even though the delay may be the default option. Finally, in case of certain
stores that offer guarantees on their rebates (e.g., low price guarantees), consumers are
not likely to purchase earlier because of such guarantees. With regard to brand names
(choosing between branded versus lesser-known brands) and price (branded products
associated with higher price versus lesser-known brands associated with lower price), the
results demonstrate that consumers are more likely to change their decision regarding the
brand choice if they are made to anticipate regret.
Interesting issues come into play when the relationship between regret and
responsibility is examined. Previous research is not exactly clear on the relationship
between these two constructs and their ultimate effect on choice. Generally, extant
research has shown that regret and responsibility are positively correlated, with greater
responsibility being associated with greater regret. The findings by Simonson however,
oppose this general trend. Specifically, the results indicated that not always is greater
responsibility associated with greater regret. In some cases, it might actually be different
– greater responsibility might result in lower regret. The studies showed that when
consumers chose a well-known brand (more expensive) over an unknown brand, they
experienced regret when they found that they might very well have chosen the inferior
brand (less expensive); however, in the first instance, consumers are likely to experience
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lower responsibility (because choosing the branded item was associated with lower risk
and hence, was the default option).
The author provided an example to clarify the issue of regret and responsibility
further (Simonson 1992, pg. 116) – suppose a person is considering placing a bet on
either of two horses: a long shot or a favorite. He/she would feel more responsible if the
bet was placed on the long shot and the favorite won; on the other hand, the person would
experience more regret if the bet was placed on the favorite and the long shot won. This
is because the placing the bet with the favorite is the default option and hence the less
riskier one.
In conclusion, Simonson’s research illustrated how making individuals anticipate
the persistence of regret and responsibility might influence consumer choice. Moreover,
it also becomes evident that regret and responsibility are two separate constructs.
Whereas, regret is associated with something done or not done and the magnitude of the
emotion experienced depends on the degree of difference between the actual and the
alternative outcomes; how much responsibility is associated with self blame and the
magnitude of responsibility depends on the degree to which the self blame might take
place that led to the negative outcome.
2.4.2 Experienced Regret
From anticipated regret we next shift to experienced regret. Tsiros and Mittal
(2000) developed a model of experienced regret, established a multi-item scale for
measuring the concept and also distinguished the emotion from satisfaction. Furthermore,
the authors also examined how regret and satisfaction influence some of the behavioral
consequences of regret; they also demonstrated how regret might be experienced even
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when knowledge of the forgone outcome is not known; they investigated the moderating
roles of valence of outcome, status quo and irreversibility of outcome; and finally, they
observed the cognitive process generating regret when knowledge of the forgone
outcome is not known.
Tsiors and Mittal (2000) define experienced regret as an emotional response as
“the result of comparing one’s outcome with a better outcome that would have occurred
had a different alternative been selected (pg. 402)”. Tsiros and Mittal’s (2000) definition
evolves from other conceptualizations of this emotion. For example, Bell (1982) and
Loomes and Sugden (1982) define the concept of experienced regret as “… a
consequence of decision-making under risk and may arise when individuals appear, after
the fact, to have made the wrong decision even if the decision appeared to be the right
one at the time it was made”. Likewise, Zeelenberg (1996) defined experienced regret as
“A negatively cognitively determined emotion that we experience when realizing or
imagining that our present situation would have been better had we acted differently”.
From the above definitions it is clear that regret is a disconfirmation of
expectations, which is very much like satisfaction. The central issue, however, is that
although regret, much like satisfaction, results from the comparison of the actual
performance against a reference point, the understanding of regret as a separate construct
provides a richer description of post-choice valuation. Even though regret and
satisfaction both represent a response to a comparison, they are two separate constructs.
The comparison in the case of regret is with other brands, while in the case of
satisfaction, it is with an internal standard the consumer might have. Hence, regret is
associated with choice, while satisfaction is associated with outcomes. Moreover, it also
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becomes evident that the comparison yardstick in the case of regret is external and that in
the case of satisfaction is internal.
Situation specific
characteristics
Status Quo
Reversibility

Information on the
forgone outcome

Regret
Repurchase

Known Vs.
Unknown

Complaint
Valence of the chosen
outcome/disconfirmation

Satisfaction

Positive vs. Negative
Figure 2.1 A Model of Regret in Consumer Decision-making (Adapted from Tsiros and
Mittal 2000)
The primary contribution of the Tsiros and Mittal (2000) article is that it presents
a comprehensive model of experienced regret in terms of the antecedents, moderators and
consequences of the felt emotion. The model developed by the authors is presented above
in Figure 2.1. The antecedent of regret is identified as the information on the forgone
outcome. This is understandable because the very definition of regret emphasizes the
comparison between chosen alternative and the forgone alternative. However, what is
interesting is that the authors argue that regret might be experienced even when the
knowledge of forgone outcome is not known. In other words, even if individuals are not
aware of what they have missed, regret might still be experienced because of
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counterfactuals or hypothetical scenarios that are constructed by the consumers. These
scenarios provide the consumers with a basis of comparison when the information on the
forgone outcome is missing. Understandably, the intensity of regret is likely to be lower
when individuals construct such counterfactuals as opposed to when the information is
present.
However individuals do not always construct counterfactuals in their minds. The
motivation to generate these scenarios depends on certain situation-specific
characteristics. The authors discuss three such characteristics – status quo, reversibility of
the outcome and the valence of the outcome. These are included in the model as
moderators affecting the relationship between knowledge of the forgone outcome and the
regret experienced. The moderating effect of status quo might be explained as follows:
generally research in decision-making has found that individuals experience greater
regret from a negative outcome due to a shift from the status quo, than from an identical
negative outcome resulting from maintaining the status quo. This is because it is easier
imagining (i.e., generating counterfactuals) doing the conventional and usual thing. A
movement from this convention becomes salient and is associated with higher personal
responsibility. Hence, even when the information on the forgone outcome is unavailable
and the consumers make a switch, they still would experience higher regret because of
the counterfactuals that would be generated. The authors proposed that when there is a
switch from status quo and the outcome is negative, consumers are likely to experience
regret regardless of the information on the forgone outcome. However, when consumers
maintain the status quo and the result is a negative outcome, then individuals are likely to
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experience more regret when knowledge about the forgone outcome is present than when
this knowledge is absent.
Irreversibility of outcome refers to whether the product carries any guarantees or
if the purchase is safeguarded by a return policy. If there are no such guarantees, and the
product fails to perform at a certain level, individuals would experience greater regret
than if there were guarantees and the product failed to perform. In line with the
arguments presented above with reference to status quo, the authors proposed that when
the chosen outcome is irreversible and the product underperforms, the consumer is likely
to experience regret regardless of the knowledge about the forgone outcome. This is
because it is likely to be easier for the consumer to imagine purchasing a product that
came with guarantees since that is the obvious (and less risky) choice. However, when
the outcome is reversible and the consumer is also aware of the forgone outcome, one
would experience greater regret than if one was not aware of such a forgone outcome.
The reason, as put forward by the authors, is that, when the forgone outcome is not
known and the obtained outcome is reversible, the consumer is not likely to spend the
cognitive effort to generate counterfactuals because the presence of such guarantees
demotivates him/her from doing so.
The final moderator in the model refers to valence of the outcome. The valence of
the outcome signifies a positive or negative outcome received by the consumer. Research
shows that individuals who receive a positive outcome usually do not undertake activities
that affect this affective state; whereas, those receiving a negative outcome generally
engage in activities in order to make the outcome better. In terms of generating
counterfactuals then, it might be stated that in the case of a positive outcome the
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consumer has less motivation in generating counterfactuals that might undo this positive
state; however, in the case of negative outcomes, the consumer actively searches for
instances that might prevent them from experiencing such outcomes in the future. Hence
the authors in this study propose that when the valence is negative, individuals would
experience regret no matter the nature of knowledge about the forgone outcome. On the
other hand, when the valence is positive, individuals are likely to experience greater
regret when they have the knowledge of the forgone outcome, than when they do not
possess such knowledge.
The consequences of regret as proposed by the authors in the study are repurchase
intentions, satisfaction and complaint intentions. The disconfirmation expectation model
of satisfaction proposes that in order for the consumer to evaluate post-choice decisions,
they compare the outcomes received with a pre-determined level of expectations. Such
evaluations affect the repurchase intentions possessed by the consumer. However, to
obtain a richer evaluation, an individual is also likely to compare the outcome received
with the outcomes of the other forgone alternatives. If a consumer is satisfied with a
chosen outcome, but finds out that a forgone alternative performs better, the consumer
may very well decide to buy the forgone alternative during the next purchase occasion.
Hence, satisfaction and regret both influence repurchase intentions. However, regret does
not influence complaint intentions directly but the effect is fully mediated via
satisfaction. This is because consumers are not likely to complain when other products in
the marketplace outperform the chosen alternative (when the consumer experiences
regret). He/she is likely to complain when the product does not perform as expected
(when the consumer is dissatisfied). Hence, satisfaction has a negative influence on
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compliant intentions, while regret has none. Finally, the authors replicate the recent
findings of other researchers (in marketing) by indicating that regret has a negative
influence on satisfaction.
Tsiros and Mittal’s (2000) research makes several important contributions to field
of regret research. Not only does it introduce the concept of experienced or felt regret in
the domain of marketing, but it also illustrates that regret might be experienced even
when the information on the forgone outcome is not available. It also shows how regret
exactly might be experienced when such knowledge is absent and, finally, the behavioral
consequences of regret, subsequent to experiencing a negative outcome, are studied.
2.4.3 Future Regret
Cooke et al. (2001) explored the issue of whether consumers experience regret in
purchase timing decisions and how (if they do) the regret relates to satisfaction.
Subsequently, they examined how consumers try to avoid this regret (termed as future
regret) in later purchasing situations. The authors suggest that satisfaction and regret
measures, with reference to decisions regarding purchase timing situations, are assessed
by consumers in the light of post-purchase and pre-purchase prices. Pre-purchase prices
refer to the prices that a consumer is exposed to before purchasing a product.
Consequently, if the pre-purchase prices are lower than the actual price paid and
decreases steadily before the purchase, then he/she is most likely to have greater regret
for not purchasing the product earlier.
Post-purchase prices are prices to which the consumer is exposed to after the
purchase has been made. Similar to pre-purchase price arguments presented above, an
individual is also likely to experience greater regret when he/she later finds out that the
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price of the product has gone down after the purchase was made. However, in both the
cases, although regret would be experienced, the question the authors pose is whether
these prices are likely to affect satisfaction the same way as regret. Simonson’s research
(1992), discussed earlier in this section, is the most relevant study in this context.
Simonson concluded that, when consumers wait for a better price, but end up paying a
price that is more than the price they had passed over initially, they tend to experience
more regret than consumers who buy the product currently and subsequently find that
they might have paid a lower price later. In terms of pre-purchase and post-purchase
prices, Simonson’s findings might be viewed as consumers being more affected by the
former than the latter.
However, Cooke et al. present findings from an economic perspective that seem
to suggest that post-purchase prices affect regret and satisfaction more than pre-purchase
prices. According to the economics of information search (Stigler 1961 in Cooke at al.
2001), consumers generally make a decision to purchase based on cost-benefit analysis of
search. If further search is likely to provide the consumer with a better deal, then the
consumer is likely to continue doing so; usually the consumer would tend to search till
the point when the cost of further search is equal to the potential extra benefits gained
from such search. Based on this discussion, it might be concluded that purchase-timing
decisions are inherently forward-looking. In other words, post-purchase prices might
have a greater effect on consumer emotions. However, the effects of pre- and post–
purchase prices are likely to depend on the control that individuals have over the
decision. For instance, at certain times individuals might have an immediate need for a
particular product and hence are likely to have less control over the decision.
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Extant research examining the effects of control over a decision suggests that
usually consumers tend to regret those decisions over which they had more control, and
moreover, they also tend to generate counterfactuals more easily in such situations.
Cooke at al. propose that when a consumer has already decided to buy a product and
he/she has control over the decision, it might be assumed that the individual has
integrated the pre-purchase prices in their decision and hence the prices should not affect
satisfaction to that extent. However, when the individual has relatively less control over a
buying decision (one has to buy it immediately no matter what), then pre-purchase prices
are likely to affect satisfaction to a greater extent (the consumer is likely to think – why
did not I buy it earlier?). On the other hand, post-purchase prices are likely to have a
greater influence on satisfaction when an individual had more control over the purchasetiming decision than when one had relatively less control.
Two studies were conducted to test these hypotheses and the results showed that
both pre and post-purchase prices tend to have negative effects on satisfaction. Generally,
the results showed that consumers tend to be less satisfied when they find out that they
might have paid a lower price earlier, if they had purchased earlier, or later, if they had
waited. However, the effects of post-purchase comparisons were greater than those of
pre-purchase comparisons. Also, the effect of pre-purchase comparisons was greater for
purchases where the consumer had less control over the decision (as proposed by the
authors). However, post-purchase comparisons did not change with the change in control
over purchase timing (i.e., the effects of these comparisons were always present contrary
to the authors’ hypothesis). In other words, consumers still compare these prices
regardless of whether the purchase was a necessity or not – satisfaction of the
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respondents was affected by prices that they actually could not obtain. Finally, regret was
shown to have a mediating effect on the relationship between price comparisons and
satisfaction. This relationship set the stage for the next two studies conducted which
illustrate that consumers not only experience this regret, but they also anticipate and
avoid it in their future purchasing situations.
The purpose of the studies was to show that providing post-purchase information
to the respondents affects their decision strategies. Two hypotheses were proposed: one
stated that such information would not have any effect on the subsequent decisions and
the other stated that such information is likely to affect subsequent decision strategies in
the sense that individuals are likely to avoid situations that tend to produce postdecision
regret. The basis of the hypotheses is the two perspectives of consumer behavior –
maximization of expected value of outcomes and minimization of the hedonic
consequences of outcomes (minimize regret). In the first (consumer behavior
perspective), the decision strategies are not likely to be affected by the experience of
regret. In the second perspective, consumers are motivated by the hedonic consequences
and hence are likely to anticipate future regret and minimize that as much as possible.
The intention of the authors is not to show which strategy is better, but to determine
which strategy is adopted when there are two conflicting perspectives.
The results of the studies provided proof that individuals receiving post-decision
information about their choices change their decisions. In other words, people tend to
avoid regret in future purchases by setting a stricter decisional threshold. Overall, the
article provides some interesting insights into the process of regret. In contrast with
Simonson’s (1992) findings, Cooke et al. showed that consumers do consider future
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prices when making subsequent decisions. Also, the control possessed by consumers in
terms of timing of the purchase seems to affect their reactions to price comparisons.
2.5 Norm Theory Used in the Domain of Regret Research
Norm theory, as applied in the domain of regret research, avers that decisions
deviating from the default option (i.e. the norm) result in a greater experience of regret
and responsibility when the outcome is negative on the part of the individual. This is
because it is easier to imagine doing the normal or choosing the conventional route to
decision-making. For instance, Simonson (1992) reasoned that individuals searching for a
name on a list are likely to experience greater regret when they start the search from the
end of the list and find the name at the beginning compared to those who decided to
search from the beginning and found the name at the end of the list.
Kahneman and Miller (1986) first proposed the concept of norm theory in the
light of the traditional adaptation level theory proposed by Helson (1964). However,
Kahneman and Miller (1986) suggested that, in contrast to the adaptation level theory,
norms are manufactured after the occurrence of the event rather than in advance. Each
event helps in visualizing alternatives which are then compared to prior versions and the
result is interpreted as “what could have been, might have been or should have been”
(Kahneman and Miller 1986, p. 136). In other words, the authors recommended that
alternatives are constructed in the minds of the individuals on an ad hoc basis instead of
being retrieved from past experiences. The concept of normality as used by the authors in
their paper is also adopted for the purposes of this dissertation. The designation of events
as normal or abnormal is guided by the phenomenon surprise, rather than by probability.
Probability primarily deals with expectations or anticipations, and hence, is more of an
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evaluation of prior beliefs. In contrast, the notion of surprise is the evaluation of the postdecision outcome; “it reflects the failure or success of an attempt to make sense of an
experience” (Kahneman and Miller 1986, p. 137).
According to the model of norms as presented by the authors, an experience of an
object or event leads to an evoked set consisting of different alternatives. Each of these
alternatives is defined in terms of attributes that describe the features of the elements (for
instance, price and quality are two attributes on the basis of which a product might be
defined). The evoked set is typically defined by norms for each of the attributes. The
elements of this evoked set are generally activated to different degrees. However, not all
possible alternatives are likely to be included in the evoked set. Generally, the activation
of alternatives is controlled by stimulus norms and category norms. Stimulus norms arise
from objects and events, while category norms are manufactured by references to
categories. Hence, the specification of the category supplemented by the context of the
norm (i.e. objects and events) tends to apply a limit to the alternatives in the evoked set.
Specifically in the subject matter of regret, norm theory might be applied as
follows. Emotional responses to the outcomes of events are likely to be amplified when
the events are looked upon as being abnormal. This is because alternatives to abnormal
events are easier to stimulate mentally and that is likely to lead to experiencing greater
regret. In conclusion, it can be stated that norm theory, as introduced by its proponents,
defines norms as alternatives constructed in the minds of the individuals on a post hoc
basis. By doing this, the authors have separated the phenomenon of probability and
anticipation from that of post hoc interpretation (by investigating norm with respect to the
phenomenon of surprise).
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2.5.1 Norm Theory in the Context of Action versus Inaction
Each event – action or inaction – gives rise to a norm consisting of an alternative
to what happens in reality (Feldman et al. 1999). The further away the reality is from this
norm, the more abnormal an event is; the more abnormal an event is, the more
counterfactual thoughts are mentally constructed to restore normality. The more readily
counterfactuals come to mind; the more regret is experienced (Landman 1993). Hence,
normality becomes a key issue when it comes to deciding whether regret arising from
action would be greater than regret arising from inaction or vice-versa.
Researchers, who have used this theory to explain the findings that the intensity of
regret arising from inaction is greater than that from action, usually have introduced the
concept of prior experience (Feldman et al. 1999) or prior outcomes (Zeelenberg et al.
2002). Feldman et al. (1999) state that a norm refers to, “… a post computed
representation specifying what would be expected in a given situation based on prior
experience with similar situations” (page 235). In other words, based on prior experience
during similar situations a norm for a certain event is constructed, that is used as frame of
reference for comparison with the current event. If inaction is found to be more abnormal
than action, then more regret is experienced from this inaction. Zeelenberg et al. (2002)
notes “normality of action and inaction may be dependent on prior outcomes” (pg. 324).
Hence, regret arising from inaction may be greater than regret from action when prior
outcomes or experiences dictate that not taking an action is abnormal. In other words, if
certain situations arise that dictate that individuals should move away from their usual
decision, then, not doing so (or inaction) would be seen as more abnormal than doing so
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(or action) (Inman and Zeelenberg 2002). Hence, inaction would lead to higher levels of
regret than action.
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CHAPTER 3: CONCEPTUAL MODEL AND HYPOTHESES
DEVELOPMENT
3.1 Conceptual Model
Figure 3.1 depicts the conceptual model for the first study. According to the
model, the decision to purchase (action) or not to purchase an alternative brand (inaction)
during a stockout situation (for the preferred brand) is based on information processed by
the individual, regarding the alternative brands available at the store. Information
processed prior to decision making may reflect three conditions for the available brand
(B) vis-à-vis the preferred stockout brand (A). The first condition may reflect the
situation where the available alternative brand (B) is a slightly inferior to the preferred
stockout brand (A). The second condition may reflect the situation where the available
alternative brand (B) and the preferred stockout brand (A) are similar. The final condition
may reflect the situation where the available alternative brand (B) is a better than the
preferred stockout brand (A).
Information
received prior
to decision
making

Post decision ratings
provided by Consumer
Reports

Post decision Confirmation/
Disconfirmation of Prior
Information

Action/inaction

Regret

Figure 3.1: Conceptual Model for Study 1
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Generally, it may be argued that a consumer is likely to experience more regret
from action when he/she knowingly purchases a brand that is inferior to the preferred
stockout brand. Inversely, a consumer is likely to experience less regret from inaction
when he/she does not purchase the inferior available brand. On the other hand, a
consumer would experience less regret from action when he/she buys an alternative that
is similar to or better than the preferred stockout brand. Inversely, a consumer would
experience more regret from inaction if he/she did not purchase the brand thought to be
similar or superior to the preferred stockout brand. However, the nature and intensity of
regret due to action versus inaction will be moderated by confirmation or disconfirmation
of the prior information processing on which the consumer has made the decision.
Confirmation or disconfirmation of the prior information refers to first,
comparison of the prior information ratings with the ratings (by independent credible
sources) that the individual is exposed to post decision, and, second, subsequent
validation of the prior information due to the comparison. In the three information
conditions described above, confirmation would imply support for the prior information
processed by the individual from external, independent sources. Likewise,
disconfirmation would imply information from external, independent sources that does
not match or support the prior information processed by the individual.
Consider the following scenario:
John, an amateur photographer, wants to buy a particular brand of camera (brand
A). His friend recommended this camera to him. Previously, he had also had an
opportunity of using this camera and believes it is an excellent choice for his
avocation. He went to a store with the intention of making the purchase of his
choice. However, much to his dismay, he found that the brand of choice was not
available. Subsequently, John decides to look around in the store.
Now let us assume that John is faced with any of the three situations:
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1. In the first situation, while looking at some of the product display cards, John
comes across another brand (brand B), that he thinks is slightly inferior to the
preferred stockout brand, but is most likely to suit his purposes.
2. In the second situation while looking at some of the product display cards, John
comes across another brand (brand B), that he thinks is similar to the preferred
stockout brand.
3. In the third situation while looking at some of the product display cards, John
comes across another brand (brand B), that he thinks is superior to the preferred
stockout brand.
In each situation John has the option of either purchasing or not purchasing the
available brand (B). Now let us assume that John is later (after deciding to take an
action or inaction) exposed to independent information confirming or
disconfirming the information received from the salesperson prior to making the
decision.
The following matrix in Table 3.1 might be presented from the above scenario
based on the three information situations and their post-decision confirmation or
disconfirmation. Confirmation or disconfirmation of prior information results in regret
arising from action versus inaction and their respective intensity in the different
information situations.
Table 3.1
Situation
(1) A > B

CONFIRMATION
1.1) A > B – Ir < Ar

(2) A = B
(3) A < B

2.1) A =B – Ir > Ar
3.1) A < B – Ir >> Ar

DISCONFIRMATION
1.2) A = B – Ir >>>
Ar
2.2) A > B – Ir << Ar
3.2) A = B – Ir < Ar

1.3) A < B – Ir >>>
Ar
2.3) A < B – Ir >> Ar
3.3) A > B – Ir <<<
Ar

A = the unavailable preferred brand
B = the available brand recommended by the salesperson
Ir = REGRET ARISING FROM INACTION
Ar = REGRET ARISING FROM ACTION
Confirmation/disconfirmation in the matrix refers to whether the prior
information processed by John in the three situations is consistent with what he later finds
out from independent sources (such as Popular Photography or Consumer Reports) that
provide the overall ratings of the two cameras. ‘A’ refers to the brand (not available) that
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John initially intended to buy, i.e., his preferred brand; and, ‘B’ refers to the brand
(available) that has come across while browsing some of the available brands. ‘Ir’ refers
to regret arising from inaction (i.e., not purchasing the available brand B) and ‘Ar’ refers
to regret arising from action (i.e., purchasing the available brand B). The directional
arrows refer to what type of regret experienced is greater; the double/triple arrows refer to
the magnitude of regret experienced across the three different situations, to be explained
later.
3.2 Hypotheses Development
3.2.1 Confirmation/Disconfirmation of Prior Information and Regret Due to Action
versus Inaction
Row 1 represents the first information situation described in the scenario where
the prior information processed by John indicates that the available brand B, although
slightly inferior to the preferred stockout brand A, would suit the purposes of John.
Hence, if John agrees to buy B and the prior information regarding A and B are
confirmed by an independent source (cell 1.1), he would experience more regret than if
he decided not to buy camera B (inaction). In other words, regret arising from action
would be more than regret arising from inaction. Cell 1.2, shows the positive
disconfirmation due to the cameras being rated similar by an independent source. In this
case however, John would experience more regret if he did not buy camera B (i.e., Ir >
Ar). Cell 1.3, shows another positive disconfirmation due to camera B being rated as
better than camera A. In this case, the magnitude of inaction regret (Ir) due to not buying
B is likely to be higher.
Row 2 represents the second situation in the scenario where the available brand B,
according to the prior information processed, is similar to the preferred stockout brand A.
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Cell 2.1 represents the scenario where the prior information that A and B are similar is
confirmed by an independent source. In this case, not buying brand B would lead to
greater regret. In other words, inaction regret (Ir) would be greater than action regret (Ar)
(it might be argued that action regret might be absent in this case). Cell 2.2 presents one
negative disconfirmation condition, where John finds out that A is actually better than B.
In this case, the decision to buy the available brand B would lead to a greater regret than
the decision to not purchase B (inaction regret). A positive disconfirmation occurs when
the available brand B is actually found to be better than the preferred stockout brand A
(cell 2.3) by an independent source. In this case, the decision of not taking an action, i.e.,
not buying brand the available B would result in greater regret than that in the case of
action.
Finally, row 3 represents the third information situation in the scenario where
prior information indicates that the available brand B, is thought to be better than
preferred stockout brand A, by John. Cell 3.1 represents the scenario where the prior
information that the available brand B is better than the preferred stockout brand A, is
confirmed by an independent source. Hence, if John had purchased camera B, he might
have experienced less regret than if he had decided not to buy camera B. One negative
disconfirmation condition is presented in cell 3.3 which refers to the situation when John
finds out that contrary to the prior information that the preferred stockout brand A is rated
as better than the available brand B by an independent source. In this case, his decision to
buy the camera B would result in higher regret than his decision to postpone the purchase
(i.e., regret arising from action would be significantly higher regret arising from
inaction). However, for the negative disconfirmation shown in cell 3.2, where
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independent sources have rated both the cameras similarly, regret from action would be
greater than regret from inaction. Initially, because John thought that the available brand
B was better than the preferred stockout brand A, his regret arising from action is likely
to be high when he finds that both of them are rated similarly by an independent source.
This is likely to happen because John may feel that he had made a mistake in analyzing
the prior information. On the other hand, John is probably not likely to experience regret
from inaction even when both brands are rated equally because he had decided not to
purchase camera B even when he thought that the available brand B was a better brand
than the preferred stockout A.
The greater feeling of regret from action versus inaction, for cell 3.2, might also
be explained in terms of loss aversion (Spranca et al. 1991, Baron and Ritov 1994).
According to the assumption of loss aversion, commission option (action, in this case) is
represented as a gain in one dimension and loss in another, relative to the omission
(inaction, in this case) which is considered to be the reference point (Baron and Ritov
1994). An omission resulting in a worse outcome than commission is considered to be a
gain; while, a commission resulting in a worse outcome is considered to be a loss; the
loss evokes a stronger emotional response than the gain. In the present context, action
(purchasing the available brand B) results in a loss because initially John had thought that
the available brand B is better than the preferred stockout brand A. On the other hand, in
case of inaction (i.e., John not buying B) it does not matter to John whether the available
brand B turns out to be the same as or better than the preferred stockout brand (A),
because he did not want to buy it in the first place. Hence, the regret from action will be
more than the regret from inaction. Based on the above discussion it is hypothesized that:
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H1: Confirmation of prior information will lead to:
(a) Greater regret due to action than due to inaction when prior information
indicates that the available brand is rated inferior to the preferred stockout brand.
(b) Greater regret due to inaction than due to action when prior information
indicates that the available brand is rated the same as or superior to the preferred
stockout brand.
H2: Type of disconfirmation of prior information will interact with the nature of
decision to affect consumer regret. Specifically:
(a) Positive disconfirmation of prior information will lead to greater regret due to
inaction than due to action.
(b) Negative disconfirmation of prior information will lead to greater regret due to
action than due to inaction.
3.3 Explaining the Hypotheses with Norm Theory
As mentioned before, norm theory suggests that affective response to an event is
amplified when the event is thought to be abnormal. In the present context, when John
decides not to buy the available alternative in the first information situation, inaction
would seem to be more normal than action. Hence, if John decides to act thereby making
action more abnormal, and the information provided by the salesperson is confirmed, he
would experience regret (as shown in cell 1.1). However, when there is disconfirmation
as indicated in cells 1.2 and 1.3, interesting findings emerge. Even though based on prior
information inaction is normal, John would ultimately experience more regret from this
inaction due to the disconfirmation of the prior information.
In the second situation, when John is exposed to a brand (B) whose overall rating
is the same as the preferred unavailable brand (A), the normal reaction would be to
purchase the alternative. Hence, inaction would be more abnormal than action and would
result in greater regret particularly when there is confirmation of prior information, or
when brand B is rated better than brand A by independent sources, a disconfirmation of
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prior information. This is indicated in the cells 2.1 and 2.3. However, when there is a
particular type of disconfirmation (cell 2.2), John is likely to experience more regret from
taking an action (which is the normal reaction in situation 2 based on prior information).
Finally, in the third situation when prior information indicates that the available
alternative (B) is better than the unavailable preferred alternative (A), the normal course
of action for John would be to purchase brand B. In this case John would experience
more regret from inaction (which is abnormal in this situation) when there is
confirmation of the prior information (cell 3.1) However, he would also experience more
regret from action (the normal situation based on prior information) than inaction when
he finds subsequently that both the brands are rated the same (cell 3.2). John also would
experience more regret from action (normal reaction in situation 3 based on prior
information) when the salesperson’s recommendation is subsequently negatively
disconfirmed (cell 3.3). Hence, it is evident that, in certain situations, an individual might
experience greater regret after making a decision even though he/she acted normally
based on prior information. In other words, perceptions of what is normal may change
after the decision has been made based on posterior information available to the decision
maker. Therefore, norm theory, as applied in this context would imply that experienced
regret is a function of what is perceived as normal based on post-decision information
available to the consumer.
3.4 Magnitude of Difference between Regret Due to Action versus Inaction
The hypotheses in the previous section deal with how confirmation or
disconfirmation or prior information is likely to impact regret experienced from action
versus inaction. Specifically, we examine when regret due to action is greater than regret
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due to inaction and vice-versa. In this section, we examine the magnitude of difference
between regret due to action and regret due to inaction in the three post-decision
information conditions that result in confirmation/disconfirmation of prior information. In
order to examine the magnitude of difference between regret due to action and regret due
to inaction, in the three post-decision conditions, the preferred unavailable brand A is
assumed to be the reference point or the comparison yardstick. Generally, the further
away (inferior) the recommended brand (B) is from the reference point, the more regret
would be experienced from action than from inaction.
3.4.1 Available Brand Found to be Inferior to Preferred Stockout Brand
When John finds that brand B is inferior to brand A, the magnitude of the regret
experienced due to action versus inaction would be a function of
confirmation/disconfirmation of the information John was initially given by the
salesperson. Consider the following situations in Table 3.1 which might be interpreted as
follows: when John is exposed to the validation information, he finds that the preferred
stockout brand A is better than the recommended brand B. Hence, in terms of regret
arising from action versus inaction, it might be concluded that he would experience more
regret if he had purchased brand B than if he had decided to postpone the purchase.
However as explained earlier, the effect on regret experienced is a function of
information received and its confirmation/disconfirmation. The arrowhead pointing
towards a particular brand denotes that that particular brand is better than the other.
Hence, in cell 1, the prior information received by John is interpreted as brand A being
better than brand B. Cell 2 shows a two-headed arrow, signifying that prior information
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indicates both brands are similar. Finally, cell 3 shows the prior information condition
where brand B is suggested to be better than brand A.
Table 3.2
Validation
received by
John

Information received by John prior to purchase
Situation 1

Situation 2

Situation 3

(Cell 1)

(Cell 2)

(Cell 3)

A>B

A<B

A=B

A>B
B

A

A

B

B

A

B

A

With preferred brand A as the reference point, the magnitude of difference
between regret arising from action and that arising from inaction would be indicated by
where B was initially in relation to A (based on prior information) and how from that
initial position B has moved towards or away from A. For example, if B is found to be
closer to A (when initially it was suggested that B is inferior compared to A), then buying
brand B is likely to result in less regret (or not buying brand B is likely to result in more
regret).
Hence, it might be stated that when John subsequently finds out that the preferred
stockout brand A is better than the available brand B, the difference between action and
inaction regret would be the maximum when the prior information was that brand B is
better than brand A (cell 3). When John finds that brand A is better than brand B, brand B
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moves down and away from A. In cell 1, this difference would be the smallest. This is
because, initially John was told that brand A was better than brand B and that is exactly
what he found subsequently; there was no movement of B away from or towards A. In
cell 2, the difference between regret arising from action and that arising from inaction
would be moderate. When prior information indicated that both brands are similar, there
would be a movement away and down from the reference point of the preferred stockout
brand A when he finds out later that brand A is better than the available brand B.
However, this movement would be less than when prior information processed by him
was that the available brand B is better than the preferred stockout brand A (cell 3), but
greater than when prior information indicated that A is better than B (cell 1). Hence, it
might be proposed that:
H3: When the available brand (B) is found to be inferior to the preferred stockout
brand (A), regret due to action will be greater than regret due to inaction and the
difference will be the highest when prior information indicated that (a) B > A
followed by (b) B = A and (c) B < A.
3.4.2 Available Brand Found to be Similar to Preferred Stockout Brand
When John finds subsequently that both the chosen brand (B) and the stockout
brand (A) have been rated the same by an independent credible source, the regret
experienced would be a function of confirmation/disconfirmation of prior information
made available to John by the salesperson. Table 3.2 presents the situation when the
stockout brand A is found to be similar to the chosen brand B:
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Table 3.3
Validation
received by
John
A=B

A

B

Information received by John prior to making
decision
Situation1
Situation 2 (cell 2)
Situation 3
(cell 1)
A=B
(cell 3)
A>B
A<B
B
A

A

B

A

B

In Cell1, the initial information received by John was that the preferred stockout
brand A is better than the available brand B. However, John later finds that both brands
are similar. Hence, after the validation, B has moved closer towards A (the reference
point). This movement elicits more inaction regret than when he was told that both
brands are rated the same (cell2). This is because in cell 1, the movement of the available
brand B (which was initially lower than brand A) to the same position as the preferred
stockout brand A results in more feelings of regret due to inaction compared to cell 2,
where there was no movement. In cell 3, the prior information was that the available
brand B is better than the preferred stockout brand A. However, John later finds out that
both the brands are rated the same. In this case, regret due to action would be more than
regret due to inaction for reasons discussed before. Hence, it might be hypothesized that:
H4: When the available brand (B) is found to be similar to the preferred stockout
brand (A), regret due to inaction will be greater than regret due to action and the
difference will be the highest when prior information indicated that (a) B < A than
(b) B = A. However, regret due to action will be greater than regret due to
inaction when prior information indicated that (c) B > A.
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3.4.3 Available Brand Found to be Superior to Preferred Stockout Brand
Finally, Table 3.3 presents the magnitude of differential between regret arising
from action and that arising from inaction when John finds out that the available brand B
is superior to the preferred stockout brand (A). Regret due to inaction will be higher than
regret due to action and the differential will be the greatest when prior information
indicated that the preferred stockout brand A is better than the available brand B (cell 1)
but later John finds that actually brand B is better than brand A. This is because, the
available brand B has not only moved towards the reference point (preferred stockout
brand A), but actually has surpassed it in a positive sense. Cell 2 reflects the prior
information condition where both brands were suggested to be similar in quality.
John’s finding that the recommended brand B is rated better than the preferred
stockout brand A reflects a positive movement for brand B from a position of equality.
This movement, however, will be less than what was observed with respect to the
condition in cell 1. Cell 3 reflects the condition in which John was told that brand B is
better than brand A.
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Table 3.4
Validation
received by
John
A<B

Information received by John prior to purchase
Situation 1

Situation 2

Situation 3

(Cell 1)

(Cell 2)

(Cell 3)

A>B

A=B

A<B

B

B
A

A

A

B

A

B

Posterior information confirms the prior information signifying no movement in
brand B vis-à-vis brand A. Hence, movement of brand B vis-à-vis the reference brand A
would be the greatest in cell 1, followed by cell2 and then cell 3. Therefore, it might be
hypothesized that
H5: When the available brand (B) is found to be superior to the preferred stockout
brand (A), regret due to inaction will be greater than regret due to action and the
difference will be the highest when prior information indicated that (a) A > B
followed by (b) B = A and, (c) B > A.
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CHAPTER 4: METHODS AND RESULTS: STUDY ONE
4.1 Pretest
The product used in the pilot study and for the subsequent studies was selected on
the basis of a pretest. Forty one undergraduate students (58.5% females and 41.5 % males
with an average of 22 years) participated in the survey for extra credit in their course. The
pretest was conducted in a classroom where each student was given a questionnaire with
pictures of seven products. They were asked to indicate their familiarity with the product
by responding to the statements presented next to the product pictures. The products used
in the pretest were: portable MP3 player, cell phone (not service providers), digital
camera, desktop computer, personal digital assistant, DVD player, and a portable CD
player.
A three item seven-point scale was used to measure the familiarity with the
object. The measure, previously developed by Oliver and Bearden (1965) was adopted
for the purposes of this pretest. The items were as follows: “I know”… (Nothing at all
about the product –- A great deal about the product); “The product is” … (Not familiar to
me –- Familiar to me); “I am” … (Not at all informed about the product –- Highly
informed about the product). The coefficient alpha for the three item scale for each
product pretested is provided in the Table 4.1 below.
Table 4.1
Coefficient Alpha of Familiarity for the Products Pretested
Coefficient
Alpha

MP3
player

Cell
phone

Digital
camera

Desktop
computer

PDA

DVD
player

Portable
CD player

0.91

0.92

0.93

0.86

0.94

0.90

0.95

Of the forty one respondents, all the subjects reported owning a cell phone,
followed by thirty eight owning a desktop computer, thirty three owning a DVD player,
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twenty eight owning a portable CD player, seventeen owning a digital camera, five
owning a PDA, and four respondents owning a MP3 player. The mean years of
ownership and familiarity with the particular product are provided in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2
Mean Number of Years of Ownership and Familiarity with the Products
MP3
player

Cell
phone

Digital
Camera

Desktop
computer

PDA

DVD
player

Portable
CD
player

Means number of years
of ownership

0.2

4.4

0.17

5.2

0.2

1.7

28

Familiarity

4.46

6.29

4.79

6.13

3.75

5.83

6.03

Based on the above findings, the product category of digital cameras was chosen
for the pilot and the main studies. The reason for this choice was that although cell
phones, desktop computers and DVD players had more users and higher levels of
familiarity, given the design and purpose of our study an ideal product is likely to be one
that is not too common to the specific sampling unit (i.e. students). A cell phone by itself
is less functional unless the service provider is also considered; an extra factor that we
did not want to include in this research. Ideally we wanted to include a product category
that had moderate penetration and an average level of familiarity. It was assumed that a
moderate penetration might motivate the respondents to believe that the ‘decision’
situation was realistic and, likewise, a moderate level of familiarity is likely to make the
in-store or out-of-store information seeking behavior pragmatic. As indicated above,
digital cameras had a familiarity rating of 4.79 and an ownership of 41.5%.
4.2 Main Study
A pilot study was conducted to primarily examine whether the respondents would
be able to comprehend the scenarios for the main study appropriately and whether the
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manipulations would work properly. A digital camera was chosen (as per the results of
the pretest discussed above) for this study.
Subjects and design: Two hundred and forty six undergraduate business students
participated in this study and were compensated with extra credit. Three factors – 2
(decision: action or inaction) X 3 (information received prior to making a decision:
available alternative slightly inferior, or equal to, or better than the stockout brand) X 3
(confirmation/positive disconfirmation/ negative disconfirmation of the information
received) were manipulated between subjects. Of the two hundred and forty six
respondents, two hundred and thirteen (44.6% females and 55.4% males, with a mean age
of 22 years) correctly responded to all the manipulation check questions. The thirty three
respondents who failed any one of the manipulation check question were subsequently
not included in the analysis. Of the respondents included in the analysis, 35.2% indicated
that they owned a digital camera and 17.8% of those who already owned one indicated
that they were thinking of buying another digital camera. The mean length of ownership
of digital cameras was 2 years. Finally, 50.7% specified that although they did not own a
digital camera, they were thinking of buying one.
Procedure: The subjects examined a scenario (see Appendix…) where they were
told to imagine that they were shopping for a digital camera; and upon their visit to the
store realized that their preferred brand of camera (BRAND PREF) was not available.
They were further informed that on realizing that their preferred brand was unavailable
they decided to search for an alternative brand. Their search resulted in the identification
of an alternative brand (BRAND AVAIL). For proper comprehension of the scenario, a
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brief introduction was provided at the beginning. This was followed by letting the
respondents know what occurred when they visited the store to buy their preferred brand:
Imagine that you are shopping for a digital camera. For the past couple of weeks
you have been looking at various brands and ultimately you have managed to
narrow it down to one brand that you would prefer to buy: BRAND PREF.
Visiting the Store
You go to a large consumer electronics store, like Best Buy, to purchase your
preferred brand (BRAND PREF). However, much to your dismay you find that it
is out of stock and not available.
Although you know that you have the option of coming back and buying BRAND
PREF when it is available, you decide that since you are in the store you would
browse some of the available brands. In the process of looking at some of the
product display cards of the available brands in the store, you come across another
brand (BRAND AVAIL) that looks interesting
Subsequent to their visit to the store, the respondents were told of the decision
that they had made. The decision factor was manipulated by stating that they either
decided to buy or not to buy the available alternative brand. The prior information
manipulation involved letting the respondents know that the available alternative brand
was either worse than (BRAND PREF > BRAND AVAIL), or, equal to (BRAND PREF
= BRAND AVAIL), or, better than (BRAND PREF < BRAND AVAIL) the preferred
stockout brand.
Confirmation/disconfirmation of the initial information was manipulated by
exposing the subject to ratings of the two brands by a well respected public source, viz.,
Consumer Reports. In one condition, the independent ratings confirmed the prior
information. In the two additional conditions, the prior information was either negatively
or positively disconfirmed. Eighteen different scenarios were created for the study. The
scenario order was randomized in the study. After finishing reading the scenario the
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subjects answered a list of questions that prompted them to think as to what had occurred
in the scenario. This was done to ensure that the subjects carefully read and understood
the somewhat long and complicated scenario. The subjects then responded to the scales
measuring their regret with the decision, the classification questions regarding gender,
age and ownership of digital camera and finally the manipulation check questions.
Measures: Respondents completed a three-item regret scale that assessed their
regret in regard to their decision to buy or not to buy the available brand. The items were:
“You feel sorry for your decision regarding the available brand (anchored by strongly
disagree/strongly agree); “You regret your decision regarding the available brand
(strongly disagree/strongly agree); “You should not have made the decision regarding the
available brand (strongly disagree/strongly agree). The items used were on a 7-point
scale. Besides the regret items, two measures of control and responsibility (Connolly,
Ordόñez and Coughlan 1997) were included in the questionnaire. The measure for
control was used to determine the extent to which each respondent thought he/she had
control over the situation regarding the decision made (7 point scale anchored at 1, not at
all; and 7 completely). The measure for responsibility was used to determine the extent to
which the participant thought he/she was responsible for the decision that was made (7
point scale anchored at 1, not at all responsible; and 7 totally responsible).
The manipulation questions, at the end of the questionnaire, asked the respondents
to correctly identify their decision when they found that their preferred brand was not
available, whether they thought that the available brand was inferior, equal, or superior to
the preferred stockout brand, and what the Consumer Report ratings stated about the two
brands. The next section presents the results obtained from study one.
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H1 predicted that confirmation of prior information will lead to greater regret - (i)
due to action than due to inaction when prior information indicated that the preferred
stockout brand (BRAND PREF) was superior to the available brand (BRAND AVAIL);
and, (ii) due to inaction than due to action when prior information indicated that the
preferred stockout brand (BRAND PREF) was inferior to the available brand (BRAND
AVAIL).
A One-Way ANOVA was used to test H1. As shown in Table 4.3, the means
support hypothesis H1. Regret is greater due to action than due to inaction when the prior
information that stockout brand, BRAND PREF, is better than the available brand,
BRAND AVAIL, is confirmed; and, this difference is statistically significant (i.e. regret
from action = 5.13, regret from inaction = 1.46; F = 65.90, p = .001) supporting H1(i).
Consistent with H1(ii), regret due to inaction is greater than regret due to action and the
differences are statistically significant when prior information that the preferred stockout
brand, BRAND PREF, is similar to the available brand, BRAND AVAIL, is confirmed.
Specifically, when post decision information indicates that preferred stockout BRAND
PREF, is same as available BRAND AVAIL, regret from inaction is 4.07 and regret from
action is 1.48 (F = 37.81, p = .001). Additionally, consistent with H1(ii), regret due to
inaction is greater than regret due to action when post decision information confirms that
the preferred stockout brand, BRAND PREF is inferior to the available brand, BRAND
AVAIL. In this confirmation situation, regret from inaction is 4.29 and that from action is
1.30 (F = 124.64, p = .001). Overall these results provide support for H1 (ii). Hence, H1
(i) and (ii) were fully supported.
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Table 4.3
Regret Arising from Action versus Inaction upon Confirmation of Prior Information
Confirmation of Prior Decision
Regret
Information

BRAND PREF is better
than BRAND AVAIL

BRAND PREF is same as
BRAND AVAIL
BRAND AVAIL is better
than BRAND PREF

Mean
Action

5.13

Standard
deviation
1.39

Inaction

1.46

0.62

Action

1.48

0.65

Inaction

4.07

1.44

Action

1.30

0.49

Inaction

4.29

0.62

F-value

Significance

65.90

.001

37.81

.001

124.64

.001

The second hypothesis, H2, deals with the negative versus positive
disconfirmation of prior information. Specifically, the hypothesis H2 stated that the type
of disconfirmation is likely to interact with the nature of decision (action versus inaction)
such that there would be greater regret due to inaction when there is a positive
disconfirmation of prior information [viz. (a) when the preferred stockout BRAND PREF
was initially thought to be better than the available BRAND AVAIL, however, later
Consumer Reports ratings showed that both are rated similar or BRAND AVAIL is
actually better than BRAND PREF; and, (b) when preferred stockout BRAND PREF was
initially thought to be the same as the available BRAND AVAIL, however, later
Consumer Reports ratings indicated that BRAND AVAIL is actually better than BRAND
PREF], but greater regret due to action when there is a negative disconfirmation of prior
information [viz. (a) when preferred stockout BRAND PREF was thought to be similar to
available BRAND AVAIL, but Consumer Reports ratings indicated that BRAND PRFE
was actually better than BRAND AVAIL; and, (b) when preferred stockout BRAND
PREF was thought to be inferior to available BRAND AVAIL, but Consumer Reports
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ratings indicated that both the brands were equal or that BRAND PREF was actually
rated superior to BRAND AVAIL].
The hypothesis was tested using a 2 (decision: action or inaction) X 2 (type of
disconfirmation of prior information: positive or negative) ANOVA. As shown in Table
4.4, there was a significant interaction between decision and type of disconfirmation (F =
88.19, p = .001). The means for regret due to action versus inaction in the two types of
disconfirmation situations are presented in Table 5.2 and plotted in Figure 5.1. As shown
in Table 4.5 and Figure 4.1, respondents indicated a greater regret due to inaction (4.27)
than due to action (1.48) when there was positive disconfirmation and this difference was
statistically significant (t = 9.76, p = .001). Also, as predicted, greater regret was
reported due to action (4.13) than due to inaction (2.62) when there was negative
disconfirmation and this difference was also statistically significant (t = -4.08, p = .001).
These results provide strong support for H2.
Table 4.4
Regret Arising from Negative versus Positive Disconfirmation of Prior Information
d.f.

F – value

Eta Squared

Significance

1
1

7.89
3.94

0.05
0.03

.006
.049

Interaction effects
Decision X Type of
Disconfirmation

1

88.19

0.39

.001

Residual

146

Sources
Main effects
Decision
Type of Disconfirmation
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Table 4.5
Means of Regret due to Action Versus Inaction across Positive and Negative
Disconfirmation conditions
Positive disconfirmation

Decision
Action

Means
1.48

Inaction
Action

4.27
4.13

Inaction

2.62

Negative disconfirmation

t-value

Significance

9.76

.001

-3.42

.001

Decision
Inaction
Action

4.00

3.00

2.00

1.00
Positive Disconfirmation

Negative Disconfirmation

Confirmation/Disconfirmation

Figure 4.1: Interaction: Decision and Type of Disconfirmation
Hypothesis 3 stated that post decision, when the preferred stockout BRAND
PREF is found to be better than the available BRAND AVAIL, regret from action will be
more than regret from inaction and this difference is likely to be the highest when prior
information indicated that BRAND AVAIL is better than BRAND PREF, followed by
when BRAND AVAIL is similar to BRAND PREF and BRAND AVAIL is inferior to
BRAND PREF.
Hypothesis 3 was tested using a 2 (decision: action or inaction) X 3 (prior
information: available alternative slightly inferior, or equal to, or better than the preferred
stockout brand) ANOVA. The results presented in Table 4.6 show that the interaction of
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decision with prior information was not significant (F = 1.41, p = .253). However, as
expected there was a significant main effect of decision (F = 93.79, p = .001). As the
means in Table 4.7 show, regret from action (mean = 5.00) was significantly greater than
regret from inaction (mean = 2.03, t = -9.37, p = .001). Additionally, as shown in Figure
4.2, the difference in regret due to action versus inaction was maximum when prior
information indicated that the preferred stockout BRAND PREF was superior to BRAND
AVAIL (BRAND PREF > BRAND AVAIL). Regret from action (5.13) was statistically
greater than regret from inaction (mean = 1.46; t = -8.12, p = .001). This was followed by
regret from action (mean = 4.58) being statistically greater than regret from inaction
(mean = 1.93; t = -4.70, significance = .001) when prior information indicated that both
the brands are equal (BRAND PREF = BRAND AVAIL). Finally, regret from action
(mean = 5.26) is statistically greater than regret from inaction (mean = 2.70; t = -5.80,
significance = .001) when prior information indicated that the available BRAND AVAIL
was superior to the preferred stockout BRAND PREF (BRAND PREF < BRAND
AVAIL). Overall these results indicate partial support for H3.
Table 4.6
Effects of Decision and Prior Information on Regret
(When the stockout preferred BRAND PREF is found to be better than the available
BRAND AVAIL)
ANOVA
Sources
Main effects

d.f.

F-value

Eta squared

Significance

Decision

1

93.79

0.60

.001

Prior Information

2

2.22

0.07

.117

Interaction effects
Decision X Prior Information
Residual

2
67

1.41

0.04

.253
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Table 4.7
Table of means
Post
decision
outcom
e

Prior information

Decision

Prior information
Inaction

P>A

P=A

P<A

Inaction

Action

P>A

P=A

3.29

3.26

4.00

2.03

5.00

1.46

1.93

Action
P<A
2.70

P>A

P=A

P<A

5.13

4.58

5.26

P>A
P – stockout preferred brand, BRAND PREF; A – available brand, BRAND AVAIL; P > A: BRAND PREF
better than BRAND AVAIL; P = A: BRAND PREF same as BRAND AVAIL; P < A: BRAND PREF worse than
BRAND AVAIL

Decision
Inaction
Action

5.00

4.00

3.00

2.00

1.00
1.00

2.00

3.00

Prior Information

1: BRAND PREF > BRAND AVAIL; 2: BRAND PREF = BRAND AVAIL; 3: BRAND PREF < BRAND
AVAIL

Figure 4.2: Interaction of Decision and Prior Information when BRAND PREF is found
to be better than BRAND AVAIL
Hypothesis 4 stated that post decision, when preferred stockout BRAND PREF is
found to be similar to the available BRAND AVAIL, regret from inaction will be more
than regret from action and this difference will be the highest when prior information
indicated that available BRAND AVAIL is inferior to preferred stockout BRAND PREF,
followed by when it was thought that both brands are similar. H4 also predicted that
regret from action is likely to greater than regret from inaction when prior information
indicated that preferred stockout BRAND PREF is inferior to available BRAND AVAIL.
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Hypothesis 4 was tested also by using a 2 (decision: action or inaction) X 3 (prior
information: available alternative slightly inferior, or equal to, or better than the preferred
stockout brand) ANOVA. The results presented in Table 4.8 indicate that there is a
significant interaction of decision with prior information (F = 6.45, p= .003). There was
also a significant main effect of decision (F = 23.17, p = .001). Although regret from
inaction (mean = 3.38) was significantly greater than regret from action (mean = 2.08, t =
4.67, p = .001) the contrasts did not reflect the prediction of hypothesis 4. As can be seen
from Table 4.9 and Figure 4.3, regret from inaction was highest when, prior information
indicated that both the brands were similar (regret from inaction = 4.07, regret from
action = 1.48; t = 6.15, p = .001). This was followed by regret from inaction (2.95) being
statistically greater than regret from action (1.96; t = 2.43, p = .023) when prior
information indicated that the preferred stockout BRAND PREF brand was better than
the available BRAND AVAIL. Additionally, regret from inaction (3.11) was not
statistically different from regret due to action (2.82; t = .512, p = .613) when prior
information indicated that the preferred stockout BRAND PREF was inferior to the
available BRAND AVAIL. Given that regret from inaction is greater than regret from
action, when prior information indicated that BRAND PREF > BRAND AVAIL and
when BRAND PREF = BRAND AVAIL, some support is found for H4.
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Table 4.8
Effects of Decision and Prior Information on Regret
(When the stockout preferred BRAND PREF is found to be similar to available BRAND AVAIL)
ANOVA
Sources
d.f.
F-value
Eta squared
Significance
Main effects
.001
0.24
23.17
1
Decision
Prior Information

2

1.23

0.03

.30

Interaction effects
Decision X Prior Information

2

6.45

0.15

.003

Residual
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Table 4.9
Table of means
Post
decision
outcome

Prior information

Decision

Prior information
Inaction

P>A

P=A

P<A

Inaction

Action

P>A

P=A

Action
P<A

P>A

P=A

P<A

2.45
2.77
2.97
3.38
2.08
2.95
4.07 3.11
1.96
1.48
2.82
P=A
P – stockout preferred brand, BRAND PREF; A – available brand, BRAND AVAIL; P > A: BRAND
PREF better than BRAND AVAIL; P = A: BRAND PREF same as BRAND AVAIL; P < A: BRAND
PREF worse than BRAND AVAIL

Decision
Inaction
Action

4.00

3.00

2.00

1.00
1.00

2.00

3.00

Prior Information
1: BRAND PREF > BRAND AVAIL; 2: BRAND PREF = BRAND AVAIL; 3: BRAND PREF < BRAND
AVAIL

Figure 4.3: Interaction of Decision and prior Information when BRAND PREF is found
to be Similar to BRAND AVAIL
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Hypothesis 5 stated that post decision, when preferred stockout BRAND PREF is
found to be inferior to the available BRAND AVAIL, regret from inaction will be more
than regret from action and this difference will be the highest when prior information
indicated that preferred stockout BRAND PREF is superior to available BRAND
AVAIL, followed by when it was thought that both brands are similar, and preferred
stockout BRAND PREF is inferior to available BRAND AVAIL.
The hypothesis was tested using a 2 (decision: action or inaction) X 3 (prior
information: available alternative slightly inferior, or equal to, or better than the preferred
stockout brand) ANOVA. As shown in Table 4.10, there is a significant interaction
between decision and prior information (F = 3.59, p = .040). Also, as expected there was
a significant main effect of decision (F = 403.51, p = .001). As the means from Table
4.11 show, regret from inaction (mean = 4.91) was significantly greater then regret from
action (mean = 1.22, t = 19.58, p = .001). Additionally, as shown in Figure 4.4, the
difference was maximum when prior information indicated that preferred stockout
BRAND PREF was superior to available BRAND AVAIL (BRAND PREF > BRAND
AVAIL). Regret from inaction (mean = 5.30) was significantly greater than regret due to
action (mean = 1.21, t = 11.72, p = .001). This was followed by regret from inaction
(mean = 5.15) being statistically greater than regret from action (mean = 1.54, t = 12.92,
p = .001) when prior indicated that both the brands are similar (BRAND PREF =
BRAND AVAIL). Finally, regret from inaction (mean = 4.29) is significantly greater
than regret from action (mean = 1.30, t = 11.16, p = .001) when prior information
indicated that BRAND PREF is inferior to BRAND AVAIL (BRAND PREF < BRAND
AVAIL). Overall these results provide support for H5.
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Table 4.10
Effects of Decision and Prior Information on Regret
(When the stockout preferred BRAND PREF is found to be worse than the available
BRAND AVAIL)
d.f.

F-value

ANOVA
Eta squared

Significance

1

403.51

0.88

.001

2

2.15

0.08

.075

2

3.59

0.11

.033

Sources
Main effects
Decision
Prior Information
Interaction effects
Decision X Prior Information
Residual
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Table 4.11
Table of means
Post
decision
outcom
e
A<B

Prior information

Decision

Prior information
Inaction

Action

P>A

P=A

P<A

Inaction

Action

P>A

P=A

P<A

P>A

P=A

P<A

3.25

3.15

2.79

4.91

1.22

5.30

5.15

4.29

1.21

1.15

1.30

P – stockout preferred brand, BRAND PREF; A – available brand, BRAND AVAIL
P > A: BRAND PREF is better than BRAND AVAIL; P = A: BRAND PREF is same as BRAND AVAIL;
P < A: BRAND PREF is worse than BRAND AVAIL
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Decision
Inaction
Action

6.00

5.00

4.00

3.00

2.00

1.00
1.00

2.00

3.00

Prior Information
1: BRAND PREF > BRAND AVAIL; 2: BRAND PREF = BRAND AVAIL; 3: BRAND PREF < BRAND
AVAIL

Figure 4.4: Interaction of Decision and Prior Information when BRAND PREF is found
to be Inferior to BRAND AVAIL
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CHAPTER 5: STUDY TWO
5.1 Regret, Responsibility and Behavioral Consequences
In the first study we examined the intensity of regret arising from consumer’s
decision (i.e. action versus inaction) regarding purchasing an alternative under stockout
conditions of the preferred product. In the second study, the focus is on how the intensity
of such regret may be influenced by the type of decision (action versus inaction),
responsibility (i.e. decision based on the individual’s own volition, or decision based on
the recommendation of the salesperson) and perceived expertise of the source of
information (expert versus non-expert). We also examine the probable behavioral
outcomes of such regret such as the intentions to switch from the store and complain
about the store.
The second study is organized as follows: First, the conceptual model for the
study is introduced and discussed. Second, the viewpoints and conclusions of two streams
of research regarding the relationship between responsibility and regret are presented.
Third, the effects of perceived expertise of the source of information on regret are
explained. Fourth, the overall effects of the individual’s decision (action versus inaction)
on regret are examined in the context of responsibility for the decision and perceived
expertise of the source of information. The hypotheses are presented in the fifth section,
followed by the methods employed and the results obtained in the last section.
5.2 Conceptual Model
Figure 2 depicts the conceptual model for the second study. According to the
model, both responsibility (decision based on one’s own volition or the salesperson's
recommendation) and perceived expertise of the source of information (expert versus non
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expert) have an effect on regret and the subsequent behavioral intentions; and this effect
is likely to be a function of the individual’s decision type (action versus inaction).
Responsibility
- own volition
- salesperson’s
recommendation

Switching
intention

Type of
Decision
- action
- inaction

Regret

Complaint
intention

Perceived
Expertise of the
Source of
Information
- expert
- non expert

Figure 5.1: Conceptual Model for Study 2
The model presented in Figure 2 assumes that responsibility and regret are
associated. Given this association between responsibility and regret, decision based on
one’s own volition will lead to regret regardless of the perceived expertise of the source
of information. Furthermore, when the decision is made based on one’s own volition one
might experience greater regret from action than from inaction because action results in a
loss in terms of product performance and financial aspects (one buys a product that is
inferior to what one thought; one is stuck with an inferior product); whereas, inaction
results in a lost opportunity or a foregone gain (one does not buy a product that turns out
to be superior to what one thought). In the latter situation, one might reason that one is
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not worse off compared to his/her initial position in terms of having incurred a monetary
setback (in terms of paying for an inferior product) and being stuck with a bad product .
When the decision is based on the recommendation of the salesperson, the level of
regret experienced is likely to be a function of perceived expertise of the source of
information and decision. Specifically, in case of action, the individual is likely to
experience greater regret when the recommendation for the decision comes from a nonexpert than from an expert. Corollarily, in case of inaction, greater regret will be
experienced when the decision is made based on the recommendation of an expert
salesperson than when the decision is made based on the recommendation of a nonexpert. These effects are explained in the latter sections.
This model also shows that regret affects switching and complaint intentions. We
argue later that when the decision is made based on one’s own volition, complaint and
switching intentions will be greater in the action condition than in the inaction condition,
regardless of the perceived expertise of the source of information. When the decision is
made based on the recommendation of the salesperson, the behavioral intentions of
switching and complaining are likely to be a function of the perceived expertise of the
source of information and decision and follow the same pattern as regret. Specifically, in
case of inaction, complaint and switching intentions are likely to be higher when the
decision is based on information from an expert source than a non-expert source.
Alternatively, in case of action, both complaint and switching intentions are likely to be
higher when the decision is based on information from a non-expert source, than an
expert source.
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CHAPTER 6: HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT: STUDY TWO
6.1 The Effects of Responsibility on Regret
In psychology, there are two contrasting views regarding the relationship between
responsibility and regret. One stream of research advocates that individuals experience
more regret when they feel that they are responsible for the outcome as opposed to when
they feel they are not (e.g. Frijda, Kuipers and Ter Schure 1989, Sugden 1985,
Zeelenberg et al. 1998, 2000). In other words, the greater the responsibility for a decision,
the greater the intensity of regret experienced. On the other hand, researchers have also
demonstrated that decisional agency is not a requirement for individuals to experience
regret. Connolly et al. (1997) demonstrated that an individual’s perception of
responsibility for the choice of a course of action is not a necessary precondition for the
experience of regret; greater regret is not essentially felt when individuals experience a
negative outcome because of their own choice compared to when the choice is due to an
arbitrary external process.
The underlying reason for this difference in findings may be due to how regret has
been conceptualized and defined in the literature. Researchers have defined regret both
broadly and narrowly. Landman (1993) defines regret as “a more or less painful cognitive
and emotional state of feeling sorry for misfortunes, limitations, losses, transgressions,
shortcomings, or mistakes” (Connolly et al. 1997, p. 73). Although this is a broad
definition, the concept of self-blame is not a part of the description of the emotion.
On the other hand, more narrow definition/s of regret tend/s to focus more on the
issue of responsibility and self-blame as being essential to the experience of regret.
Proponents of such a notion of regret, like Sugden (1985) for example, “sees regret as
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having two components: (1) a wish that you had done something differently and (2) a
feeling of self-blame” (Connolly et al. 1997, p. 73). Sugden further states that “intensity
of regret depends on the extent to which the individual blames himself for his original
decision,” (Connolly et al. 1997, p. 73). The latter stream of research proposes that
individuals are not likely to experience regret in the event of a negative outcome, when
such outcome is caused by someone other than the individual him/herself, especially
when one could not prevent the outcome from occurring, and when one does not feel
responsible for what has happened (Zeelenberg et al. 1998).
In the domain of marketing, Simonson (1992) has discussed at length the
relationship between regret and responsibility while considering choices of the status quo
or a conventional option versus a risky one. Specifically, when the possibility of a failure
is made more salient, individuals are likely to choose the conventional or default option
based on their evaluations of responsibility and regret emanating from the respective
decisions. In the subsequent discussion, first the association between responsibility and
regret as examined by Simonson (1992) is described followed by the contrasting notion
about the relationship between the two constructs from the field of psychology.
6.2 Research on Association between Responsibility and Regret in Marketing
In his study Simonson (1992) presented the respondents with the choice of buying
a product immediately versus buying the same product later for a better deal. He also
manipulated the decision made by the respondents with respect to the brand name and the
price of the product purchased. Specifically, respondents were faced with the choice of
buying a well-known brand having a high price versus buying an unknown brand having
a low price (of a perceived inferior quality).
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Simonson (1992) examined the association between responsibility and regret in
the context of the status quo or default option. He argued that choices that represent
default options are related with lower regret and responsibility. With reference to
purchase timing, buying a product at the current price is the default option since the
consumer might not be able to predict a better sale in the future; whereas, waiting for a
deal is more like a deliberate gamble on the part of the consumer. Hence, greater
responsibility and regret is likely to be experienced by a consumer who postponed the
purchase for a better deal and ultimately ends up paying more, than one who made the
decision to buy in the current period and later finds a better deal. Similarly with reference
to the brand name chosen and the price paid for the product, when the default option
(buying a well known expensive brand) turns out to be faulty, one is likely to experience
lower responsibility and regret; conversely, when one decides to buy a cheaper
alternative and it fails, then one is likely to feel greater responsibility and to experience
more regret. The basis for the argument is that individuals are likely to experience greater
responsibility and regret for actions that deviate from the norm. As suggested by norm
theory, actions that deviate from the norm elicit more affective reactions than actions that
are conventional or are default options.
The results obtained by Simonson supported the argument regarding purchase
timing. That is, if consumers consider how they might feel if they purchase later and
found that they missed on a current deal then they are more likely to purchase in the
current period of time. However, with respect to the selection of well-known brands, his
results indicated that the purchase of the same was associated with lower responsibility
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but higher regret, contrary to what was proposed. Simonson reasoned that the finding is
logical when one considers the definitions of regret and responsibility.
According to Simonson, regret arises because a different decision would have
resulted in a different outcome; the intensity of regret experienced would depend on the
difference between the chosen and the forgone alternatives. Responsibility, on the other
hand, depends on the degree to which an individual blames him/herself for choosing the
decision that led to the worse outcome. Given these definitions, it may be stated that
when individuals purchase well-known and established brands at a higher price, they are
apt to experience greater regret when they find a relatively unknown brand (of the same
quality) at a much lower price. The higher the difference in prices between the brands
(assuming a parity in quality), the more regret will be experienced. However, choosing a
well-known (and hence more expensive) brand will result in lower responsibility.
However, Zeelenberg et al. (2000) argue that since an alternative outcome is likely to
exist if a different choice is made, the experience of regret is associated with a sense of
responsibility; however, the relationship is not always positive as previous literature (e.g.
Spranca et al. 1991) has suggested.
6.3 Debate Concerning the Association between Responsibility and Regret in
Psychology: View Forwarded by Connolly et al. (1997)
Connolly et al. (1997) conducted research to demonstrate that there might be
instances when decision agency does not significantly influence the subsequent emotion
experienced in the presence of a negative outcome. In a series of five experiments, the
authors exhibited that there was no effect of the responsibility manipulation on the
dependent variable – regret.
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In their experiments, based on the seminal two-investor problem (by Kahneman
and Tversky1), Connolly et al. presented participants with scenarios describing the
predicament of two (sometimes three) students – Alan and Bob (and Chuck), enrolled in
an undergraduate course. The course has different sections taught by different instructors,
and the students register and enroll in a particular section. Just before the beginning of the
semester, the students either have a chance to reassess their initial choice (and change to
another section if they want) or they are reassigned to a different section arbitrarily by the
computer. How the students make the change (i.e. whether they actively choose a
different section than the one initially assigned, or, whether they are reassigned by the
computer randomly) represents the responsibility manipulation – active change by the
student indicates high responsibility and computer assignment designates low
responsibility.
Finally, the students are all enrolled in one section, which is a moderately good
section. For one student (Bob), this assignment does not represent a change. For another
student (Alan), the change to the new section represents a situation where his initial
section was better, and in the other situation for Chuck, the initial assignment was worse
than the final allocation. In all the situations the general affect of the two (or three)
students are measured; in one of the experiments the researchers also asked the
respondents specifically about regret.

1

In the vignette offered by Kahneman and Tversky, respondents were presented with the scenario where
Mr. Paul considered switching his stock from Company A to Company B, but decided against it. Mr.
George actually switches from Company B to Company A. Subsequently both Paul and George learn that
they would have been better off by $1200, if each had made the choice they had initially intended.
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The results obtained by the authors show conclusively that overall affect (how
unhappy or how happy) each actor felt was dependent on the initial assignment of the
section. In other words, Alan who was initially assigned to a better section scored lowest
on the overall happiness scale; while, Chuck, whose initial assignment was worse than
the final outcome, scored the highest. There was no effect of the responsibility
manipulation on the dependent variable. In other words, regardless of whether students
ended up in the new section as a result of their own active choice or because of a
computer assignment did not influence their general affect. In the study where the
respondents were asked particularly about regret experienced by the student actors in the
scenario, no decision agency effects were found. Specifically, in both cases of the
manipulation of decision agency (computer assignment to the final section or whether the
student actively chose the final section), the student whose initial section assignment was
better felt more regret than the other student (for whom the reassignment did not change
the initial section).
Based on the findings of these studies, Connolly et al. (1997) reiterated that
neither decision agency nor self blame are essential for regret to be experienced; regret is
related more to a sense of loss. In their discussion, Connolly et al. (1997) maintain that,
“we do not interpret this to mean that such decision-based regret and rejoicing are never
observed, simply that they were not in this case” (Connolly et al. 1997, p. 83). Hence,
instead of a general finding, the authors presented an “existence theorem” indicating that,
within certain contextual procedures, it is difficult to prove the linkage between
responsibility and regret.
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6.4 Rejoinder by Zeelenberg et al. (1998)
Zeelenberg et al. (1998) questioned the results of Connolly et al. (1997). In their
rejoinder Zeelenberg et al. pointed out that it is extremely important to “be precise about
the specific emotions under investigation” (Zeelenberg et al. 1998). Connolly et al.
(1997) measured general affect (happy/unhappy) regarding a certain situation. This
measurement was perceived to be appropriate by Connolly et al. (1997) because they
viewed regret as a result of a feeling of loss or a general state of dissatisfaction. However,
research has shown that regret is a very specific emotion and it has its own special
characteristics (Zeelenberg et al. 1998a). Therefore, if regret is measured by assessing a
general sense of dissatisfaction, results are likely to be confounded.
Zeelenberg et al. (1998) conducted two experiments along the same lines as that
of Connolly et al. (1997) specifically measuring regret, disappointment, and overall
happiness. The results show that regret includes a sense of responsibility. The reason for
the results obtained by Zeelenberg et al. (1998) and the absence of the same as indicated
by Connolly et al. (1997) is due to the fact that Zeelenberg et al. measured regret directly
instead of assessing the emotion by way of an overall affective reaction (happiness scale).
Even in the instance when Connolly et al. (1997) measured regret (Study 3), the
respondents were asked to indicate the intensity of the emotion experienced relative to
another actor in the setting2. In response to the conclusions of Zeelenberg et al. (1998),
Ordonez and Connolly (2000) note that the initial assumption of a null relationship
between responsibility and regret is faulty. The authors further mention that the usage of

2

Participants were asked to respond to the following question assessing regret: Bob feels much more regret
than Alan (anchored at –2) – Alan feels much more regret than Bob (anchored at 2).
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the general affective scale of happiness (in order to understand the intensity of regret) is
erroneous.
The perspective adopted in this study is that responsibility and regret are
associated. Prior to discussing how the relationship is applied to the present context of
this study, the association between regret and responsibility is examined from a
theoretical perspective. Attribution theory might help explain the feelings of
responsibility on regret in the context of decision making. Attributions are generally
perceptions of the individuals regarding the causes of what they observe (Bitner 1990)
and become a dominant factor after a failure of a certain event (Weiner 2000). For
example, it is usual for an individual to ponder as to why he/she failed in an exam rather
than why he or she passed the exam. Similarly, in consumer decision making, an
individual is more likely to question why a choice failed to live up to prior expectations.
According to Weiner (2000), causal controllability (one of the causes for dissatisfaction
in consumer decision making3) leads to inferences about personal responsibility and
defines the degree to which the consumer unhappiness can be attributed to causes that are
either controllable or uncontrollable.
Researchers have acknowledged that the feeling of personal control is an
important notion that helps individuals realize that they might be able to overcome
hindrances effectively (since situations are under their control) and hence deters, among
other things, “undesirable psychological states and consequences” (Weiner (1986) p. 49).
In other words, if one perceives to have control over a situation, then one is likely to
behave in a way that would prevent him/her from experiencing any subsequent

3

The other reasons mentioned by the author are causal stability and causal locus.
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discomfort (since one does not knowingly or purposely use a bad strategy). If, however,
one fails to act in a normative fashion in such situations, and a bad outcome ensues, one
is likely to experience deep emotional disturbance. On the other hand, if a bad outcome
is not due to one’s negligence and the individual can usually supply a good reason for
his/her conduct (for instance in this research, listening to the recommendation of a
salesperson in the event of a stockout for the preferred brand), then one is likely to feel
less control over the situation and subsequently experience less negative emotional
feelings.
In this dissertation we suggest that, when the decision for action or inaction is
made based on own volition, regret is likely to be experienced upon a bad outcome
regardless of the expertise of the source of information. This is because the consumer is
likely blame him/herself for the outcome (since, he/she had more control over the
decision). Moreover, it is also posited that an action based on own volition is likely to
result in greater regret than an inaction. However, when the decision to buy (or not buy)
an alternative brand is based on the recommendation received from a salesperson, the
expertise of the source of information and the type of the decision (action/inaction) will
jointly affect the intensity of regret experienced. The exact nature of the relationships will
be examined in the following sections.
6.5 Perceived Expertise of Source of Information
Traditionally experts have been identified as those who have “acquired domain
specific knowledge through experience and training” (Spence and Brucks 1997), know
about the correct stand on an issue (McGuire 1969) and this knowledge is supposed to be
topic-specific rather than general (Birnbaum and Stegner 1980). Perceived expertise of
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the source of information, for the purpose of this study, is defined as the level of
knowledge or know-how possessed by an individual about any particular product/brand.
Based on the degree of comprehension (regarding the product/brand), the source may be
classified as an expert or a non-expert.
It is argued that when the decision is made based on one’s own volition, intensity
of regret is not likely to differ as a function of the perceived expertise of the source of
information. When the decision is made based on the recommendation of the salesperson,
however, the perceived expertise of the source of information is likely to affect the
intensity of regret subsequent to an unfavorable outcome. Specifically, when the source
of information is an expert, an individual is likely to experience greater regret than when
the source is a non-expert salesperson. The specific effects are described in the following
sections.
6.5.1 Decision made due to One’s Own Volition: Effect on Regret
When the decision is made due to one’s own volition, greater responsibility will
be attributed to the self for such decision regardless of the expertise of the salesperson.
Attribution theory suggests that one is likely to attribute greater responsibility to oneself
for a decision over which one had more control, than for a decision that was beyond
one’s control (such as when the decision is made based on the recommendation of a
salesperson). Consequently, regret is likely to be high regardless of the expertise of the
salesperson in the event of a bad outcome when the decision is based on one’s own
volition. The implicit assumption is that there is a greater sense of responsibility
associated with decisions based on one’s own volition compared to when there is not.
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6.5.2 Decision Based on Recommendation from an Expert versus a Non- Expert
Salesperson: Effect on Regret
Decisions based on a recommendation received from an expert salesperson for an
alternative brand in a stockout condition are likely to reduce the perceptions of risk
(Grewal, Gotlieb and Marmorstein 1994). Listening to the recommendation of an expert
salesperson (in the event of a stockout for the preferred brand) is probably the
conventional thing to do and a safer option compared to making a decision based on the
recommendation of a non-expert salesperson. Hence, when the bad outcome is due to an
expert’s unsound recommendation, it is likely to result in lower regret (“After all, I
listened to an expert, what more could I have done?”) than a bad outcome emanating
from a non-expert’s advice.
Listening to the recommendation of a non-expert is probably more risky because
greater responsibility is likely to be attributed to the self for such a course of action
(“Why did I make a decision based on the recommendation of a non-expert?”). One may
feel that one should have known better and that a mistake in judgment was likely made.
Consequently, regret is likely to be high because another course of action might have
resulted in a better outcome. Hence, while comparing across the conditions of expertise
(when the decision is made based on the recommendation of the salesperson), it seems
that greater regret is likely to be experienced when the source of information is a nonexpert versus an expert. In the next section we examine how the type of decision (action
versus inaction) affects the responsibility and perceived expertise of source of
information to influence regret.
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6.6 The Effects of Action versus Inaction
Often consumers learn about stockout situations upon visiting a store, where
he/she may become aware of an alternative brand which is similar in terms of overall
ratings as the preferred stockout brand. Our main research question primarily is: what
happens when post-decisional information disconfirms what an individual knew prior to
the decision making? Throughout this discussion it has been posited that regret is likely
to be a function of the type of decision, perceived expertise of the source of information,
and responsibility. In the above sections we have discussed how the effects of
responsibility and the perceived expertise of the source of information might affect
regret. In this section we deliberate on how the type of decision (action versus inaction)
might interact with responsibility and perceived expertise of the source of information to
influence regret. Prior to discussing the specifics of the interaction, we will first address
the issue of how the action condition is different from the inaction condition, even though
the valence of the outcome in both situations is the same.
The main difference between the inaction and the action situations is that, in the
action situation the individual has made a substantive loss in terms of financial and
product performance aspects. This might be akin to the “hot” regret that Kahneman
(1995) has referred to where the individual feels like kicking him/herself because of
his/her evaluation of the outcome. However, in the case of inaction, when the individual
does not buy the available brand, but later learns that the available brand is rated better
than the stockout brand, one is likely to experience the pangs of a missed opportunity or a
foregone gain, somewhat akin to the “wistful” regret “associated with pleasantly sad
fantasies of what might have been” (Kahneman 1995, p. 391). How such action versus
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inaction influences the effects of perceived expertise of source of information and
responsibility on regret is detailed in the following sections.
6.6.1 Decision based on Own Volition
When the decision is made based on one’s own volition, the resultant outcome
from the decision is most likely to be attributed to the “self”. This is because in the event
of a bad outcome, there is no one else the individual might blame. Therefore, it is
possible that there will be no difference in the intensity of regret experienced in the action
versus the inaction condition, regardless of the expertise of the source of information.
However, we posit that when the individual decides to buy the available brand
(action), the intensity of regret experienced is likely to be more than when the individual
does not buy the available brand (inaction). This is because when the preferred brand is
not available the conventional or the safer choice would be to wait for the brand to
become available. According to norm theory an act that is farther away from the norm is
likely to elicit more affective reactions; action farther away from the norm would
subsequently result in greater regret.
Additionally, Gilovich, Medvec and Kahneman (1998) maintain that in order to
experience regret one has to identify the consequences of regrettable events. In the case
of action this identification occurs immediately since the individual has made a
substantive loss in terms of financial and product performance aspects (“I am stuck with
an inferior brand”); however, in case of inaction more time is required to identify the
gamut of adverse consequences beyond an immediate realization of a lost opportunity.
Hence our position is that in the case of action, regret may emanate from buying the
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available brand; whereas, in case of inaction, regret may emanate from the possibility of
owning a better brand.
6.6.2 Decision Based on Recommendation of Salesperson
An individual is likely to experience greater regret upon disconfirmation when the
decision for action is based on the recommendation of a non-expert compared to an
expert salesperson. This is because regret from action can be assumed to arise from (a)
the inferior choice and also (b) due to the fact that the decision was based on the
recommendation of a non-expert salesperson. If the salesperson is an expert, individuals
may still experience regret, but such regret will be less intense because the individual is
not likely to feel bad having listened to the recommendation of the expert salesperson,
which is usually the normal thing to do. He/she will feel regret because of the ultimate
outcome, but one might justify the act of listening to the expert by thinking that one tried
to minimize the risk by acting as per the advice of an expert.
Contrasting patterns are likely to emerge in the inaction condition. Even though,
in case of inaction, the individual is not worse off relative to the initial situation, one is
likely to experience greater regret when the missed opportunity was due to inappropriate
advice by an expert salesperson than by a non-expert salesperson. Specifically, when the
recommendation came from a non-expert, one might be willing to overlook the fault of
such a non-expert, because after all, it might have been worse. Regret will be experienced
in the sense that a different choice (not listening to non-expert) may have led to a better
outcome. However, when an expert salesperson gives a bad recommendation resulting in
a negative outcome, the individual is likely to experience regret associated with feelings
of sadness and anger (because the forgone gain is due to the “expert” salesperson’s
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recommendation – who should have known better). The psychological mechanism that
induces the specific but varied intensities of regret in such conditions of action versus
inaction is discussed in the next section.
6.6.3 Counterfactual Thinking
The notion of counterfactual thinking might help to understand the pattern of
regret experienced, due to the disconfirmation of the recommendation received from the
salesperson (expert versus non-expert), under conditions of action versus inaction.
Individuals are more likely to undo events (i.e. after a negative outcome individuals
imagine situations in which things might have turned out differently, Mandel (2003)) that
are perceived to be away from the normal perspective than events that are close to being
apparently normal. This phenomenon of constructing alternatives, where individuals
contemplate on issues such as what might have been or what could have been only if
certain situations were different, is known as counterfactual thinking.
It is important to note that counterfactual thinking takes place after the event has
occurred, hence the term counterfactual. According to norm theory (Kahneman and
Miller 1986), people are more likely to think (about alternatives that might have
happened) after the occurrence of an abnormal event, than after the occurrence of a
normal event. For example, when respondents read about the sad demise of a person in an
automobile accident, they were likely to undo an abnormal event (the person leaving his
job earlier than usual), than a normal event (the person taking his usual route to reach
home), (Kahneman and Tversky 1982 cited in Seelau et al. 1995).
Individuals are likely to construct counterfactual thoughts following the
disconfirmation of the initial information. However, disconfirmation might lead to
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imagining both better and worse alternatives relative to the current situation (McMullen
et al. (1995)). In other words, when counterfactual thoughts are contemplated, the
outcome of the thoughts might either be better or worse than the original outcome.
Counterfactual thoughts are described as being upward when a more desirable state of
affairs is presented than what has happened in actuality; downward counterfactual
thoughts are those that present scenarios worse than actuality (Roese and Olson, chapter 6
1995). Upward counterfactuals are functional for a future performance, that is,
individuals are likely to be better prepared in the future in case of a similar event. Hence,
in the future there is the chance for improvement due to these upward counterfactuals.
Downward counterfactuals, on the other hand, generally are constructed to make
individuals happy – they should spell relief for the individual and hence are affectively
functional. Broadly speaking, upward counterfactuals are likely to give rise to negative
affect and downward counterfactuals elicit positive affect (Roese and Olson, chapter 6,
1995).
When the consumer buys (action) an available brand based on the
recommendation of the salesperson and then finds that it is actually inferior to the
preferred stockout brand, one is likely to construct upward counterfactuals in their mind
because he/she has incurred a loss by buying an inferior product. This is because one is
actually worse off than one’s initial situation. Additionally, greater regret is likely to be
experienced when the purchase decision was based on the recommendation from a nonexpert salesperson than an expert salesperson because one might think, “If only I had
purchased the product based on the recommendation of an expert rather than that of a
non-expert.”
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When the consumer does not buy (inaction) the available brand based on the
recommendation of the salesperson and later finds out that it is actually superior to the
preferred stockout brand, one is likely to construct downward counterfactuals of what
might have been in order to feel good. One might think, “at least I have not lost anything;
it might have been worse”. As mentioned earlier, the predominant assessment in this case
is that of being in a situation that is neither better (and more importantly) nor worse. The
regret experienced in this case is likely to be more when the recommendation for the
decision comes from an expert rather than from a non-expert salesperson. Although the
individual has not made a loss, he/she maybe unhappy about the lost opportunity. When
the non-expert salesperson is the reason for this lost opportunity, regret is likely to arise
primarily from the fact that a different decision might have led to a better outcome (“I
should not have listened to the non-expert salesperson”). However when the bad outcome
is due to the recommendation of an expert salesperson, regret is likely to be associated
with feelings of sadness (“What more could I have done, I listened to the
recommendation of an expert) and with feelings of anger (“The expert should have
known better than to have given me this bogus recommendation”). Hence, regret arising
from the recommendation of an expert is likely to be greater than from the
recommendation of a non-expert in situations where the individual decides not to act.
6.7 Behavioral Consequences: Complaint Intention
Individuals exhibit intentions to complain when certain feelings or emotions are
triggered by some perceived disconfirmation (Singh 1988). Consequently such
expressions of discontent are directed towards the seller, a third party or even friends and
relatives (Singh 1988; Zeelenberg and Pieters 2002; Zeithaml et al. 1996). Research in
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the domain of marketing has posited that there is no effect of regret on complaint
intentions (Tsiros and Mittal 2000; Zeelenberg and Pieters 2002). This relationship can
be justified by stating that consumers are unlikely to complain when the chosen brand (or
service provider) performs to their expectations, but finds out that another competing
brand (or service provider) outperforms the one that is chosen. In case of a better existing
brand (or service provider), instead of complaining, the consumer might switch to the
better performing brand the next time he/she is in a similar purchasing decision. The
underlying assumption is that when individuals feel responsible for the bad outcome, they
are less likely to communicate to others about the experience. However, it may be
expected that when the bad outcome is due to a third party, individuals are more likely to
complain to others regarding their predicament.
6.7.1 Decision Based on Own Volition: Effects on Complaint Intention
In the context of this dissertation, when the decision about the available brand was
made based on one’s own volition, complaint intention, if any, is likely to be present
regardless of the expertise of the salesperson4, subsequent to a negative outcome.
However, since a perception of discontentment must be present in order for individuals to
complain (Singh 1988), greater complaint intentions are expected to be demonstrated in
the condition of action, than in the condition of inaction. This is because, in the action
condition, the individual has suffered a material loss (in the sense of paying money for an

4

It may be argued that complaint intention will not be present because the decision was made
based on one’s own volition. However, no decision is made in a complete vacuum. The
salesperson did inform the individual about the available brand and gave his/her opinion about its
rating relative to the preferred stockout brand. It is expected that such an interaction with the
salesperson is likely to lead to complaint intentions on the part of the individual. Hence, although
the decision was based on one’s own volition, in the event of a bad outcome, one may think about
all the factors that made him/her decide the way he/she did.
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inferior brand) and is stuck with the negative outcome. However, in the inaction
condition, the individual has not really suffered a material loss; it is more of a lost
opportunity. Even though complaint intentions might be exhibited for such a lost
opportunity, they are expected to be lower than when the loss is a material one.
6.7.2 Decision Based on the Recommendation of a Salesperson: Effects on
Complaint Intention
When the decision regarding the available brand is based on the
recommendation of a salesperson, type of decision and perceived expertise of source of
information are likely to affect the intention to complain. In the event of inaction there is
likely to be a significant difference in the intention to complain across expert and nonexpert sources of information. Specifically, greater complaint intention will be exhibited
when the recommendation came from an expert compared to a non-expert. Listening and
deciding as per the recommendation of an expert is usually “normal” and therefore,
individuals are likely to feel less responsible for choosing such an option. However,
disconfirmation will result in feelings of anger and frustration (reflected in regret as
discussed earlier), and these feelings are likely to be reflected in the behavioral outcome
of complaining about the store’s “so-called” expert (to the store, or to others). When the
recommendation for the decision comes from a non-expert, one is also likely to complain,
however the intensity is likely to be lower because the individual did not really make a
loss and it might have been worse.
In the action condition, greater complaint intention is likely to be demonstrated
when the source of information is a non-expert compared to when he/she is an expert.
This is because an individual will probably be upset because a non-expert was allowed to
work in another department and furthermore, recommend a brand to him/her. An
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individual will also experience regret when the recommendation came from an expert.
However, in case of an expert, at least one cannot complain about the fit of the person
with the department. Individuals are likely to complain about the recommendation per se.
6.8 Behavioral Consequences: Switching Intention
Prior research in marketing has shown that although consumers might be satisfied
with a current choice, they might experience regret when a forgone alternative performs
better than the purchased one. Hence, the performance of this forgone alternative
(resulting in experiencing regret) might lead the consumers to switch even though they
might be satisfied with their initial choice (Tsiros and Mittal 2000).
Switching refers to the abandonment of a relationship with a retailer from whom
the product was purchased (Zeelenberg and Pieters 2002). Researchers have suggested
that a positive relationship is likely to exist between regret and switching – the more
regret the consumer experiences, the more likely it is that the consumer would want to
switch (Zeelenberg and Pieters 2002). Switching intentions, in this study, are likely to
follow the same patterns as reflected in prior research.
6.8.1 Decision Based on Own Volition: Effects on Switching Intention
When the decision is based on one’s own volition, switching intentions are likely
to vary across action/inaction conditions. It is expected that the behavioral consequence
of switching will be greater in the condition of action than inaction, regardless of the
expertise of the salesperson. In other words, individuals will have a greater tendency to
exhibit switching intentions in the action condition (because of the tangible loss incurred
by the individual; i.e., individual suffers a real loss in terms of financial and product
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performance aspects) than in the inaction condition (because the individual does not
make a loss in the sense of being stuck with a bad outcome).
6.8.2 Decision Based on the Recommendation of a Salesperson: Effects on Switching
Intention
When the individual’s decision is based on the recommendation of a salesperson,
switching intentions will be exhibited differentially in the action/inaction conditions,
based on the expertise of the salesperson. Specifically, in case of inaction the behavioral
intentions of switching will be greater when the negative outcome resulted as a
consequence of a recommendation from an expert salesperson than from a non-expert
salesperson. Generally consumers are likely to be accepting of the recommendation of an
expert salesperson because it is the conventional or normal thing to do. Experts have been
judged to acquire domain-specific knowledge based on their years of experience with the
product and hence their recommendation is assumed to be safe and dependable.
Subsequently when the outcome is negative, then the individual is likely to experience
feelings of anger and frustration that are reflected in the intensity of regret felt.
Consequently, the individual may look for ways and means of safeguarding him/herself
from being in a similar kind of a situation in the future. One way to do so may be
switching to another retailer to minimize the risk of being wrongly advised again by the
so-called “expert” at the original store. When the recommendation comes from a nonexpert salesperson, switching intentions may be present; however, such intentions are
likely to be lower because the individual has not really incurred a loss in terms of product
performance and financial aspects. One might think: “After all he/she was a non-expert; I
should have known better than to place my trust in him/her.”
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In the event of an action, individuals are likely to express more intentions to
switch from the existing retailer when the bad outcome resulted due to the
recommendation from a non-expert salesperson than from an expert salesperson. This is
because, in the event of a negative outcome, individuals are likely to be upset about a
non-expert salesperson being allowed to work and offer advice. Accordingly, they may
want to avoid similar situations in the future by choosing other (e.g. specialty) stores
where the likelihood of expert people staffing the department is high. Hence, in the action
condition, the likely counterfactual thought could be: “If only I had gone to a store where
expert salespersons are used,” and this will probably shape their intentions to switch.
6.9 Hypotheses
Regret:
H6: When the decision is based on one’s own volition, experienced regret will be
greater in case of action than in case of inaction.
H7: When the decision is based on the salesperson’s recommendation experienced
regret will be a function of (i) source expertise and (ii) decision.
Specifically, in the inaction condition, greater regret will be experienced when the
decision is based on the recommendation of an expert compared to a non-expert
salesperson. Conversely, in the action condition, greater regret will be
experienced when the decision is based on the recommendation of a non-expert
compared to an expert salesperson.
Complaint Intention
H8: When the decision is based on one’s own volition, individuals will express
greater intentions to complain in case of action than in case of inaction.
H9: When the decision is based on the salesperson’s recommendation complaint
intentions will be a function of (i) source expertise and (ii) decision.
Specifically, in the inaction condition, greater complaint intention will be
exhibited when the recommendation came from an expert compared to a nonexpert salesperson. However, in the action condition, greater complaint intention
will be exhibited when the decision is based on the recommendation of a nonexpert compared to an expert salesperson.
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Switching Intention
H10: When the decision is based on one’s own volition, individuals will be more
likely to switch in case of action than in case of inaction.
H11: When the decision is based on the salesperson’s recommendation, switching
intention will be a function of (i) source expertise and (ii) decision.
Specifically, in the inaction condition, greater switching intention will be
observed when the decision is based on the recommendation of an expert
salesperson, compared to a non-expert salesperson. Conversely, in the action
condition, greater switching intention will be observed when the decision is based
on the recommendation of a non-expert compared to an expert salesperson.
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CHAPTER 7: METHODS AND RESULTS: STUDY TWO
7.1 Methods
Subjects and Design: Two hundred and sixteen undergraduate students enrolled in
a large southern university received extra credit for participating in the study. The
students were randomly assigned to conditions in a 2(type of decision: action or inaction)
X 2(responsibility for the decision: own volition or recommendation of the salesperson)
X 2(perceived expertise of source of information: expert or non expert) between subjects
factorial design.
Procedure: Subjects were told that they would be reading a digital camera
shopping scenario. Specifically, the scenario asked them to imagine that they were in the
market to buy a digital camera. However, upon their visit to a large consumer electronics
store, they find that there is a stockout for their preferred brand.
The scenario further stated that a salesperson is consulted subsequently for help
regarding some of the brands available in the store. The salesperson informs them of an
available brand that is similar to the preferred stockout brand and would most likely be of
the same functional value as the stockout brand. For proper comprehension of the
scenario, a brief introduction was provided following which the respondents were
informed about what occurred when they visited the store to buy their preferred brand.
Specifically, the respondents were told:
Imagine that you are shopping for a digital camera. For the past couple of weeks
you have been looking at various brands and ultimately you have managed to
narrow it down to one brand that you would prefer to buy: BRAND PREF.
Visiting the Store
You go to a large consumer electronics store, like Best Buy, to purchase your
preferred brand (BRAND PREF). However, much to your dismay you find that
it is out of stock and not available.
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Although you know that you have the option of coming back and buying BRAND
PREF when it is available, you decide that since you are in the store you would
browse some of the available brands in the category of your preferred but
unavailable BRAND PREF camera. You ask for help regarding the brands
available in the store and you are promptly referred to a salesperson.
The salesperson informs you of another brand (BRAND AVAIL) available
presently in the store and tells you all about its features. In conclusion, the
salesperson basically lets you know two important facts about the available brand:
BRAND AVAIL even though not the brand you preferred earlier will most likely
suit your purposes. BRAND AVAIL is somewhat similar to BRAND PREF (the
brand that you originally preferred).
Next the respondents were told that they made a decision to purchase (action) or not
purchase (inaction) the available alternative brand at the store. The responsibility for the
decision made, however, was either attributed to (a) self or, (b) the salesperson. In order
to induce the condition of decision making based on one’s own volition, the scenario
noted that the salesperson merely informs the individual about the alternative brand and
its features. The consumer then decides, on his own, to act or not to act regarding the
available brand. In the condition where the decision is based on the salesperson’s
recommendation, the salesperson after presenting the information about the available
alternative brand makes recommendation to the individual to either act (purchase the
brand) or to not act (not purchase the brand). Finally after the decision was made, the
respondents were exposed to ratings of the preferred stockout brand and the available
alternative brand from Consumer Reports. Specifically, the respondents were told:
Some days later
Some days later you happen to be going through Consumer Reports (an
independent non-profit source for product testing and information) where you find
that the two cameras - BRAND PREF (the preferred unavailable brand) and
BRAND AVAIL (the available brand) have been rated.
The Consumer Reports indicated two points:
1. Both the brands were acceptable and they were in the middle range of all
digital cameras rated in the particular issue.
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2. In comparing the ratings of the two cameras, you found that BRAND
AVAIL was rated superior/inferior (in case of inaction/action
respectively) to BRAND PREF.
(In other words, while according to the salesperson’s recommendation BRAND
AVAIL was similar to BRAND PREF, Consumer Reports ratings indicated that
BRAND AVAIL was actually superior/inferior (in case of inaction/action
respectively) to BRAND PREF.
Consumer Reports rated the available brand as either superior (in the inaction
condition) or inferior (in the action condition) in order to induce regret and its
consequences such as, intentions to switch and to complain by the consumers. After
reading the scenario, the subjects completed the questionnaire measuring the dependent
variables. In the end, the subjects were debriefed and thanked.
7.1.1 Independent Variables
Type of Decision: Subjects were told that subsequent to receiving information
regarding the available brand from the salesperson, they either purchase or do not
purchase the available brand.
Responsibility: The subjects in the own volition group were told that after
receiving the information from the salesperson about the available brand, they decided on
their own to purchase (action) or not purchase (inaction) the alternative brand. The
subjects read the following in the scenario: “On receiving the information from the
salesperson regarding BRAND AVAIL, you make your own decision…” regarding
BRAND AVAIL. In other words, when the decision was made on one’s own volition the
salesperson simply informs the subject of the presence of an available alternative brand,
but the decision regarding action (i.e. purchasing the available brand) or inaction (i.e. not
purchasing the available brand) is made by the individual him/herself. In the
“recommendation of the salesperson” condition, the subjects made the decision (action or
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inaction) based on the advice of the salesperson; i.e. in the second condition, the
salesperson specifically recommends the subject to either act (purchase the available
brand) or not to act (not purchase the available brand). The subjects read the following
in the scenario: “The salesperson recommends you (purchase/not purchase) BRAND
AVAIL. Hence, you (purchase/do not purchase) BRAND AVAIL based on the
recommendation of the salesperson.”
Perceived Expertise Of The Source Of Information: In the scenario it was
mentioned that subsequent to the realization of a stockout for the preferred brand, a
salesperson was at hand to inform the subjects about the alternative available brands at
the store. The subjects in the expert condition read the following: “After talking with the
salesperson you realize that he has worked previously with regular cameras and is now
working with digital cameras for a long time.” In the condition where the salesperson was
not an expert the subjects read the following in the scenario: “After talking with the
salesperson you realize that he has been working in the appliance department of the store
for a long time and was helping out in the camera department during the busy time.” In
both the conditions it was mentioned that the day of the visit to the store was a busy
Saturday and the salesperson comes to the assistance after sometime due to the rush. The
expert/non expert manipulation was adapted from Maddux and Rogers (1980).
7.1.2 Dependent Variables
All dependent variables were assessed using seven-point scales anchored by 1 and
7 in the following order.
Regret: Respondents completed a three-item regret scale that assessed their regret
emanating from their decision of action versus inaction regarding the available brand.
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The items were: “You feel sorry for your decision regarding the available brand”
(strongly disagree/strongly agree); “You regret your decision regarding the available
brand” (strongly disagree/strongly agree); “You should not have made the decision
regarding the available brand” (strongly disagree/strongly agree), (α = .73).
Complaint Intention: The respondents completed a four-item scale that measured
their intention to complain. The items were: “How likely are you to complain to the
management of the store” (very unlikely/very likely); “How likely are you to file a
written complaint” (very unlikely/very likely); “How likely are you to complain to other
employees in the store” (very unlikely/very likely); “How likely are you to complain to
others about the retailer” (very unlikely/very likely), (α = .83).
Switching Intention: The subjects completed a two-item scale that assessed their
switching intention. The items were: “How likely is it that you might switch to a
competing retailer for your next purchase” (very unlikely/very likely); “How likely is it
that you will be using less of the services of this particular retailer in the future” (very
unlikely/very likely), (r = .82, p < .01).
7.1.3 Manipulation Check
All subjects rated the extent to which they agreed or disagreed to the descriptions
provided for an expert salesperson versus that for a non-expert salesperson in the
respective conditions. At the end of the questionnaire the subjects were asked to respond
to the following statements: “One who has been working in the regular camera
department of a consumer electronic store and is now working with the digital cameras
for a long time, would be considered an expert with regard to cameras” (strongly
disagree/strongly agree). “One who has been working in the appliance department of a
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consumer electronic store for a long time and helps out in the camera department of the
same store during busy hours, would be considered an expert with regard to cameras”
(strongly disagree/strongly agree). The remaining manipulation check questions dealt
with the proper comprehension of the scenario, viz. whether the individual decided to
purchase the available alternative brand or not; whether the decision to purchase the
available alternative brand was based on the salesperson’s recommendation or on one’s
own volition; whether the salesperson helping was one who had worked in the digital
camera department of the store for along time or whether he/she was from the appliance
department of the same store and was helping in the digital camera department during the
busy time. Finally, the subjects were asked to indicate the ratings provided by Consumer
Reports for the two brands.
7.2 Results
All dependent measures were analyzed using a 2(type of decision: action or
inaction) X 2(responsibility: own volition or recommendation of the salesperson) X
2(perceived expertise of the source of information: expert or non expert) between
subjects factorial design. Of the two hundred and sixteen respondents, one hundred and
eighty five (58.9% female and 41.1% male, with an average age of 21.46 years) correctly
responded to all the six manipulation check questions. The thirty one respondents, who
failed any one manipulation check question, were excluded from the analysis. Of those
included, 31% indicated that they already owned a digital camera and 16% of these
respondents indicated that they were thinking of buying another digital camera. Out of
the 69% who did not own a digital camera, 56.6% indicated that they were thinking of
purchasing one. The mean length of ownership was 1.8 years.
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Paired t-tests on the expert and non-expert manipulation check indicated that
subjects perceived the salesperson who has been working in the regular camera
department of a consumer electronic store and is currently working with the digital
cameras for a long time as an expert (mean = 5.49) in contrast to one who has been
working in the appliance department of a consumer electronic store for a long time and
helps out in the camera department of the same store during busy hours (mean = 1.91,
t(184) = 46.33, p = .01).
7.2.1 Regret
A 2 (type of decision) X 2 (responsibility) X 2 (perceived expertise of source of
information) ANOVA yielded a three-way interaction on the dependent variables (F (1,
177) = 10.64, p = .001), as presented in Table 7.11. In order to test hypotheses 6 and 7, 2
(type of decision) X 2 (perceived expertise of the source of information) ANOVAs were
conducted in each condition of responsibility.

1

A 2 (decision) X 2 (responsibility for the decision) X 2 (perceived expertise of source) MANOVA was
also run to examine the overall results which were similar to the univariate ANOVAs.
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Table 7.1
Univariate Effects of Decision, Responsibility and Perceived Expertise of Source of
Information on Regret
d.f. F-Value
Eta Squared
Sig.
Sources
Main Effects
Decision

1

4.53

.025

.035

Responsibility

1

.001

.0

.981

Perceived Expertise of Source of Info.
Interaction Effects

1

.363

.002

.547

Decision X Responsibility

1

.014

.0

.906

Decision X Perceived Expertise of Source
of Info.

1

7.082

.038

.009

Responsibility X Perceived Expertise of
Source of Info.

1

1.182

.007

.278

Decision X Responsibility X Perceived
Expertise of Source of Info.
Residual

1

19.489

.099

.001

177

7.2.1.1 Regret from Own Volition
Hypothesis 6 stated that when the decision is based on one’s own volition, the
intensity of regret experienced is likely to be greater in the action condition than in the
inaction condition, regardless of the perceived expertise of source of information. The
hypothesis was tested using a 2 (decision) X 2 (perceived expertise of source of
information) ANOVA.
The results of the ANOVA, presented in Table 7.2, show that there is no
interaction effect of decision and perceived source of expertise of information
(F (1, 82) = 2.15, p > .05). The main effect of decision (F (1, 82) = 3.53, significant at the
.064 level). The means for regret in the own volition condition are shown in Table 7.3
and plotted in Figure 7.1.
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Table 7.2
Effects of Decision and Perceived Expertise of Source of Information on Regret: Own
Volition Condition
ANOVA
Sources
d.f.
F-value
Eta squared
Sig.
Main effects
Decision
1
3.53
.041
.064
Perceived expertise of source of
Information
Interaction effects
Decision
X
Perceived expertise of source of
Information
Residual

1

.164

.002

.687

1

2.15

.026

.146

82

Table 7.3
Means for Regret: Own Volition Condition
MEANS
Regret

t-value

Expert
Inac
Ac

Non expert
Inac
Ac

Decision
Inac
Ac

Ex
Inac. Vs.
Ac.

Non Ex
Inac.
Vs. Ac.

Inaction
Ex vs.
Non Ex.

Action
Ex vs.
Non Ex.

Decision
Inac vs.
Ac.

4.77
(.64)

4.96
(.47)

4.87
(.56)

-2.99*

-.26

-1.11

1.07

-1.82**

5.37
(.64)

5.03
(1.3)

5.19
(1.03)

Ex: Expert; Non Ex: Non Expert;
Inac: Inaction;
Standard Deviation provided in parenthesis;
*p < .05; **p < .05 (one-tailed)

Ac: Action

Inaction/Action
inaction
action

5.40
5.30
5.20
5.10
5.00
4.90
4.80
4.70

expert

non expert

Expert/Nonexpert

Figure 7.1: Estimated marginal means of Regret – Own Volition
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As indicated in Table 7.3 and Figure 7.1, greater regret was exhibited by
individuals when the decision was made on their own volition under conditions of action
(mean = 5.19) than under conditions of inaction (mean = 4.87, t(84) = -1.82, p < .05,
one-tailed test). Hence, H6 was fully supported.
7.2.1.2 Regret Due to Decision Based on Salesperson’s Recommendation
H7 stated that regret experienced due to a decision based on the salesperson’s
recommendation will be a function of perceived expertise of source of information and
the type of decision. Specifically, recommendation from an expert salesperson will result
in greater regret than from a non-expert, in the inaction condition. Corollarily, greater
regret will result from a recommendation of a non-expert salesperson, than an expert
salesperson, in the condition of action.
H7 was tested using a 2 (type of decision: action or inaction) X 2 (perceived
expertise of source of information: expert or non-expert) ANOVA. The results presented
in Table 7.4 show that the interaction of decision and the perceived expertise of source of
information was significant (F (1, 95) = 20.86, p = .001). The means for regret in the
salesperson’s recommendation condition are presented in Table 7.5 and plotted in Figure
7.2.
As shown in Figure 7.2, in the action condition respondents indicated a greater
regret when a non-expert salesperson recommended them to buy the available brand
(mean = 5.84) than when the recommendation was by an expert salesperson (mean =
4.53, t(51) = -4.31, p = .001).
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Table 7.4
Effects of Decision and Perceived Expertise of Source of Information on Regret:
Salesperson’s Recommendation Condition
ANOVA
Sources
Main effects

d.f.

F-value

Eta squared

Sig.

Decision

1

1.68

.017

.198

Perceived expertise of source of information
Interaction effects
Decision
X
Perceived expertise of source of information

1

1.19

.012

.278

1

20.86

.180

.001

Residual
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Table 7.5
Means for Regret: Salesperson’s Recommendation Condition
MEANS
t-value
Regret

Expert
Inaction
Action

Non expert
Inaction Action

5.29
(1.03)

4.48
(1.31)

4.53
(1.42)

5.84
(.74)

Ex: Expert; Non Ex: Non Expert; Inac: Inaction;
Standard Deviation provided in parenthesis;

Ex
Inac vs.
Ac.

Non Ex
Inac vs.
Ac.

Inaction
Ex vs.
Non Ex

Action
Ex vs.
Non Ex

2.02*

-4.77*

2.28*

-4.31*

Ac: Action
*p < .05.

6.00
5.80

Expert/Nonexpert
expert
non expert

5.60
5.40
5.20
5.00
4.80
4.60
4.40
inaction

action

Inaction/Action

Figure 7.2: Estimated marginal means of Regret – Salesperson’s Recommendation
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Table 7.5 and Figure 7.2 also indicate that significantly greater regret was
experienced, in the inaction condition, when the recommendation came from an expert
salesperson (mean = 5.29), than when it came from a non-expert salesperson (mean =
4.48, t(44) = 2.28, p < .05). Hence, hypothesis 7 was fully supported.
7.2.2 Complaint Intention
A 2 (type of decision) X 2 (responsibility) X 2 (perceived expertise of source of
information) ANOVA yielded a three-way interaction on complaint intention (F (1, 177)
= 12.04, p = .001), (see Table 7.6). Moreover, the results also yielded main effects of type
of decision (F (1, 177) = 16.92, p < .05) and responsibility (F (1, 177) = 22.46, p < .05) In
order to test hypotheses 8 and 9, 2 (decision) X 2 (perceived expertise of the source of
information) ANOVAs were examined in each condition of responsibility.
Table 7.6
Univariate Effects of Decision, Responsibility and Perceived Expertise of Source of
Information on Complaint Intention
d.f. F-Value
Eta Squared
Sig.
Sources
Main Effects
Decision

1

16.92

.087

.001

Responsibility

1

22.46

.113

.001

Perceived Expertise of Source of Info.
Interaction Effects

1

1.94

.011

.166

Decision X Responsibility

1

.875

.005

.351

Decision X Perceived Expertise of Source
of Info.

1

1.51

.008

.220

Responsibility X Perceived Expertise of
Source of Info.

1

.931

.005

.336

Decision X Responsibility X Perceived
Expertise of Source of Info.
Residual

1

12.04

.064

.001

177
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7.2.2.1 Complaint Intention from Own Volition
Hypothesis 8 stated that when the decision is based on one’s own volition, the
intention to complain is likely to be greater in the action condition than in the inaction
condition, regardless of the perceived expertise of source of information. The hypothesis
was tested using a 2 (type of decision) X 2 (perceived expertise of source of information)
ANOVA.
The results of the ANOVA, presented in Table 7.7, show that there is no
interaction effect of type of decision and perceived source of expertise of information (F
(1, 82) = 3.78, p > .05). As hypothesized there was a main effect of type of decision (F (1,
82) = 19.18, p < .05). The means for regret in the own volition condition are shown in
Table 7.8 and plotted in Figure 7.3.
Table 7.7
Effects of Decision and Perceived Expertise of Source of Information on Complaint
Intention: Own Volition Condition
ANOVA
Sources
Main effects
Decision

d.f.

F-value

Eta squared

Sig.

1

19.18

.190

.001

Perceived expertise of source of information

1

.137

.002

.713

1

3.78

.044

.055

Interaction effects
Decision
X
Perceived expertise of source of information

82

Residual

Table 7.8
Means for Regret: Own Volition Condition
MEANS
Expert

Regret

Inac

Ac

1.48
(.65)

2.64
(1.02)

t-value

Non expert
Inac
Ac

Decision
Inac
Ac

Ex
Inac.
Vs. Ac.

Non Ex
Inac.
Vs. Ac.

Inaction
Ex vs.
Non Ex.

Action
Ex vs.
Non Ex.

Decision
Inac vs.
Ac.

1.90
(.82)

1.70
(.77)

-4.35*

-1.77

-1.87

1.0

-4.24*

2.35
(.88)

2.49
(.95)

Ex: Expert; Non Ex: Non Expert;
Inac: Inaction;
Standard Deviation provided in parenthesis; p < .05
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Ac: Action

As indicated in Table 7.8 & Figure 7.3 individuals exhibited a significantly
greater intention to complain in case of action (mean = 2.49) than in case of inaction
(mean = 1.70, t(84) = -4.24, P < .05). Hence, H8 was supported.

2.80

Inaction/Action
inaction
action

2.60
2.40
2.20
2.00
1.80
1.60
1.40

expert

non expert

Expert/Nonexpert

Figure 7.3: Estimated marginal means of Complaint Intention: Own Volition
7.2.2.2 Complaint Intention Due to Decision Based on Salesperson’s
Recommendation
H9 stated that complaint intention is likely to be a function of type of decision and
perceived expertise of source of information, when the decision regarding the available
brand is based on the recommendation of the salesperson. Specifically, during inaction,
greater complaint intention will be exhibited when the recommendation came from an
expert compared to when it came from a non-expert salesperson. Conversely, for action,
greater complaint intention will result when the recommendation came from a non-expert
compared to when it came from an expert salesperson.
H9 was tested using a 2 (type of decision: action or inaction) X 2 (perceived
expertise of source of information: expert or non-expert) ANOVA. The results presented
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in Table 7.9 show that the interaction of type of decision and the perceived expertise of
source of information was significant (F (1, 95) = 8.92, p < .05). Furthermore, there was a
main effect of type of decision (F (1, 95) = 4.08, p < .05). The means for complaint
intention in the salesperson’s recommendation condition are presented in Table 7.10 and
plotted in Figure 4.
Table 7.9
Effects of Responsibility and Perceived Expertise of Source of Information on Complaint
Intention: Salesperson’s Recommendation Condition
ANOVA
Sources
Main effects
Decision

d.f.

F-value

Eta squared

Sig.

1

4.08

.041

.046

Perceived expertise of source of information

1

.2.24

.023

.138

1

8.92

.086

.004

Interaction effects
Decision
X
Perceived expertise of source of information

95

Residual

Table 7.10
Means for Complaint Intention: Salesperson’s Recommendation Condition
MEANS
t-value
Expert
Inaction
Action

Regret

2.79
(1.28)

2.54
(1.29)

Non expert
Inaction Action

2.41
(.90)

3.67
(1.43)

Ex: Expert; Non Ex: Non Expert; Inac: Inaction;
Standard Deviation provided in parenthesis
*p < .05

Ex
Inac vs.
Ac.

Non Ex
Inac vs.
Ac.

Inaction
Ex vs.
Non Ex

Action
Ex vs.
Non Ex

2.02*

-4.77*

1.17

-3.0*

Ac: Action

Table 7.10 and Figure 7.4 indicate that in the inaction condition there is no
significant difference in the complaint intention of consumers, when the decision to
purchase the alternative available brand is based on the recommendation of the expert
salesperson (mean = 2.79) as opposed to a non-expert salesperson (mean = 2.41, t(44) =
1.17, p > .05). However, as hypothesized, consumers are more likely to complain in the
action condition when the recommendation came from a non-expert salesperson (mean =
104

3.67), than when the recommendation came from an expert salesperson (mean = 2.54,
t(51) = -3.0, p < .05). Hence, H9 was partially supported.

3.80

Expert/Nonexpert
expert
non expert

3.60
3.40
3.20
3.00
2.80
2.60
2.40

inaction

action

Inaction/Action

Figure 7.4: Estimated marginal means of Complaint Intention: Salesperson’s
Recommendation
7.2.3 Switching Intention
A 2 (type of decision) X 2 (responsibility) X 2 (perceived expertise of source of
information) ANOVA yielded a three-way interaction on the dependent variable of
switching intention (F (1, 177) = 21.14, p < .05), (see Table 7.11). Moreover, the results
also yielded main effects of type of decision (F (1, 177) = 12.82, p < .05) and
responsibility (F (1, 177) = 16.41, p < .05). In order to test hypotheses 10 and 11, 2 (type
of decision) X 2 (perceived expertise of the source of information) ANOVAs were run in
each condition of responsibility.
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Table 7.11
Univariate Effects of Decision, Responsibility and Perceived Expertise of Source of
Information on Switching Intention
d.f. F-Value
Eta Squared
Sig.
Sources
Main Effects
Decision

1

12.82

.068

.001

Responsibility

1

16.41

.085

.001

Perceived Expertise of Source of Info.
Interaction Effects

1

2.76

.015

.099

Decision X Responsibility

1

3.125

.017

.079

Decision X Perceived Expertise of Source
of Info.

1

.697

.004

.405

Responsibility X Perceived Expertise of
Source of Info.

1

.852

.005

.357

Decision X Responsibility X Perceived
Expertise of Source of Info.
Residual

1

21.14

.107

.001

177

7.2.3.1 Switching Intention from Own Volition
Hypothesis 10 stated that when the decision is based on one’s own volition, the
intention to switch is likely to be greater in the action condition than in the inaction
condition, regardless of the perceived expertise of source of information. The hypothesis
was tested using a 2 (type of decision) X 2 (perceived expertise of source of information)
ANOVA.
The results of the ANOVA, presented in Table 7.12, show that there is a
significant interaction effect of type of decision and perceived source of expertise of
information (F (1, 82) = 6.37, p < .05). There was a main effect of decision
(F (1, 82) = 12.87, p < .05). The means for regret in the own volition condition are shown
in Table 7.13 and plotted in Figure 7.5.
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Table 7.12
Effects of Decision and Perceived Expertise of Source of Information on Switching
Intention: Own Volition Condition
ANOVA
Sources
Main effects
Decision

d.f.

F-value

Eta squared

Sig.

1

12.87

.136

.001

Perceived expertise of source of information

1

3.0

.035

.087

1

6.37

.072

.014

Interaction effects
Decision
X
Perceived expertise of source of information

82

Residual

Table 7.13
Means for Switching Intention: Own Volition Condition
MEANS
t-value
Expert

Non expert

Decision

Ex

Inac

Ac

Inac

Ac

Inac

Ac

Inac.
Vs. Ac.

2.60
(1.41)

4.55
(1.73)

3.96
(1.27)

4.30
(1.47)

3.33
(1.49)

4.42
(1.59)

-3.94*

Regret

Ex: Expert; Non Ex: Non Expert;
Inac: Inaction;
Standard Deviation provided in parenthesis
*p < .05

Non
Ex
Inac.
Vs.
Ac.

-.83

Inaction

Action

Decision

Ex vs.
Non Ex.

Ex vs.
Non
Ex.

Inac vs.
Ac.

-3.32*

.52

-3.29*

Ac: Action

As indicated in Table 7.13 and Figure 7.5, individuals exhibited a significantly
greater intention to switch in case of action (mean = 4.42) than in case of inaction (mean
= 3.33, t(84) = -3.29, p < .05). Hence, H10 was fully supported.
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5.00

Inaction/Action
inaction
action

4.50

4.00

3.50

3.00

2.50

expert

non expert

Expert/Nonexpert

Figure 7.5: Estimated marginal means of Switching Intention: Own Volition
7.2.3.2 Switching Intention Due to Decision Based on Salesperson’s
Recommendation
H11 states that switching intention is a function of type of decision and perceived
expertise of source of information when the decision regarding the available brand is
based on the recommendation of the salesperson. Specifically, during inaction greater
switching intention will be exhibited when the recommendation is made by an expert
salesperson than when it was made by a non-expert salesperson. Conversely, during
action, greater complaint intention will result when the recommendation is by a nonexpert salesperson than when it is by an expert salesperson.
H11 was tested using a 2 (type of decision: action or inaction) X 2 (perceived
expertise of source of information: expert or non-expert) ANOVA. The results presented
in Table 7.14 show that the interaction was significant (F (1, 95) = 16.4, p < .05). The
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means for switching intention in the salesperson recommendation condition are presented
in Table 7.15 and plotted in Figure 7.6.
Table 7.14
Effects of Responsibility and Perceived Expertise of Source of Information on Switching
Intention: Salesperson’s Recommendation Condition
ANOVA
Sources
Main effects
Decision

d.f.

F-value

Eta squared

Sig.

1

1.83

.019

.180

Perceived expertise of source of information

1

.302

.003

.584

1

16.40

.147

.001

Interaction effects
Decision
X
Perceived expertise of source of information

95

Residual

Table 7.15
Means for Switching Intention: Salesperson’s Recommendation Condition
MEANS
t-value
Regret

Expert
Inaction
Action

Non expert
Inaction Action

5.02
(1.18)

4.02
(1.56)

4.25
(1.77)

5.57
(1.07)

Ex: Expert; Non Ex: Non Expert; Inac: Inaction;
Standard Deviation provided in parenthesis
*p < .05.

Ex
Inac vs.
Ac.

Non Ex
Inac vs.
Ac.

Inaction
Ex vs.
Non Ex

Action
Ex vs.
Non Ex

1.70

-4.30*

2.14*

-3.35*

Ac: Action

Table 15 and Figure 6 indicate that in the inaction condition there is a significant
difference in the switching intention of consumers when the decision to buy the
alternative available brand is based on the recommendation of the expert salesperson
(mean = 5.02) as opposed to a non-expert salesperson (mean = 4.02, t(44) = 2.41, p <
.05). Similarly as hypothesized, consumers are more likely to switch in the action
condition when the recommendation was made by a non-expert salesperson (mean =
5.57) than by an expert salesperson (mean = 4.25, t(51) = -3.35, p < .05). Hence, H11 was
fully supported.
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action

Inaction/Action

Figure 7.6: Estimated means of Switching Intention: Salesperson’s Recommendation
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CHAPTER 8: GENERAL DISCUSSION
This chapter begins with a discussion of the results of the two studies, followed
by theoretical and managerial contributions of this dissertation. Finally, the limitations of
the dissertation and the scope for future research in the area of regret and decision
making are presented.
8.1 Discussion of Results from Study One
The emotional experience of regret has been a topic of interest among the
researchers in the fields of marketing and psychology. Research in psychology has
examined a variety of issues related to regret. For instance, investigation has been
conducted into the affective responses of regret (elation) arising from action versus
inaction subsequent to negative (positive) outcomes (Landman 1988), the existence of a
temporal pattern of regret (Gilovich and Medvec 1995), the role of counterfactual thought
in the experience of regret (e.g. Zeelenberg et al. 1998), the functionality of the emotion
(Zeelenberg 1999), and the inaction effect in regret (e.g. Zeelenberg et al. 2002). In
contrast, research in the domain of marketing has been more focused, specifically
examining in depth the emotion from the consumer’s perspective of post choice valuation
(e.g. Cooke et al. 2001, Inman et al. 1997, Inman and Zeelenberg 2002, Simonson 1992,
Taylor 1997, Tsiros and Mittal 2000).
Marketing researchers have posited that incorporating regret in the
disconfirmation-expectation model of satisfaction provides the consumers with a richer
description of post-choice valuation (Inman et al. 1997, Taylor 1997). Furthermore,
studies have also been conducted to examine the behavioral consequences of the emotion
experienced when individuals are made to think about regret before buying a product
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(Simonson 1992), the result of experiencing regret after a negative outcome (Tsiors and
Mittal 2000), and how the consequence of experienced regret might affect consumers’
future choice behaviors (Cooke et al. 2002).
The purpose of this dissertation is to shed light on conditions when regret
emanating from inaction is greater than that emanating from action and vice-versa (first
study). Consequently, the effects of responsibility for such a decision along with that of
perceived expertise of source of information on regret and subsequent behavioral
intentions are also examined (second study). To the best of our knowledge, no study in
marketing has specifically examined the consequences of the emotion arising from
consumer inaction, particularly in sub-optimal conditions. In optimal conditions it is
assumed that an individual makes a decision based on the highest expected utility to be
derived from such a decision. For example, one chooses brand A over brand B or Brand
C because he/she believes that brand A is likely to provide the highest expected utility.
However, consumers often face conditions which are sub-optima, such as when the
preferred brand A is out of stock and a decision is made regarding brand B, a somewhat
inferior brand. Does he/she always experience (avoid) regret because of purchasing (not
purchasing) brand B? As will be discussed later, action does not always result in regret
and inaction does not always result in avoiding regret in sub-optimal conditions.
The first study investigates the effects of confirmation/disconfirmation of
information received prior to decision making on regret in sub-optimal conditions.
Specifically, when consumers take action regarding (purchases) an available alternative
brand in sub-optimal conditions (such as when the available brand is slightly inferior to
their preferred stockout brand) do they always experience regret from such a decision?
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Conversely, can inaction in sub-optimal conditions result in consumers avoiding regret?
Moreover, how does regret due to action versus inaction in a sub-optimal condition
compare with the same in conditions that are not sub-optimal? Finally, does the
magnitude of regret due to action versus inaction vary as a function of initial information
and the extent of post-decision confirmation/disconfirmation of the initial information?
The results from the first study, as discussed below, provide the answers to these
questions.
8.1.1 Confirmation of Initial Information
The results of the first hypothesis dealing with the confirmation of initial
information in the sub-optimal condition reveal that when the initial information
regarding the available alternative brand is confirmed post-decision (available alternative
brand is slightly inferior to the preferred stockout brand), greater regret is experienced
from action than from inaction. However, for optimal conditions (when the prior
information indicates that the available alternative is similar or slightly superior to the
preferred stockout brand), post-decision confirmation results in greater regret from
inaction than from action. These results suggest that in a sub-optimal condition of
decision making individuals experience greater regret from action when there is a
confirmation of pre-decision information. Alternatively, in situations that are not suboptimal, confirmation of pre-decision information leads to greater regret from inaction
than action.
8.1.2 Disconfirmation of Initial Information
Interesting patterns of experienced regret are observed when pre-decision
information is disconfirmed. Disconfirmation of initial information may be either positive
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or negative. Positive disconfirmation occurs in the sub-optimal condition when postdecision validation of initial information indicates that the available alternative is similar
or superior to the preferred stockout brand. Positive disconfirmation also occurs in the
optimal condition when the pre-decision information suggests that the available
alternative brand is similar to the preferred stockout brand and post-decision validation
indicates that the available alternative is superior to the preferred stockout brand.
Negative disconfirmation occurs in the optimal condition when the pre-decision
information implies that the available alternative brand is superior to the preferred
stockout brand and post-decision validation indicates that the available alternative is
similar or inferior to the preferred stockout brand. Negative disconfirmation also occurs
in the optimal condition when the pre-decision information suggests that the available
alternative brand is similar to the preferred stockout brand and post-decision validation
indicates that the available alternative is inferior to the preferred stockout brand.
The results of hypothesis two demonstrate that upon positive disconfirmation of
pre-decision information in the sub-optimal condition, greater regret is experienced due
to inaction than due to action. In contrast, negative disconfirmation of pre-decision
information in the optimal conditions results in greater regret due to action than due to
inaction. Hence in a sub-optimal condition, although confirmation of pre-decision
information leads to experiencing greater regret from action than from inaction, positive
disconfirmation leads to experiencing greater regret from inaction than from action. In
the optimal condition where the pre-decision information suggests that the available
alternative is superior to the preferred stockout brand, confirmation leads to greater regret
from inaction than from action; however following a negative disconfirmation, greater
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regret is experienced from action than inaction. Finally when pre-decision information
suggests that both brands are similar, confirmation leads to greater regret from inaction;
while, negative disconfirmation generates greater regret from action and positive
disconfirmation elicits greater regret from inaction.
8.1.3 Magnitude of Regret due to Action versus Inaction
The results of the first study provide support for the third hypothesis positing
greater regret from action (versus inaction) when post-decision validation of prior
information reveals that the preferred stockout brand is superior to the available brand.
However, the proposed differences in the magnitude of regret due to action versus
inaction across the three prior information conditions are not supported. It was
hypothesized that the differential will be the largest when prior information indicates that
the preferred stockout brand is inferior to the available brand and smallest when the
preferred stockout brand is superior to the available brand.
Contrary to these expectations the largest differential is found when prior
information indicates that the preferred stockout brand is superior to the available brand
and smallest when prior information indicates that the preferred stockout brand is inferior
to the available brand. A possible explanation for this anomaly is provided by considering
the concept of responsibility in relation with regret. Prior research has shown that regret
and responsibility are positively correlated. This positive association between the
constructs is probably due to the implication of self-blame leading to the negative
outcome. In other words, if individuals perceive that a negative outcome was due to their
own fault they are likely to be more upset with themselves and feel more responsible for
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such an outcome. The feelings of responsibility and self-blame induce greater feelings of
regret.
When there is a confirmation of the sub-optimal condition (prior information that
the available brand is inferior to the preferred stockout brand is validated), an individual
will probably experience greater regret. This is because the individual may question why
he/she made the decision of choosing an inferior brand knowingly. Such a decision
increases the risk of experiencing a negative outcome and is not the norm (it is assumed
that consumers being rational would probably make a decision that is safe and the
“normal” thing to do). Hence, greater self-blame and responsibility is probably attributed
for such a decision leading to greater regret.
When the prior information indicates that the available brand is similar to or
superior to the stockout preferred brand, the “normal” course of action is to purchase the
available brand. Hence, after the negative outcome one might be able to rationalize
having made a reasonable decision, given the circumstances of a stockout for the
preferred brand. The individual may reason, “What could I have done? I thought I was
taking the right decision at a time when it seemed to me that the available brand was
similar/superior to the preferred stockout brand.” Consequently, the differential of regret
due to action versus inaction is smallest when the individuals thought that they were
making the best possible decision (purchasing the available alternative when the initial
information indicates that the preferred stockout brand is inferior to the available brand).
The results provide partial support for the fourth hypothesis positing greater regret
due to inaction (versus action) when post-decision validation of prior information
(preferred stockout brand is better than available brand; preferred stockout brand is
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similar to available brand) reveals that the stockout preferred brand is similar to the
available brand. The results support this contention; however, the specific contrasts
proposing the differential in regret due to action versus inaction are not supported. It was
hypothesized that the differential will be larger when prior information indicates that the
preferred stockout brand is superior to the available brand than when the prior
information indicates that both the brands are similar. It was also hypothesized that regret
due to action will be greater than regret due to inaction when prior information indicates
that the preferred stockout brand is inferior to the available brand.
Contrary to the above, regret due to inaction is found to be greater than regret due
to action. The differential is largest when prior information indicates that both the brands
are similar and smallest when prior information indicates that the available brand is
superior to the preferred stockout brand. This anomaly might also be explained in terms
of the responsibility associated with the decisions taken by the individuals.
When the individual perceives that the available brand is inferior to the preferred
stockout brand, his/her normal reaction is not to make the purchase. In such a
circumstance when the post-decision ratings show that both the brands are similar, one is
likely to experience less regret from inaction than when prior information indicates that
the brands are rated similar (as the results show). This is because when prior information
indicates that the available brand is inferior to the stockout preferred brand, the “normal”
or safer option for the consumer probably is to avoid choosing the brand. However, when
the prior information indicates that both the brands are similar and later validation
substantiates this information, regret from inaction is likely to be greater. Overall, the
acceptance of responsibility may explain the increase in regret due to inaction when prior
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information indicates that the brands are similar; the individual might think, “I knew that
it was similar, still why did not I buy it?”
Finally, when prior information indicates that the available brand is superior to
the preferred stockout brand, the individual is likely to experience less regret from
inaction than when both brands are thought to be similar. This is because the individual
decides not to buy the available brand in spite of the initial information indicating the
available brand as being better than the preferred stockout brand. Therefore, when the
post-decision ratings show both brands as being similar, the individual is likely to think
that, “I am glad I did not buy it – it is not as good as I had thought.” On the other hand,
buying the available brand based on prior information may lead to higher levels of regret
due to negative disconfirmation of information. This disconfirmation of information is
not likely to be as strong when the purchase is based on the prior information suggesting
that the available brand is similar to the preferred stockout brand.
The results provide full support for hypothesis five. It was posited that regret from
inaction will be greater than regret from action when post-decision validation shows that
the preferred stockout brand is inferior to the available brand. Moreover, the specific
contrasts were also supported. Namely, the differential in regret due to inaction versus
action is largest when prior information indicates that the preferred stockout brand is
superior to the available brand and smallest when the preferred stockout brand is thought
to be inferior to the available brand.
8.2 Discussion of Results from Study Two
Study two examined the relationship of type of decision, responsibility, and
perceived expertise of source of information on regret and the subsequent behavioral
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intentions of complaint and switching. Prior research has indicated that regret includes a
component of self-blame, meaning that if one blames him/herself for a negative outcome,
then one is likely to experience greater regret than when one does not blame oneself for a
negative outcome. This association between self-blame and regret has lead researchers to
posit that a certain degree of responsibility is needed in order to experience regret. In
other words, responsibility and regret have been shown to be correlated with higher
responsibility leading to higher regret.
Research in psychology has shown that in certain circumstances regret may be
experienced even though individuals do not actively feel responsible for a particular
negative outcome (Connolly et al. 1997). In marketing, Simonson (1992) has shown that
during certain occasions decisions may lead to higher responsibility but lower regret. In
this dissertation, we posit that when an individual makes a decision based on his/her own
volition, one is likely to experience greater responsibility, and hence experience greater
regret in the event of a negative outcome. This is because an individual probably feels
worse when a certain decision is under one’s control (such as when a decision is made
under one’s own volition) and leads to a negative outcome compared to a decision which
is not under one’s control (when the decision is made based on the recommendation of a
third party). In the former situation, the individual can only blame him/herself for the
negative outcome and experience greater regret (“Why did I do it?”); however, in the
latter situation the individual may shift the blame (to a third person) and feel less
responsible for the negative outcome and experience lower regret. Hence it is posited that
when the responsibility for the decision is attributed to the self (i.e. when the decision is
made based on one’s own volition), in the event of a negative outcome regret will be
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experienced regardless of the perceived expertise of the source of information. However
when the responsibility for the decision is attributed to a third party (i.e. when the
decision is made based on the recommendation of the salesperson), in the event of a
negative outcome regret experienced is likely to be a function of the type of decision and
perceived expertise of the source of information. The subsequent intentions to complain
about and switch from the current retailer are likely to follow the pattern of regret
experienced.
8.2.1 Regret
The sixth and the seventh hypotheses deal with the effects of type of decision,
perceived expertise of source of information, and responsibility on regret. As posited, the
results indicate that individuals experience greater regret due to action than due to
inaction when the decision is made according to one’s own volition. This is in line with
the findings of the previous research dealing with the intensities of regret from action
versus inaction (e.g. Gilovich and Medvec 1995, Landman 1993) where it has been
suggested that action is more prominent than inaction. In other words, it is easier for
individuals to imagine not doing something (after they have done it) than it is to imagine
doing something (after not having done it). The easier it is for individuals to generate
counterfactual thoughts after a bad decision, the greater is the intensity of regret
experienced. Hence subsequent to a negative outcome, individuals are likely to
experience greater regret when they made their own decision to purchase the available
brand than when they made their own decision not to purchase the available brand.
The results also provide support for the salesperson’s recommendation condition
and its effects on regret subsequent to a negative outcome. It was posited that in the
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inaction condition individuals are likely to experience greater regret when the decision is
based on the recommendation of an expert than a non-expert salesperson. In other words,
when individuals miss an opportunity or forgo a gain due to the recommendation of an
expert salesperson, they tend to get frustrated and aggravated since the expert is
anticipated to know better and offer sound advice. When a faulty recommendation comes
from a non-expert, individuals experience regret because of the forgone opportunity, but
at the same time they may feel that the outcome probably could have been worse.
In the action condition, individuals experience greater regret when they make
their decision based on the recommendation of a non-expert salesperson than an expert
salesperson. This is because in the event of a negative outcome, one is likely to regret the
fact that one made his/her decision based on the recommendation of a non-expert. In
addition, one also regrets the fact that one is stuck with an inferior product. Hence, regret
experienced is likely to be a sum of these two occurrences. When the decision is based on
the recommendation of an expert, one regrets the subsequent negative outcome; however,
the act of listening to an expert prior to making a decision is not something that one is
likely to regret (“After all, I listened to an expert, what more could I have done?”). In
other words, in the action condition when one acts on the basis of the recommendation of
a salesperson there might be instances when one regrets the outcome but not the decision
(e.g. when the decision is taken as per the recommendation of an expert salesperson and a
negative outcome ensues). In contrast, there may be instances where one regrets both the
decision and the outcome (e.g. when the decision is based on the recommendation of a
non-expert salesperson and a negative outcome ensues).
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Regret in the inaction condition may be due to missing out on an opportunity (i.e.,
a forgone gain). In other words, in case of inaction one does not incur a tangible or
financial loss, which happens in case of action. Hence, in the inaction condition one
probably visualizes sad but pleasant thoughts of what might have been; which is more
intense when an ‘expert’ salesperson is the cause for the forgone gain. Consequently,
greater regret is likely to be experienced after a negative outcome when the decision is
made based on the recommendation of an expert salesperson. When the recommendation
came from a non-expert salesperson, one will probably experience regret, but
simultaneously may also think that things could have been a lot worse: “at least I have
not made a bad purchase, the non-expert salesperson’s recommendation could have been
worse”.
8.2.2 Complaint Intention
Hypothesis eight and nine examined the effects of type of decision, perceived
expertise of source of information and responsibility on complaint intention. Results
confirmed that when the decision is based on one’s own volition the intention to
complain is higher in the action condition than in the inaction condition. Given that
individuals will probably feel greater regret in the action versus the inaction condition,
complaint intention will also be reflected in the same manner. Although the outcome is
due to a decision based on one’s own volition, one is likely to consider all the factors that
may have caused the negative outcome (viz., the information received from a
salesperson) and take remedial steps accordingly.
When the decision is based on the recommendation of the salesperson the results
show that individuals have a greater intention to complain in the action than in the
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inaction condition. However, contrary to our expectations, in the inaction condition
behavioral intention of complaining did not vary across the expertise conditions. This
may be because although one regrets more when a forgone gain is due to the erroneous
recommendation of an expert salesperson, the outcome resulting from the decision
(inaction) is the same i.e. missed opportunity. Hence, the intention to complain might not
differ across expertise conditions during inaction. Since one has not made a tangible loss,
one is likely to complain more about the negative outcome per se (i.e. the forgone gain)
than about the cause of such a negative outcome (recommendation emanating from an
expert versus a non-expert).
In the action condition, individuals exhibit a greater intention to complain when
the recommendation comes from a non-expert compared to an expert salesperson. As
discussed earlier, since action entails a significant material loss, complaint intention is
likely to be more aligned with regret. An individual will exhibit greater intentions to
complain after a negative outcome because a non-expert salesperson was allowed to work
in the department and furthermore recommend products to customers. When the negative
outcome is due to the recommendation of an expert, one is likely to complain about the
inefficiency of the expert; however, one cannot complain about the fact that an expert
salesperson was used to staff the department.
8.2.3 Switching Intention
Hypotheses ten and eleven examine the effects of type of decision, perceived
expertise of source of information and responsibility on switching intention. As
hypothesized, individuals exhibit a greater intention to switch in the action than in the
inaction condition. This implies that when faced with a similar situation of buying an
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alternative brand during a stockout for the preferred brand, an individual will probably
switch from the current retailer in order to minimize the chances of purchasing an inferior
product again.
The eleventh hypothesis deals with the effects on switching intentions when
recommendation for the decision comes from a salesperson. As proposed, in the action
condition, greater switching intention is exhibited when the recommendation emanates
from a non-expert than from an expert salesperson. This finding corroborates past
findings related to regret and switching intentions. According to prior research, regret and
switching intentions are positively correlated (e.g. Tsiros and Mittal 2000). Hence, in the
action condition when one experiences greater regret due to the recommendation from a
non-expert subsequent to a negative outcome, it is likely that switching intentions will
follow the same pattern as regret experienced. Likewise, in the inaction condition
switching intentions are found to be greater when the decision is based on the
recommendation of an expert than when the decision is based on the recommendation of
a non-expert salesperson. In the subsequent sections we discuss the theoretical and
practical implications of the dissertation along with some of the limitations of the current
research and suggestions for future research avenues.
8.3 Theoretical and Practical Contributions
The findings in this dissertation have several implications for research and
practice. The theoretical contributions are discussed first, followed by the practical
implications of the research.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first research in the domain of marketing
to examine the emotion of regret arising from inaction. Existing research on regret in the
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domain of marketing has mainly focused on the emotion arising from an action taken by
an individual. Research in psychology, however, has indicated that regret may very well
arise from inaction, i.e. where the individual fails to act. As discussed earlier, research on
regret in psychology has dealt with the experience of regret from action versus inaction
and has investigated whether the intensity of regret from action is greater than that from
inaction and vice-versa. Although, a significant amount of research shows that actions
elicit greater regret than inactions (designated as the most replicated finding in regret
research in psychology by Zeelenberg et al. (2002)), there is a strong stream of research
that counters this observation. For example, Gilovich and Medvec (1995) maintain that
regret follows a temporal pattern. That is, in the long run greater regret is experienced
from inaction than from action, while in the short run greater regret is experienced from
action than from inaction. Zeelenberg et al. (2002) also showed that when decisions are
made sequentially, in certain situations, regret arising from inaction is greater than that
arising from action, contingent upon the valence of the prior decision outcomes.
This dissertation identifies a situation in the domain of marketing when regret
emanating from inaction may or may not be greater than that arising from action, namely
in the event of stockouts. The results from study one indicate that regret arising from
action versus inaction is a function of post-decision confirmation/disconfirmation of prior
information. As predicted, it was found that when there is a confirmation of the suboptimal condition, action leads to greater regret than inaction; conversely, when there is a
confirmation of optimal conditions, inaction leads to greater regret than action. With
reference to the disconfirmation situations, negative disconfirmation of the optimal
condition results in greater regret from action than inaction. On the other hand, positive
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disconfirmation of the sub-optimal condition results in greater regret from inaction than
action.
It is important to note that prior regret research has primarily investigated the
experience of regret emanating from a decision under optimal conditions. However,
individuals are also likely to make decisions under sub-optimal conditions. Research on
regret has remained silent with reference to decision making under sub-optimal
conditions and we believe that there may be a noteworthy consequence of investigating
such sub-optimal versus optimal conditions of consumer decision making. Prior research
in the domain of regret has forwarded several reasons for the differential in regret due to
action versus inaction. One important reason is emotional amplification (Gilovich and
Medvec 1995) based on norm theory. Emotional amplification asserts that subsequent to
a negative outcome, an emotion experienced by an individual is likely to be augmented
when the cause of the negative outcome is a situation being away from the normal. In
other words, if a negative outcome is due to an event which is away from the norm, more
regret is likely to be experienced. The importance of examining decision making in suboptimal conditions stems from the shift in conceptualization of the “norm” for a given
situation in sub-optimal versus optimal conditions. Interestingly, the results from the first
study illustrate that the perception of normality may be revised by the consumer based on
post-decision validation of prior information. Hence, even though a particular decision
appeared to be normal based on pre-choice information, greater regret may be
experienced due to invalidation of such pre-choice information.
The second study examines how the type of decision, perceived expertise of
source of information, and responsibility affect regret and subsequent behavioral
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intentions. The results offer interesting insights regarding the relationship between
responsibility and regret. Responsibility for a decision is a key factor for regret
experienced in the event of a negative outcome. Prior research (Connolly et al. (1997),
Zeelenberg et al. (1998, 2000)) has dealt extensively with the association of responsibility
and regret and the results show that regret primarily arises when individuals feel
responsible for their decisions. This dissertation identifies situations when individuals
experience regret even though they might not be directly responsible for the negative
outcome (for example, when the decision regarding an alternative brand is made based on
the recommendation of a salesperson). The phenomenon of counterfactual thinking has
been used to explain these observations. Previous research has investigated the
consequences of counterfactual thinking on regret, however such studies did not consider
factors such as perceived expertise of source of information that may influence consumer
decision making.
Findings of the second study indicate that when individuals make their own
decision regarding an alternative brand they experience regret in the event of a negative
outcome. However, when individuals make their decision based on the recommendation
of a salesperson, regret experienced in the event of a negative outcome is a function of
the type of decision and the perceived expertise of the source of information. It appears
that greater regret is experienced in the inaction condition when the recommendation
emanates from an expert salesperson. In contrast, greater regret is experienced in the
action condition when the recommendation comes from a non-expert salesperson.
Additionally by examining the cumulative effects of type of decision,
responsibility, and perceived expertise of source of information this dissertation has
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attempted to present a more complete understanding of the probable behavioral intentions
of the emotion. Findings of the second study indicate that contrary to previous research,
there are certain situations where regret may have an effect on complaint intention. The
results from study two indicate that in the action condition, individuals express a greater
intention to complain when the recommendation comes from a non-expert compared to
an expert salesperson. On the other hand, in the inaction condition individuals express the
intention to complain regardless of the perceived expertise of source of information.
Interestingly, it is also observed that even when the individuals make a decision based on
their own volition they express a greater intention to complain in the action than in the
inaction condition.
In terms of practical contribution, the findings of study two imply that retail
establishments should have better redressal systems so that consumers are motivated to
complain about their negative experience. As the results of study two indicate, consumers
show greater intention to switch than to complain to the retailer. Consequently, without
consumer complains the retailer may not be aware of its shortcomings, but gradually will
continue to lose its customer base. Secondly, it might be prudent for the retailer to let a
consumer make his/her own decision in the event of a stockout for a preferred brand.
Obviously, salespeople should be available to help the consumer make the decision if
necessary, but even expert salespeople should be careful while informing about or
recommending an available brand to the consumer. Finally, the retailers should ensure
that even expert salespeople remain fully informed about the product market and the
latest developments in such market. The results suggest that when an individual does not
purchase the available brand during a stockout for the preferred brand, upon experiencing
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a negative outcome they are likely to regret and switch more when the recommendation
comes from an expert compared to a non-expert salesperson. Similarly, when one
purchases the available brand on the recommendation of the expert salesperson,
subsequent to a negative outcome, one is likely to complain about the faulty advice and
switch from the store.
Finally, if the retailers must avail the help of non-expert salespeople, such nonexperts should be extremely cautious as to how they recommend available product to
customers. As the results indicate, the purchase of an available brand yielding a negative
outcome results in individuals expressing greater intentions to complain and switch when
the recommendation comes from a non-expert salesperson. Corollarily, when consumers
do not purchase the available brand based on the non-expert’s advice and such inaction
consequently results in a forgone gain, consumers are likely to experience regret and
express intentions to complain and switch.
8.4 Limitations
The two studies reported in this dissertation have certain limitations. An obvious
limitation is measuring the intentions of switching and complaining instead of the actual
behaviors. In addition to the above limitation, we also did not specifically assess the
perception of normality of behavior with respect to the conditions in our studies as judged
by the respondents. For example in study one, when the initial information indicates that
both the preferred stockout and the available alternative brands are similar in terms of
overall ratings, we assumed that the normal course of action would be to buy the
available brand. Based on this assumption of normality we showed that on confirmation
of this information individuals experienced greater regret from inaction than from action.
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In other words, the respondents were not asked about their assessment of normality of the
conditions. To overcome this limitation pre-tests may be conducted to identify the
normality of events as perceived by the respondents exposed to the conditions of prior
information.
Furthermore, this dissertation used student as subjects and a digital camera as the
product. This may hamper the generalizability of the findings in the sense that the results
might not hold for other consumer populations and products. Replication of the studies
using non-student subjects and a different product may lend a considerable degree of
external validity. Finally, this dissertation examined the concept of regret as a
consequence of a wrong decision made by an individual. A more complete picture of
consumer psychology will be attained if other emotional outcomes like disappointment,
anger, and frustration are also examined.
8.5 Future Research Directions
The main dependent variable of interest in this dissertation was regret. However,
other equally important variables like disappointment, anger and frustration might be
measured to get a broader view of human emotions. Furthermore, in the second study we
examined the post-decision disconfirmation of prior information without considering the
effects of the magnitude of such disconfirmation. It would be interesting to sudy how
regret experienced may differ due to the difference in the magnitude of disconfirmation.
Also in the second study, we examined the disconfirmation of pre-decision information
only when the available brand was similar to the preferred stockout brand. Future
research may examine the other conditions of pre-decision information and
confirmation/disconfirmation of such prior information. For example, one might want to
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assess the nature of regret when the prior information suggests that the available brand is
inferior or superior to the stockout brand and post-decision validates such information.
Additionally, interesting research opportunity may arise if the expertise of the
consumer is also examined along with the expertise of the salesperson. It has been noted
in previous research that judgments made by experts versus novices differ in the way they
are made. It will be interesting to study whether this difference may result in regret or a
different emotion in the event of a negative outcome. Finally, the cognitive processes that
influence regret in the second study, specifically the segregation of regret due to a bad
outcome and that arising from a bad decision, needs to be examined in detail.
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APPENDIX A: QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SELECTION OF PRODUCT FOR STUDIES ONE
AND TWO
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SURVEY

The survey in which you are about to participate is being conducted by the Marketing department at
Louisiana State University. Before proceeding with the survey, I need your name so that you can be
awarded class credit.

STUDENT NAME: ______________
STUDENT ID #:

______________

Study Overview
In this study you will be presented with pictures of certain products. After viewing the pictures you
will be asked to respond to questions relating to the products.
The information that you provide will be kept strictly confidential and you will not be identified in any
way.
Thank you for your participation.
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Please Respond to the Statements Next to the Products Pictured Below by Circling
the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
The product is not
known to me
1
2

3

4

5

I know nothing at
all about the product
1
2
3

Portable MP3
player:
The product is not
familiar to me
1
2

5

I know a great deal
about the product
6
7

5

The product is
familiar to me
6
7

4

3

I am not at all
informed about
the product
1
2

The product is
known to me
6
7

4

3

4

5

I am highly
informed about
the product
6
7

Name three brands within this category that might be close substitutes for
each other: 1. _______________; 2. _______________;
3. _______________.
(Please put N/A whenever you are not sure of an answer)
The product is not
known to me
1
2

3

4

I know nothing at
all about the product
1
2
3
The product is not
familiar to me
1
2
Cell phones
(not service
providers)

3

The product is
known to me
6
7

5

4

4

5

I know a great deal
about the product
6
7

5

The product is
familiar to me
6
7

I am not at all
I am highly
informed about
informed about
the product
the product
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Name three brands within this category that might be close substitutes for
each other: 1. _______________; 2. _______________;
3. _______________ .
(Please put N/A whenever you are not sure of an answer)
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The product is not
known to me
1
2

3

4

5

I know nothing at
all about the product
1
2
3

Digital Camera

The product is not
familiar to me
1
2

5

I know a great deal
about the product
6
7

5

The product is
familiar to me
6
7

4

3

I am not at all
informed about
the product
1
2

The product is
known to me
6
7

4

3

4

5

I am highly
informed about
the product
6
7

Name three brands within this category that might be close substitutes for
each other: 1. _______________; 2. _______________;
3. _______________ .
(Please put N/A whenever you are not sure of an answer)

The product is not
known to me
1
2

3

4

I know nothing at
all about the product
1
2
3
Desktop Computer

The product is not
familiar to me
1
2
I am not at all
informed about
the product
1
2

3

3

The product is
known to me
6
7

5

4

4

4

5

I know a great deal
about the product
6
7

5

The product is
familiar to me
6
7

5

I am highly
informed about
the product
6
7

Name three brands within this category that might be close substitutes for
each other: 1. _______________; 2. _______________;
3. _______________.
(Please put N/A whenever you are not sure of an answer)
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The product is not
known to me
1
2

3

4

5

I know nothing at
all about the product
1
2
3
The product is not
familiar to me
1
2

Personal Digital
Assistant
(PDA)

DVD Player

5

I know a great deal
about the product
6
7

5

The product is
familiar to me
6
7

4

3

I am not at all
informed about
the product
1
2

The product is
known to me
6
7

4

3

4

5

I am highly
informed about
the product
6
7

Name three brands within this category that might be close substitutes for
each other: 1. _______________; 2. _______________;
3. _______________.
(Please put N/A whenever you are not sure of an answer)

The product is not
known to me
1
2

3

4

I know nothing at
all about the product
1
2
3
The product is not
familiar to me
1
2
I am not at all
informed about
the product
1
2

3

3

The product is
known to me
6
7

5

4

4

4

5

I know a great deal
about the product
6
7

5

The product is
familiar to me
6
7

5

I am highly
informed about
the product
6
7

Name three brands within this category that might be close substitutes for
each other: 1. _______________; 2. _______________;
3. _______________.
(Please put N/A whenever you are not sure of an answer)
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The product is not
known to me
1
2

3

4

I know nothing at
all about the product
1
2
3

Portable CD Player

The product is not
familiar to me
1
2
I am not at all
informed about
the product
1
2

3

3

The product is
known to me
6
7

5

4

4

4

5

I know a great deal
about the product
6
7

5

The product is
familiar to me
6
7

5

I am highly
informed about
the product
6
7

Name three brands within this category that might be close substitutes for
each other: 1. _______________; 2. _______________;
3. _______________.
(Please put N/A whenever you are not sure of an answer)
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These questions are designed for classification purposes only. Please check the
appropriate space below:
Do you own a:
1. Portable MP3 Player: Yes ___

No___; if Yes, for how long? ____ years

2. Cell phone: Yes ___ No___; if Yes, for how long? ____ years
3. Digital Camera: Yes ___

No___; if Yes, for how long? ____ years

4. Desktop Computer: Yes ___ No___; if Yes, for how long? ____ years
5. PDA: Yes ___

No___; if Yes, for how long? ____ years

6. DVD player: Yes ___

No___; if Yes, for how long? ____ years

7. Portable CD player: Yes ___ No___; if Yes, for how long? ____ years
Gender:

Male ________; Female ________

Age: ________ years

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION
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APPENDIX B: SCENARIO AND FIRST PAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION OF SLIGHTLY INFERIOR AVAILABLE
BRAND, ACTION CONDITION, AND SLIGHTLY INFERIOR VALIDATION
(STUDY ONE)
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Shopping For A Digital Camera
Imagine that you are shopping for a digital camera. For the past couple of weeks you
have been looking at various brands and ultimately you have managed to narrow it down
to one brand that you would prefer to buy: BRAND PREF.

Visiting the Store
You go to a large consumer electronics store, like Best Buy, to purchase your preferred
brand (BRAND PREF). However, much to your dismay you find that it is out of stock
and not available.
Although you know that you have the option of coming back and buying BRAND PREF
when it is available, you decide that since you are in the store you would browse some of
the available brands.
In the process of looking at some of the product display cards of the available brands in
the store, you come across another brand (BRAND AVAIL) that looks interesting. After
comparing the brands, you reach two conclusions:
•
•

BRAND AVAIL, even though not the brand you preferred earlier, will
likely suit your purposes.
BRAND AVAIL is slightly inferior to BRAND PREF (the brand you
originally preferred)

Making a Decision
After thinking about it for a while, you decide to go ahead and purchase BRAND
AVAIL even though you can always wait and come back when BRAND PREF is
available.

Some Days Later
Some days later you happen to be going through Consumer Reports (an independent nonprofit source for product testing and information) where you find that the two cameras –
BRAND PREF (the originally preferred brand) and BRAND AVAIL (the brand you
purchased), have been rated.
The Consumer Reports ratings indicated two points:
•
Both the brands were acceptable and they were in the middle
range of all the digital cameras rated in that particular issue.
•
In comparing the ratings of the two cameras, you found that BRAND
AVAIL was rated inferior to BRAND PREF.
(In other words your initial thought that BRAND AVAIL was slightly
inferior to BRAND PREF was supported by the Consumer Reports ratings.)

AFTER YOU HAVE READ THE SCENARIO AND
UNDERSTOOD WHAT TOOK PLACE ON THE TRIP,
PLEASE TURN TO YOU ANSWER BOOKLET PROVIDED
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Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
You made a decision to purchase BRAND AVAIL since your initial preferred brand,
BRAND PREF, was not available.
You purchased BRAND AVAIL even though you thought it to be slightly inferior to
BRAND PREF, because most likely it would suit your purposes.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was slightly inferior to
BRAND PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

4) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

5) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5
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6

Completely
7

APPENDIX C: SCENARIO AND FIRST PAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION OF SLIGHTLY INFERIOR AVAILABLE
BRAND, ACTION CONDITION, AND SIMILAR VALIDATION (STUDY ONE)
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Shopping For A Digital Camera
Imagine that you are shopping for a digital camera. For the past couple of weeks you
have been looking at various brands and ultimately you have managed to narrow it down
to one brand that you would prefer to buy: BRAND PREF.

Visiting the Store
You go to a large consumer electronics store, like Best Buy, to purchase your preferred
brand (BRAND PREF). However, much to your dismay you find that it is out of stock
and not available.
Although you know that you have the option of coming back and buying BRAND PREF
when it is available, you decide that since you are in the store you would browse some of
the available brands.
In the process of looking at some of the product display cards of the available brands in
the store, you come across another brand (BRAND AVAIL) that looks interesting. After
comparing the brands, you reach two conclusions:
•
BRAND AVAIL, even though not the brand you preferred earlier, will
likely suit your purposes.
•
BRAND AVAIL is slightly inferior to BRAND PREF (the brand you
originally preferred)

Making a Decision
After thinking about it for a while, you decide to go ahead and purchase BRAND
AVAIL even though you can always wait and come back when BRAND PREF is
available.

Some Days Later
Some days later you happen to be going through Consumer Reports (an independent nonprofit source for product testing and information) where you find that the two cameras –
BRAND PREF (the originally preferred brand) and BRAND AVAIL (the brand you
purchased), have been rated.
The Consumer Reports ratings indicated two points:
•
Both the brands were acceptable and they were in the middle range
of all the digital cameras rated in that particular issue.
•
In comparing the ratings of the two cameras, you found that BRAND
AVAIL was rated similar/identical to BRAND PREF.
(In other words while you initially thought that BRAND AVAIL was slightly
inferior to BRAND PREF, Consumer Reports ratings indicated that BRAND
AVAIL was actually similar/identical to BRAND PREF.)

AFTER YOU HAVE READ THE SCENARIO AND
UNDERSTOOD WHAT TOOK PLACE ON THE TRIP,
PLEASE TURN TO YOU ANSWER BOOKLET PROVIDED
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Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
You made a decision to purchase BRAND AVAIL since your initial preferred brand,
BRAND PREF, was not available.
You purchased BRAND AVAIL even though you thought it to be slightly inferior to
BRAND PREF, because most likely it would suit your purposes.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was similar to BRAND
PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

4) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

5) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5
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6

Completely
7

APPENDIX D: SCENARIO AND FIRST PAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION OF SLIGHTLY INFERIOR AVAILABLE
BRAND, ACTION CONDITION, AND SUPERIOR VALIDATION (STUDY ONE)
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Shopping For A Digital Camera
Imagine that you are shopping for a digital camera. For the past couple of weeks you
have been looking at various brands and ultimately you have managed to narrow it down
to one brand that you would prefer to buy: BRAND PREF.

Visiting the Store
You go to a large consumer electronics store, like Best Buy, to purchase your preferred
brand (BRAND PREF). However, much to your dismay you find that it is out of stock
and not available.
Although you know that you have the option of coming back and buying BRAND PREF
when it is available, you decide that since you are in the store you would browse some of
the available brands.
In the process of looking at some of the product display cards of the available brands in
the store, you come across another brand (BRAND AVAIL) that looks interesting. After
comparing the brands, you reach two conclusions:
•
•

BRAND AVAIL, even though not the brand you preferred earlier, will
likely suit your purposes.
BRAND AVAIL is slightly inferior to BRAND PREF (the brand you
originally preferred)

Making a Decision
After thinking about it for a while, you decide to go ahead and purchase BRAND
AVAIL even though you can always wait and come back when BRAND PREF is
available.

Some Days Later
Some days later you happen to be going through Consumer Reports (an independent nonprofit source for product testing and information) where you find that the two cameras –
BRAND PREF (the originally preferred brand) and BRAND AVAIL (the brand you
purchased), have been rated.
The Consumer Reports ratings indicated two points:
•
•

Both the brands were acceptable and they were in the middle
range of all the digital cameras rated in that particular issue.
In comparing the ratings of the two cameras, you found that BRAND
AVAIL was rated superior to BRAND PREF.
(In other words while you initially thought that BRAND AVAIL was
slightly inferior to BRAND PREF, Consumer Reports ratings
indicated that BRAND AVAIL was actually better than BRAND PREF.)

AFTER YOU HAVE READ THE SCENARIO AND
UNDERSTOOD WHAT TOOK PLACE ON THE TRIP,
PLEASE TURN TO YOU ANSWER BOOKLET PROVIDED
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Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
You made a decision to purchase BRAND AVAIL since your initial preferred brand,
BRAND PREF, was not available.
You purchased BRAND AVAIL even though you thought it to be slightly inferior to
BRAND PREF, because most likely it would suit your purposes.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was superior to BRAND
PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

4) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

5) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5
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6

Completely
7

APPENDIX E: SCENARIO AND FIRST PAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION OF SIMILAR AVAILABLE BRAND, ACTION
CONDITION, AND INFERIOR VALIDATION (STUDY ONE)
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Shopping For A Digital Camera
Imagine that you are shopping for a digital camera. For the past couple of weeks you
have been looking at various brands and ultimately you have managed to narrow it down
to one brand that you would prefer to buy: BRAND PREF.

Visiting the Store
You go to a large consumer electronics store, like Best Buy, to purchase your preferred
brand (BRAND PREF). However, much to your dismay you find that it is out of stock
and not available.
Although you know that you have the option of coming back and buying BRAND PREF
when it is available, you decide that since you are in the store you would browse some of
the available brands.
In the process of looking at some of the product display cards of the available brands in
the store, you come across another brand (BRAND AVAIL) that looks interesting. After
comparing the brands, you reach two conclusions:
•

BRAND AVAIL, even though not the brand you preferred earlier, will
likely suit your purposes.
BRAND AVAIL is similar to BRAND PREF (the brand you originally
preferred)

•

Making a Decision
After thinking about it for a while, you decide to go ahead and purchase BRAND
AVAIL even though you can always wait and come back when BRAND PREF is
available.

Some Days Later
Some days later you happen to be going through Consumer Reports (an independent nonprofit source for product testing and information) where you find that the two cameras –
BRAND PREF (the originally preferred brand) and BRAND AVAIL (the brand you
purchased), have been rated.
The Consumer Reports ratings indicated two points:
•
•

Both the brands were acceptable and they were in the middle
range of all the digital cameras rated in that particular issue.
In comparing the ratings of the two cameras, you found that BRAND
AVAIL was rated inferior to BRAND PREF.
(In other words while you initially thought that BRAND AVAIL was
similar/identical to BRAND PREF, Consumer Reports ratings
indicated that BRAND AVAIL was actually inferior to BRAND
)

AFTER YOU HAVE READ THE SCENARIO AND
UNDERSTOOD WHAT TOOK PLACE ON THE TRIP,
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PLEASE TURN TO YOU ANSWER BOOKLET PROVIDED
Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
You made a decision to purchase BRAND AVAIL since your initial preferred brand,
BRAND PREF, was not available.
You purchased BRAND AVAIL since you thought it to be similar to BRAND PREF, and
most likely it would suit your purposes.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was inferior to BRAND
PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

4) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

5) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5
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6

Completely
7

APPENDIX F: SCENARIO AND FIRST PAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION OF SIMILAR AVAILABLE BRAND, ACTION
CONDITION, AND SIMILAR VALIDATION (STUDY ONE)
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Shopping For A Digital Camera
Imagine that you are shopping for a digital camera. For the past couple of weeks you
have been looking at various brands and ultimately you have managed to narrow it down
to one brand that you would prefer to buy: BRAND PREF.

Visiting the Store
You go to a large consumer electronics store, like Best Buy, to purchase your preferred
brand (BRAND PREF). However, much to your dismay you find that it is out of stock
and not available.
Although you know that you have the option of coming back and buying BRAND PREF
when it is available, you decide that since you are in the store you would browse some of
the available brands.
In the process of looking at some of the product display cards of the available brands in
the store, you come across another brand (BRAND AVAIL) that looks interesting. After
comparing the brands, you reach two conclusions:
•
•

BRAND AVAIL, even though not the brand you preferred earlier, will
likely suit your purposes.
BRAND AVAIL is similar to BRAND PREF (the brand you originally
preferred)

Making a Decision
After thinking about it for a while, you decide to go ahead and purchase BRAND
AVAIL even though you can always wait and come back when BRAND PREF is
available.

Some Days Later
Some days later you happen to be going through Consumer Reports (an independent nonprofit source for product testing and information) where you find that the two cameras –
BRAND PREF (the originally preferred brand) and BRAND AVAIL (the brand you
purchased), have been rated.
The Consumer Reports ratings indicated two points:
•
•

Both the brands were acceptable and they were in the middle range
of all the digital cameras rated in that particular issue.
In comparing the ratings of the two cameras, you found that BRAND
AVAIL was rated similar/identical to BRAND PREF.
(In other words your initial thought that BRAND AVAIL was
similar/identical to BRAND PREF was supported by the Consumer
Reports ratings.)

AFTER YOU HAVE READ THE SCENARIO AND
UNDERSTOOD WHAT TOOK PLACE ON THE TRIP,
PLEASE TURN TO YOU ANSWER BOOKLET PROVIDED
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Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
You made a decision to purchase BRAND AVAIL since your initial preferred brand,
BRAND PREF, was not available.
You purchased BRAND AVAIL since you thought it to be similar to BRAND PREF, and
most likely it would suit your purposes.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was similar to BRAND
PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

4) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

5) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5
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6

Completely
7

APPENDIX G: SCENARIO AND FIRST PAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION OF SIMILAR AVAILABLE BRAND, ACTION
CONDITION, AND SUPERIOR VALIDATION (STUDY ONE)
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Shopping For A Digital Camera
Imagine that you are shopping for a digital camera. For the past couple of weeks you
have been looking at various brands and ultimately you have managed to narrow it down
to one brand that you would prefer to buy: BRAND PREF.

Visiting the Store
You go to a large consumer electronics store, like Best Buy, to purchase your preferred
brand (BRAND PREF). However, much to your dismay you find that it is out of stock
and not available.
Although you know that you have the option of coming back and buying BRAND PREF
when it is available, you decide that since you are in the store you would browse some of
the available brands.
In the process of looking at some of the product display cards of the available brands in
the store, you come across another brand (BRAND AVAIL) that looks interesting. After
comparing the brands, you reach two conclusions:
•
•

BRAND AVAIL, even though not the brand you preferred earlier, will
likely suit your purposes.
BRAND AVAIL is similar to BRAND PREF (the brand you originally
preferred)

Making a Decision
After thinking about it for a while, you decide to go ahead and purchase BRAND
AVAIL even though you can always wait and come back when BRAND PREF is
available.

Some Days Later
Some days later you happen to be going through Consumer Reports (an independent nonprofit source for product testing and information) where you find that the two cameras –
BRAND PREF (the originally preferred brand) and BRAND AVAIL (the brand you
purchased), have been rated.
The Consumer Reports ratings indicated two points:
•
•

Both the brands were acceptable and they were in the middle
range of all the digital cameras rated in that particular issue.
In comparing the ratings of the two cameras, you found that BRAND
AVAIL was rated superior to BRAND PREF.
(In other words while you initially thought that BRAND AVAIL was
similar/identical to BRAND PREF, Consumer Reports ratings
indicated that BRAND AVAIL was actually better than BRAND PREF.)

AFTER YOU HAVE READ THE SCENARIO AND
UNDERSTOOD WHAT TOOK PLACE ON THE TRIP,
PLEASE TURN TO YOU ANSWER BOOKLET PROVIDED
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Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
You made a decision to purchase BRAND AVAIL since your initial preferred brand,
BRAND PREF, was not available.
You purchased BRAND AVAIL even though you thought it to be similar to BRAND
PREF, and most likely it would suit your purposes.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was superior to BRAND
PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

4) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

5) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5
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6

Completely
7

APPENDIX H: SCENARIO AND FIRST PAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION OF SUPERIOR AVAILABLE BRAND, ACTION
CONDITION, AND INFERIOR VALIDATION (STUDY ONE)
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Shopping For A Digital Camera
Imagine that you are shopping for a digital camera. For the past couple of weeks you
have been looking at various brands and ultimately you have managed to narrow it down
to one brand that you would prefer to buy: BRAND PREF.

Visiting the Store
You go to a large consumer electronics store, like Best Buy, to purchase your preferred
brand (BRAND PREF). However, much to your dismay you find that it is out of stock
and not available.
Although you know that you have the option of coming back and buying BRAND PREF
when it is available, you decide that since you are in the store you would browse some of
the available brands.
In the process of looking at some of the product display cards of the available brands in
the store, you come across another brand (BRAND AVAIL) that looks interesting. After
comparing the brands, you reach two conclusions:
•
•

BRAND AVAIL, even though not the brand you preferred earlier, will
likely suit your purposes.
BRAND AVAIL is superior to BRAND PREF (the brand you originally
preferred)

Making a Decision
After thinking about it for a while, you decide to go ahead and purchase BRAND
AVAIL even though you can always wait and come back when BRAND PREF is
available.

Some Days Later
Some days later you happen to be going through Consumer Reports (an independent nonprofit source for product testing and information) where you find that the two cameras –
BRAND PREF (the originally preferred brand) and BRAND AVAIL (the brand you
purchased), have been rated.
The Consumer Reports ratings indicated two points:
•
•

Both the brands were acceptable and they were in the middle
range of all the digital cameras rated in that particular issue.
In comparing the ratings of the two cameras, you found that BRAND
AVAIL was rated inferior to BRAND PREF.
(In other words while you initially thought that BRAND AVAIL was
superior to BRAND PREF, Consumer Reports ratings indicated that
BRAND AVAIL was actually inferior to BRAND PREF.)

AFTER YOU HAVE READ THE SCENARIO AND
UNDERSTOOD WHAT TOOK PLACE ON THE TRIP,
PLEASE TURN TO YOU ANSWER BOOKLET PROVIDED
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Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
You made a decision to purchase BRAND AVAIL since your initial preferred brand,
BRAND PREF, was not available.
You purchased BRAND AVAIL since you thought it to be superior to BRAND PREF,
and most likely it would suit your purposes.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was inferior to BRAND
PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

4) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

5) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5
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6

Completely
7

APPENDIX I: SCENARIO AND FIRST PAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION OF SUPERIOR AVAILABLE BRAND, ACTION
CONDITION, AND SIMILAR VALIDATION (STUDY ONE)
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Shopping For A Digital Camera
Imagine that you are shopping for a digital camera. For the past couple of weeks you
have been looking at various brands and ultimately you have managed to narrow it down
to one brand that you would prefer to buy: BRAND PREF.

Visiting the Store
You go to a large consumer electronics store, like Best Buy, to purchase your preferred
brand (BRAND PREF). However, much to your dismay you find that it is out of stock
and not available.
Although you know that you have the option of coming back and buying BRAND PREF
when it is available, you decide that since you are in the store you would browse some of
the available brands.
In the process of looking at some of the product display cards of the available brands in
the store, you come across another brand (BRAND AVAIL) that looks interesting. After
comparing the brands, you reach two conclusions:
•
•

BRAND AVAIL, even though not the brand you preferred earlier, will
likely suit your purposes.
BRAND AVAIL is superior to BRAND PREF (the brand you originally
preferred)

Making a Decision
After thinking about it for a while, you decide to go ahead and purchase BRAND
AVAIL even though you can always wait and come back when BRAND PREF is
available.

Some Days Later
Some days later you happen to be going through Consumer Reports (an independent nonprofit source for product testing and information) where you find that the two cameras –
BRAND PREF (the originally preferred brand) and BRAND AVAIL (the brand you
purchased), have been rated.
The Consumer Reports ratings indicated two points:
•
•

Both the brands were acceptable and they were in the middle
range of all the digital cameras rated in that particular issue.
In comparing the ratings of the two cameras, you found that BRAND
AVAIL was rated similar/identical to BRAND PREF.
(In other words while you initially thought that BRAND AVAIL was
superior to BRAND PREF, Consumer Reports ratings indicated that
BRAND AVAIL was actually similar/identical to BRAND PREF.)

AFTER YOU HAVE READ THE SCENARIO AND
UNDERSTOOD WHAT TOOK PLACE ON THE TRIP,
PLEASE TURN TO YOU ANSWER BOOKLET PROVIDED
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Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
You made a decision to purchase BRAND AVAIL since your initial preferred brand,
BRAND PREF, was not available.
You purchased BRAND AVAIL since you thought it to be superior to BRAND PREF,
and most likely it would suit your purposes.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was similar to BRAND
PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

4) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

5) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5
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6

Completely
7

APPENDIX J: QUESTIONNAIRE FOR EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION OF
SUPERIOR AVAILABLE BRAND, ACTION CONDITION, AND SUPERIOR
VALIDATION (STUDY ONE)
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Shopping For A Digital Camera
Imagine that you are shopping for a digital camera. For the past couple of weeks you
have been looking at various brands and ultimately you have managed to narrow it down
to one brand that you would prefer to buy: BRAND PREF.

Visiting the Store
You go to a large consumer electronics store, like Best Buy, to purchase your preferred
brand (BRAND PREF). However, much to your dismay you find that it is out of stock
and not available.
Although you know that you have the option of coming back and buying BRAND PREF
when it is available, you decide that since you are in the store you would browse some of
the available brands.
In the process of looking at some of the product display cards of the available brands in
the store, you come across another brand (BRAND AVAIL) that looks interesting. After
comparing the brands, you reach two conclusions:
•
•

BRAND AVAIL, even though not the brand you preferred earlier, will
likely suit your purposes.
BRAND AVAIL is superior to BRAND PREF (the brand you originally
preferred)

Making a Decision
After thinking about it for a while, you decide to go ahead and purchase BRAND
AVAIL even though you can always wait and come back when BRAND PREF is
available.

Some Days Later
Some days later you happen to be going through Consumer Reports (an independent nonprofit source for product testing and information) where you find that the two cameras –
BRAND PREF (the originally preferred brand) and BRAND AVAIL (the brand you
purchased), have been rated.
The Consumer Reports ratings indicated two points:
•
•

Both the brands were acceptable and they were in the middle range
of all the digital cameras rated in that particular issue.
In comparing the ratings of the two cameras, you found that BRAND
AVAIL was rated superior to BRAND PREF.
(In other words your initial thought that BRAND AVAIL was superior to
BRAND PREF was supported by the Consumer Reports ratings.)

AFTER YOU HAVE READ THE SCENARIO AND
UNDERSTOOD WHAT TOOK PLACE ON THE TRIP,
PLEASE TURN TO YOU ANSWER BOOKLET PROVIDED
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Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
You made a decision to purchase BRAND AVAIL since your initial preferred brand,
BRAND PREF, was not available.
You purchased BRAND AVAIL since you thought it to be superior to BRAND PREF,
and most likely it would suit your purposes.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was superior to BRAND
PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

4) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

5) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5
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6

Completely
7

APPENDIX K: SCENARIO AND FIRST PAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION OF SLIGHTLY INFERIOR AVAILABLE
BRAND, INACTION CONDITION, AND SLIGHTLY INFERIOR VALIDATION
(STUDY ONE)
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Shopping For A Digital Camera
Imagine that you are shopping for a digital camera. For the past couple of weeks you
have been looking at various brands and ultimately you have managed to narrow it down
to one brand that you would prefer to buy: BRAND PREF.

Visiting the Store
You go to a large consumer electronics store, like Best Buy, to purchase your preferred
brand (BRAND PREF). However, much to your dismay you find that it is out of stock
and not available.
Although you know that you have the option of coming back and buying BRAND PREF
when it is available, you decide that since you are in the store you would browse some of
the available brands.
In the process of looking at some of the product display cards of the available brands in
the store, you come across another brand (BRAND AVAIL) that looks interesting. After
comparing the brands, you reach two conclusions:
•
•

BRAND AVAIL, even though not the brand you preferred earlier, will
likely suit your purposes.
BRAND AVAIL is slightly inferior to BRAND PREF (the brand you
originally preferred)

Making a Decision
After thinking about it for a while and knowing you can always come back for
BRAND PREF, you decide to wait until BRAND PREF becomes available to
make the purchase.

Some Days Later
Some days later you happen to be going through Consumer Reports (an independent nonprofit source for product testing and information) where you find that the two cameras –
BRAND PREF (the originally preferred brand) and BRAND AVAIL (the brand you
purchased), have been rated.
The Consumer Reports ratings indicated two points:
•
Both the brands were acceptable and they were in the middle
range of all the digital cameras rated in that particular issue.
•
In comparing the ratings of the two cameras, you found that BRAND
AVAIL was rated inferior to BRAND PREF.
(In other words your initial thought that BRAND AVAIL was slightly
inferior to BRAND PREF was supported by the Consumer Reports ratings.)

AFTER YOU HAVE READ THE SCENARIO AND
UNDERSTOOD WHAT TOOK PLACE ON THE TRIP,
PLEASE TURN TO YOU ANSWER BOOKLET PROVIDED
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Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
You made a decision to purchase BRAND AVAIL since your initial preferred brand,
BRAND PREF, was not available.
You did not purchase BRAND AVAIL which you thought to be slightly inferior to BRAND
PREF, even though it would most likely suit your purposes.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was slightly inferior to
BRAND PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

4) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

5) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5
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6

Completely
7

APPENDIX L: SCENARIO AND FIRST PAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION OF SLIGHTLY INFERIOR AVAILABLE
BRAND, INACTION CONDITION, AND SIMILAR VALIDATION (STUDY
ONE)
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Shopping For A Digital Camera
Imagine that you are shopping for a digital camera. For the past couple of weeks you
have been looking at various brands and ultimately you have managed to narrow it down
to one brand that you would prefer to buy: BRAND PREF.

Visiting the Store
You go to a large consumer electronics store, like Best Buy, to purchase your preferred
brand (BRAND PREF). However, much to your dismay you find that it is out of stock
and not available.
Although you know that you have the option of coming back and buying BRAND PREF
when it is available, you decide that since you are in the store you would browse some of
the available brands.
In the process of looking at some of the product display cards of the available brands in
the store, you come across another brand (BRAND AVAIL) that looks interesting. After
comparing the brands, you reach two conclusions:
•
BRAND AVAIL, even though not the brand you preferred earlier, will
likely suit your purposes.
•
BRAND AVAIL is slightly inferior to BRAND PREF (the brand you
originally preferred)

Making a Decision
After thinking about it for a while and knowing you can always come back for
BRAND PREF, you decide to wait until BRAND PREF becomes available to
make the purchase.

Some Days Later
Some days later you happen to be going through Consumer Reports (an independent nonprofit source for product testing and information) where you find that the two cameras –
BRAND PREF (the originally preferred brand) and BRAND AVAIL (the brand you
purchased), have been rated.
The Consumer Reports ratings indicated two points:
•
Both the brands were acceptable and they were in the middle range
of all the digital cameras rated in that particular issue.
•
In comparing the ratings of the two cameras, you found that BRAND
AVAIL was rated similar/identical to BRAND PREF.
(In other words while you initially thought that BRAND AVAIL was slightly
inferior to BRAND PREF, Consumer Reports ratings indicated that BRAND
AVAIL was actually similar/identical to BRAND PREF.)

AFTER YOU HAVE READ THE SCENARIO AND
UNDERSTOOD WHAT TOOK PLACE ON THE TRIP,
PLEASE TURN TO YOU ANSWER BOOKLET PROVIDED
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Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
You made a decision to purchase BRAND AVAIL since your initial preferred brand,
BRAND PREF, was not available.
You did not purchase BRAND AVAIL which you thought to be slightly inferior to BRAND
PREF, even though it would most likely suit your purposes.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was similar to BRAND
PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

4) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

5) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5
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6

Completely
7

APPENDIX M: SCENARIO AND FIRST PAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION OF SLIGHTLY INFERIOR AVAILABLE
BRAND, INACTION CONDITION, AND SUPERIOR VALIDATION (STUDY
ONE)
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Shopping For A Digital Camera
Imagine that you are shopping for a digital camera. For the past couple of weeks you
have been looking at various brands and ultimately you have managed to narrow it down
to one brand that you would prefer to buy: BRAND PREF.

Visiting the Store
You go to a large consumer electronics store, like Best Buy, to purchase your preferred
brand (BRAND PREF). However, much to your dismay you find that it is out of stock
and not available.
Although you know that you have the option of coming back and buying BRAND PREF
when it is available, you decide that since you are in the store you would browse some of
the available brands.
In the process of looking at some of the product display cards of the available brands in
the store, you come across another brand (BRAND AVAIL) that looks interesting. After
comparing the brands, you reach two conclusions:
•
•

BRAND AVAIL, even though not the brand you preferred earlier, will
likely suit your purposes.
BRAND AVAIL is slightly inferior to BRAND PREF (the brand you
originally preferred)

Making a Decision
After thinking about it for a while and knowing you can always come back for
BRAND PREF, you decide to wait until BRAND PREF becomes available to
make the purchase.

Some Days Later
Some days later you happen to be going through Consumer Reports (an independent nonprofit source for product testing and information) where you find that the two cameras –
BRAND PREF (the originally preferred brand) and BRAND AVAIL (the brand you
purchased), have been rated.
The Consumer Reports ratings indicated two points:
•
•

Both the brands were acceptable and they were in the middle
range of all the digital cameras rated in that particular issue.
In comparing the ratings of the two cameras, you found that BRAND
AVAIL was rated superior to BRAND PREF.
(In other words while you initially thought that BRAND AVAIL was
slightly inferior to BRAND PREF, Consumer Reports ratings
indicated that BRAND AVAIL was actually better than BRAND PREF.)

AFTER YOU HAVE READ THE SCENARIO AND
UNDERSTOOD WHAT TOOK PLACE ON THE TRIP,
PLEASE TURN TO YOU ANSWER BOOKLET PROVIDED
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Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
You made a decision to purchase BRAND AVAIL since your initial preferred brand,
BRAND PREF, was not available.
You did not purchase BRAND AVAIL which you thought to be slightly inferior to BRAND
PREF, even though it would most likely suit your purposes.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was superior to BRAND
PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

4) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

5) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5

177

6

Completely
7

APPENDIX N: SCENARIO AND FIRST PAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION OF SIMILAR AVAILABLE BRAND,
INACTION CONDITION, AND INFERIOR VALIDATION (STUDY ONE)
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Shopping For A Digital Camera
Imagine that you are shopping for a digital camera. For the past couple of weeks you
have been looking at various brands and ultimately you have managed to narrow it down
to one brand that you would prefer to buy: BRAND PREF.

Visiting the Store
You go to a large consumer electronics store, like Best Buy, to purchase your preferred
brand (BRAND PREF). However, much to your dismay you find that it is out of stock
and not available.
Although you know that you have the option of coming back and buying BRAND PREF
when it is available, you decide that since you are in the store you would browse some of
the available brands.
In the process of looking at some of the product display cards of the available brands in
the store, you come across another brand (BRAND AVAIL) that looks interesting. After
comparing the brands, you reach two conclusions:
•
•

BRAND AVAIL, even though not the brand you preferred earlier, will
likely suit your purposes.
BRAND AVAIL is similar to BRAND PREF (the brand you originally
preferred)

Making a Decision
After thinking about it for a while and knowing you can always come back for
BRAND PREF, you decide to wait until BRAND PREF becomes available to
make the purchase.

Some Days Later
Some days later you happen to be going through Consumer Reports (an independent nonprofit source for product testing and information) where you find that the two cameras –
BRAND PREF (the originally preferred brand) and BRAND AVAIL (the brand you
purchased), have been rated.
The Consumer Reports ratings indicated two points:
•
•

Both the brands were acceptable and they were in the middle
range of all the digital cameras rated in that particular issue.
In comparing the ratings of the two cameras, you found that BRAND
AVAIL was rated inferior to BRAND PREF.
(In other words while you initially thought that BRAND AVAIL was
similar/identical to BRAND PREF, Consumer Reports ratings
indicated that BRAND AVAIL was actually inferior to BRAND PREF.)

AFTER YOU HAVE READ THE SCENARIO AND
UNDERSTOOD WHAT TOOK PLACE ON THE TRIP,
PLEASE TURN TO YOU ANSWER BOOKLET PROVIDED
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Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
You made a decision to purchase BRAND AVAIL since your initial preferred brand,
BRAND PREF, was not available.
You did not purchase BRAND AVAIL which you thought to be similar to BRAND PREF,
and would most likely suit your purposes.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was inferior to BRAND
PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

4) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

5) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5
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6

Completely
7

APPENDIX O: SCENARIO AND FIRST PAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION OF SIMILAR AVAILABLE BRAND,
INACTION CONDITION, AND SIMILAR VALIDATION (STUDY ONE)
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Shopping For A Digital Camera
Imagine that you are shopping for a digital camera. For the past couple of weeks you
have been looking at various brands and ultimately you have managed to narrow it down
to one brand that you would prefer to buy: BRAND PREF.

Visiting the Store
You go to a large consumer electronics store, like Best Buy, to purchase your preferred
brand (BRAND PREF). However, much to your dismay you find that it is out of stock
and not available.
Although you know that you have the option of coming back and buying BRAND PREF
when it is available, you decide that since you are in the store you would browse some of
the available brands.
In the process of looking at some of the product display cards of the available brands in
the store, you come across another brand (BRAND AVAIL) that looks interesting. After
comparing the brands, you reach two conclusions:
•
•

BRAND AVAIL, even though not the brand you preferred earlier, will
likely suit your purposes.
BRAND AVAIL is similar to BRAND PREF (the brand you originally
preferred)

Making a Decision
After thinking about it for a while and knowing you can always come back for
BRAND PREF, you decide to wait until BRAND PREF becomes available to
make the purchase.

Some Days Later
Some days later you happen to be going through Consumer Reports (an independent nonprofit source for product testing and information) where you find that the two cameras –
BRAND PREF (the originally preferred brand) and BRAND AVAIL (the brand you
purchased), have been rated.
The Consumer Reports ratings indicated two points:
•
•

Both the brands were acceptable and they were in the middle range
of all the digital cameras rated in that particular issue.
In comparing the ratings of the two cameras, you found that BRAND
AVAIL was rated similar/identical to BRAND PREF.
(In other words your initial thought that BRAND AVAIL was
similar/identical to BRAND PREF was supported by the Consumer
Reports ratings.)

AFTER YOU HAVE READ THE SCENARIO AND
UNDERSTOOD WHAT TOOK PLACE ON THE TRIP,
PLEASE TURN TO YOU ANSWER BOOKLET PROVIDED
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Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
You made a decision to purchase BRAND AVAIL since your initial preferred brand,
BRAND PREF, was not available.
You did not purchase BRAND AVAIL which you thought to be similar to BRAND PREF,
and would most likely suit your purposes.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was similar to BRAND
PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

4) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

5) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5
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6

Completely
7

APPENDIX P: SCENARIO AND FIRST PAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION OF SIMILAR AVAILABLE BRAND,
INACTION CONDITION, AND SUPERIOR VALIDATION (STUDY ONE)
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Shopping For A Digital Camera
Imagine that you are shopping for a digital camera. For the past couple of weeks you
have been looking at various brands and ultimately you have managed to narrow it down
to one brand that you would prefer to buy: BRAND PREF.

Visiting the Store
You go to a large consumer electronics store, like Best Buy, to purchase your preferred
brand (BRAND PREF). However, much to your dismay you find that it is out of stock
and not available.
Although you know that you have the option of coming back and buying BRAND PREF
when it is available, you decide that since you are in the store you would browse some of
the available brands.
In the process of looking at some of the product display cards of the available brands in
the store, you come across another brand (BRAND AVAIL) that looks interesting. After
comparing the brands, you reach two conclusions:
•
•

BRAND AVAIL, even though not the brand you preferred earlier, will
likely suit your purposes.
BRAND AVAIL is similar to BRAND PREF (the brand you originally
preferred)

Making a Decision
After thinking about it for a while and knowing you can always come back for
BRAND PREF, you decide to wait until BRAND PREF becomes available to
make the purchase.

Some Days Later
Some days later you happen to be going through Consumer Reports (an independent nonprofit source for product testing and information) where you find that the two cameras –
BRAND PREF (the originally preferred brand) and BRAND AVAIL (the brand you
purchased), have been rated.
The Consumer Reports ratings indicated two points:
•
•

Both the brands were acceptable and they were in the middle
range of all the digital cameras rated in that particular issue.
In comparing the ratings of the two cameras, you found that BRAND
AVAIL was rated superior to BRAND PREF.
(In other words while you initially thought that BRAND AVAIL was
similar/identical to BRAND PREF, Consumer Reports ratings
indicated that BRAND AVAIL was actually better than BRAND PREF.)

AFTER YOU HAVE READ THE SCENARIO AND
UNDERSTOOD WHAT TOOK PLACE ON THE TRIP,
PLEASE TURN TO YOU ANSWER BOOKLET PROVIDED
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Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
You made a decision to purchase BRAND AVAIL since your initial preferred brand,
BRAND PREF, was not available.
You did not purchase BRAND AVAIL which you thought to be similar to BRAND PREF,
and would most likely suit your purposes.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was superior to BRAND
PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

4) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

5) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5
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6

Completely
7

APPENDIX Q: SCENARIO AND FIRST PAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION OF SUPERIOR AVAILABLE BRAND,
INACTION CONDITION, AND INFERIOR VALIDATION (STUDY ONE)
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Shopping For A Digital Camera
Imagine that you are shopping for a digital camera. For the past couple of weeks you
have been looking at various brands and ultimately you have managed to narrow it down
to one brand that you would prefer to buy: BRAND PREF.

Visiting the Store
You go to a large consumer electronics store, like Best Buy, to purchase your preferred
brand (BRAND PREF). However, much to your dismay you find that it is out of stock
and not available.
Although you know that you have the option of coming back and buying BRAND PREF
when it is available, you decide that since you are in the store you would browse some of
the available brands.
In the process of looking at some of the product display cards of the available brands in
the store, you come across another brand (BRAND AVAIL) that looks interesting. After
comparing the brands, you reach two conclusions:
•
•

BRAND AVAIL, even though not the brand you preferred earlier, will
likely suit your purposes.
BRAND AVAIL is superior to BRAND PREF (the brand you originally
preferred)

Making a Decision
After thinking about it for a while and knowing you can always come back for
BRAND PREF, you decide to wait until BRAND PREF becomes available to
make the purchase.

Some Days Later
Some days later you happen to be going through Consumer Reports (an independent nonprofit source for product testing and information) where you find that the two cameras –
BRAND PREF (the originally preferred brand) and BRAND AVAIL (the brand you
purchased), have been rated.
The Consumer Reports ratings indicated two points:
•
•

Both the brands were acceptable and they were in the middle
range of all the digital cameras rated in that particular issue.
In comparing the ratings of the two cameras, you found that BRAND
AVAIL was rated inferior to BRAND PREF.
(In other words while you initially thought that BRAND AVAIL was
superior to BRAND PREF, Consumer Reports ratings indicated that
BRAND AVAIL was actually inferior to BRAND PREF.)

AFTER YOU HAVE READ THE SCENARIO AND
UNDERSTOOD WHAT TOOK PLACE ON THE TRIP,
PLEASE TURN TO YOU ANSWER BOOKLET PROVIDED
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Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
You made a decision to purchase BRAND AVAIL since your initial preferred brand,
BRAND PREF, was not available.
You did not purchase BRAND AVAIL which you thought to be superior to BRAND PREF,
and would most likely suit your purposes.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was inferior to BRAND
PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

4) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

5) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5
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6

Completely
7

APPENDIX R: SCENARIO AND FIRST PAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION OF SUPERIOR AVAILABLE BRAND,
INACTION CONDITION, AND SIMILAR VALIDATION (STUDY ONE)
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Shopping For A Digital Camera
Imagine that you are shopping for a digital camera. For the past couple of weeks you
have been looking at various brands and ultimately you have managed to narrow it down
to one brand that you would prefer to buy: BRAND PREF.

Visiting the Store
You go to a large consumer electronics store, like Best Buy, to purchase your preferred
brand (BRAND PREF). However, much to your dismay you find that it is out of stock
and not available.
Although you know that you have the option of coming back and buying BRAND PREF
when it is available, you decide that since you are in the store you would browse some of
the available brands.
In the process of looking at some of the product display cards of the available brands in
the store, you come across another brand (BRAND AVAIL) that looks interesting. After
comparing the brands, you reach two conclusions:
•
•

BRAND AVAIL, even though not the brand you preferred earlier, will
likely suit your purposes.
BRAND AVAIL is superior to BRAND PREF (the brand you originally
preferred)

Making a Decision
After thinking about it for a while and knowing you can always come back for
BRAND PREF, you decide to wait until BRAND PREF becomes available to
make the purchase.

Some Days Later
Some days later you happen to be going through Consumer Reports (an independent nonprofit source for product testing and information) where you find that the two cameras –
BRAND PREF (the originally preferred brand) and BRAND AVAIL (the brand you
purchased), have been rated.
The Consumer Reports ratings indicated two points:
•
•

Both the brands were acceptable and they were in the middle
range of all the digital cameras rated in that particular issue.
In comparing the ratings of the two cameras, you found that BRAND
AVAIL was rated similar/identical to BRAND PREF.
(In other words while you initially thought that BRAND AVAIL was
superior to BRAND PREF, Consumer Reports ratings indicated that
BRAND AVAIL was actually similar/identical to BRAND PREF.)

AFTER YOU HAVE READ THE SCENARIO AND
UNDERSTOOD WHAT TOOK PLACE ON THE TRIP,
PLEASE TURN TO YOU ANSWER BOOKLET PROVIDED
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Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
You made a decision to purchase BRAND AVAIL since your initial preferred brand,
BRAND PREF, was not available.
You did not purchase BRAND AVAIL which you thought to be superior to BRAND PREF,
and would most likely suit your purposes.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was similar to BRAND
PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

4) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

5) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5
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6

Completely
7

APPENDIX S: SCENARIO AND FIRST PAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION OF SUPERIOR AVAILABLE BRAND,
INACTION CONDITION, AND SUPERIOR VALIDATION (STUDY ONE)
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Shopping For A Digital Camera
Imagine that you are shopping for a digital camera. For the past couple of weeks you
have been looking at various brands and ultimately you have managed to narrow it down
to one brand that you would prefer to buy: BRAND PREF.

Visiting the Store
You go to a large consumer electronics store, like Best Buy, to purchase your preferred
brand (BRAND PREF). However, much to your dismay you find that it is out of stock
and not available.
Although you know that you have the option of coming back and buying BRAND PREF
when it is available, you decide that since you are in the store you would browse some of
the available brands.
In the process of looking at some of the product display cards of the available brands in
the store, you come across another brand (BRAND AVAIL) that looks interesting. After
comparing the brands, you reach two conclusions:
•
•

BRAND AVAIL, even though not the brand you preferred earlier, will
likely suit your purposes.
BRAND AVAIL is superior to BRAND PREF (the brand you originally
preferred)

Making a Decision
After thinking about it for a while and knowing you can always come back for
BRAND PREF, you decide to wait until BRAND PREF becomes available to
make the purchase.

Some Days Later
Some days later you happen to be going through Consumer Reports (an independent nonprofit source for product testing and information) where you find that the two cameras –
BRAND PREF (the originally preferred brand) and BRAND AVAIL (the brand you
purchased), have been rated.
The Consumer Reports ratings indicated two points:
•
•

Both the brands were acceptable and they were in the middle range
of all the digital cameras rated in that particular issue.
In comparing the ratings of the two cameras, you found that BRAND
AVAIL was rated superior to BRAND PREF.
(In other words your initial thought that BRAND AVAIL was superior to
BRAND PREF was supported by the Consumer Reports ratings.)

AFTER YOU HAVE READ THE SCENARIO AND
UNDERSTOOD WHAT TOOK PLACE ON THE TRIP,
PLEASE TURN TO YOU ANSWER BOOKLET PROVIDED
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Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
You made a decision to purchase BRAND AVAIL since your initial preferred brand,
BRAND PREF, was not available.
You did not purchase BRAND AVAIL which you thought to be superior to BRAND PREF,
and would most likely suit your purposes.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was superior to BRAND
PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

4) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

5) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5
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6

Completely
7

APPENDIX T: SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE FOR STUDY ONE
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SURVEY

The survey in which you are about to participate is being conducted by the Marketing
department at Louisiana State University. Before proceeding with the survey, I need your
name so that you can be awarded class credit.

STUDENT NAME: ______________
STUDENT ID #:

______________

Study Overview
In this study you will be presented with a scenario. After reading the scenario you will be
asked to respond to questions relating to the product.
The information that you provide will be kept strictly confidential and you will not be
identified in any way.
Thank you for your participation.
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Answer the following questions with respect to the scenario you just
read about shopping for a digital camera:
You can refer to the scenario at any point in time
1. What was the camera you initially wanted to buy: (Please check one)
___ BRAND PREF

___ BRAND AVAIL

2. Which camera was available in the store : (Please check one)
___ BRAND PREF

___ BRAND AVAIL

3. The available camera according to you was: (Please check one)
___ Inferior to the camera you initially wanted to buy
___ Similar to the camera you initially wanted to buy
___ Superior to the camera you initially wanted to buy
4. What was your decision? (Please check one)
___ You decided to wait for your initial choice to become available
___ You decided to buy the available brand
5. The Consumer Report ratings indicated that the available brand was:
(Please check one)
___ Inferior to the camera you initially wanted to buy
___ Similar to the camera you initially wanted to buy
___ Superior to the camera you initially wanted to buy
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Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
You made a decision to purchase BRAND AVAIL since your initial preferred brand,
BRAND PREF, was not available.
You did not purchase BRAND AVAIL which you thought to be superior to BRAND PREF,
and would most likely suit your purposes.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was superior to BRAND
PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

4) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

5) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5
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6

Completely
7

6) You are satisfied with your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

7) Your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL was a wise one.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

8) You feel bad about your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

The following questions are for classification purposes only:
What is your age?
____ years.
Gender:
_____ Male _____ Female
Do you own a digital camera?
_____ Yes _____ No;
If Yes, for how many years? _____
Are you thinking of buying a digital camera?
_____ Yes

_____ No
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Please answer the following questions without turning back to the
previous pages:
What was the decision that you made at the store when you found that
your preferred brand of digital camera was not available? (Please check one)
___ You decided to wait for you initial choice to become available
___ You decided to buy the alternative brand
The available camera according to you was: (Please check one)
___ Inferior to the camera you initially wanted to buy
___ Similar to the camera you initially wanted to buy
___ Superior to the camera you initially wanted to buy
The Consumer Report ratings that you checked a few days later indicated
that the available brand was: (Please check one)
___ Inferior to the camera you initially wanted to buy
___ Similar to the camera you initially wanted to buy
___ Superior to the camera you initially wanted to buy

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION
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APPENDIX U: SCENARIO AND FIRST PAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION OF EXPERT SALESPERSON, ACTION
CONDITION, AND OWN VOLITION RESPONSIBILITY (STUDY TWO)
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Shopping For A Digital Camera
Imagine that you are shopping for a digital camera. For the past couple of weeks you
have been looking at various brands and ultimately you have managed to narrow it down
to one brand that you would prefer to buy: BRAND PREF.
Visiting the Store
You go to a large consumer electronics store, like Best Buy, on a Saturday to purchase
your preferred brand (BRAND PREF). However, much to your dismay you find that it is
out of stock and not available. You decide that since you are in the store you would
browse some of the available brands in the category of your preferred but unavailable
BRAND PREF camera.
Asking for Help
You ask for help regarding some of the brands available in the store and being a busy
Saturday you are referred, after sometime, to a salesperson. After talking with the
salesperson you realize that he has worked previously with regular cameras and is now
working with digital cameras for a long time.
The salesperson informs you of another brand (BRAND AVAIL) available presently in
the store and tells you all about its features. In sum, the salesperson lets you know two
important facts about the available brand:
•
•

BRAND AVAIL, even though not the brand you preferred earlier, will likely suit your purposes.
BRAND AVAIL is somewhat similar to BRAND PREF (the brand you originally preferred)

Making a Decision
On receiving the information from the salesperson regarding BRAND AVAIL, you make
your own decision to purchase BRAND AVAIL.
Some Days Later
Some days later you happen to be going through Consumer Reports (an independent nonprofit source for product testing and information) where you find that the two cameras –
BRAND PREF (the preferred unavailable brand) and BRAND AVAIL (the available
brand), have been rated.
The Consumer Reports ratings indicated two points:
•
•

Both the brands were acceptable and they were in the middle range of all the digital
cameras rated in that particular issue.
In comparing the ratings of the two cameras, you found that BRAND AVAIL was rated
inferior to BRAND PREF.
(In other words, while according to the salesperson’s recommendation BRAND AVAIL was
similar to BRAND PREF, Consumer Reports ratings indicated that BRAND AVAIL was
actually inferior to BRAND PREF.)

AFTER YOU HAVE READ THE SCENARIO AND UNDERSTOOD WHAT TOOK
PLACE ON THE TRIP, PLEASE TURN TO YOU ANSWER BOOKLET PROVIDED
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Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
Upon a visit to the store to buy your preferred brand, BRAND PREF, you become aware that
it is not available. Subsequently, you are informed about BRAND AVAIL by a salesperson,
who, you learn, has worked previously with regular cameras and is now working with
digital cameras for a long time.
The salesperson informs you that the available brand (BRAND AVAIL) is somewhat similar to
your preferred brand (BRAND PREF) and would suit your purposes.
You purchase BRAND AVAIL based on your own decision.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was rated inferior to BRAND
PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

1) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

2) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5
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6

Completely
7

APPENDIX V: SCENARIO AND FISRT PAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION OF NON-EXPERT SALESPERSON, ACTION
CONDITION, AND OWN VOLITION RESPONSIBILITY (STUDY TWO)
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Shopping For A Digital Camera
Imagine that you are shopping for a digital camera. For the past couple of weeks you
have been looking at various brands and ultimately you have managed to narrow it down
to one brand that you would prefer to buy: BRAND PREF.
Visiting the Store
You go to a large consumer electronics store, like Best Buy, on a Saturday to purchase
your preferred brand (BRAND PREF). However, much to your dismay you find that it is
out of stock and not available. You decide that since you are in the store you would
browse some of the available brands in the category of your preferred but unavailable
BRAND PREF camera.
Asking for Help
You ask for help regarding some of the brands available in the store and being a busy
Saturday you are referred, after sometime, to a salesperson. After talking with the
salesperson you realize that he has been working in the appliance department of the
store for a long time and was helping out in the camera department during the busy
time.
The salesperson informs you of another brand (BRAND AVAIL) available presently in
the store and tells you all about its features. In sum, the salesperson lets you know two
important facts about the available brand:
•
•

BRAND AVAIL, even though not the brand you preferred earlier, will likely suit your
purposes.
BRAND AVAIL is somewhat similar to BRAND PREF (the brand you originally
preferred)

Making a Decision
On receiving the information from the salesperson regarding BRAND AVAIL, you make
your own decision to purchase BRAND AVAIL.
Some Days Later
Some days later you happen to be going through Consumer Reports (an independent nonprofit source for product testing and information) where you find that the two cameras –
BRAND PREF (the preferred unavailable brand) and BRAND AVAIL (the available
brand), have been rated.
The Consumer Reports ratings indicated two points:
•
•

Both the brands were acceptable and they were in the middle range of all the digital cameras
rated in that particular issue.
In comparing the ratings of the two cameras, you found that BRAND AVAIL was rated
inferior to BRAND PREF.
(In other words, while according to the salesperson’s recommendation BRAND AVAIL was
similar to BRAND PREF, Consumer Reports ratings indicated that BRAND AVAIL was
actually inferior to BRAND PREF.)

AFTER YOU HAVE READ THE SCENARIO AND UNDERSTOOD WHAT TOOK
PLACE ON THE TRIP, PLEASE TURN TO YOU ANSWER BOOKLET PROVIDED
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Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
Upon a visit to the store to buy your preferred brand, BRAND PREF, you become aware that
it is not available. Subsequently, you are informed about BRAND AVAIL by a salesperson,
who, you learn, has been working in the appliance department of the store for a long
time and was helping out in the camera department during the busy time.
The salesperson informs you that the available brand (BRAND AVAIL) is somewhat similar to
your preferred brand (BRAND PREF) and would suit your purposes.
You purchase BRAND AVAIL based on your own decision.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was rated inferior to BRAND
PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

1) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

2) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5
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6

Completely
7

APPENDIX W: SCENARIO AND FIRST PAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION OF EXPERT SALESPERSON, ACTION
CONDITION, AND SALESPERSON’S RECOMMENDATION
RESPONSIBILITY (STUDY TWO)
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Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
Upon a visit to the store to buy your preferred brand, BRAND PREF, you become aware that
it is not available. Subsequently, you are informed about BRAND AVAIL by a salesperson,
who, you learn, is has worked previously with regular cameras and is now working with
digital cameras for along time.
The salesperson informs you that the available brand (BRAND AVAIL) is somewhat similar to
your preferred brand (BRAND PREF) and would suit your purposes.
You purchase BRAND AVAIL based on the salesperson’s recommendation.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was rated inferior to BRAND
PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

1) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

2) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5
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6

Completely
7

APPENDIX X: SCENARIO AND FIRST PAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION OF NON-EXPERT SALESPERSON, ACTION
CONDITION, AND SALESPERSON’S RECOMMENDATION
RESPONSIBILITY (STUDY TWO)
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Shopping For A Digital Camera
Imagine that you are shopping for a digital camera. For the past couple of weeks you
have been looking at various brands and ultimately you have managed to narrow it down
to one brand that you would prefer to buy: BRAND PREF.
Visiting the Store
You go to a large consumer electronics store, like Best Buy, on a Saturday to purchase
your preferred brand (BRAND PREF). However, much to your dismay you find that it is
out of stock and not available. You decide that since you are in the store you would
browse some of the available brands in the category of your preferred but unavailable
BRAND PREF camera.
Asking for Help
You ask for help regarding some of the brands available in the store and being a busy
Saturday you are referred, after sometime, to a salesperson. After talking with the
salesperson you realize that he has been working in the appliance department of the
store for a long time and was helping out in the camera department during the busy
time.
The salesperson informs you of another brand (BRAND AVAIL) available presently in
the store and tells you all about its features. In sum, the salesperson lets you know two
important facts about the available brand:
•
•

BRAND AVAIL, even though not the brand you preferred earlier, will likely suit your
purposes.
BRAND AVAIL is somewhat similar to BRAND PREF (the brand you originally
preferred)

Making a Decision
The salesperson recommends you to purchase BRAND AVAIL. Hence, you purchase
BRAND AVAIL based on the salesperson’s recommendation.
Some Days Later
Some days later you happen to be going through Consumer Reports (an independent nonprofit source for product testing and information) where you find that the two cameras –
BRAND PREF (the preferred unavailable brand) and BRAND AVAIL (the available
brand), have been rated.
The Consumer Reports ratings indicated two points:
•
•

Both the brands were acceptable and they were in the middle range of all the digital cameras
rated in that particular issue.
In comparing the ratings of the two cameras, you found that BRAND AVAIL was rated
inferior to BRAND PREF.
(In other words, while according to the salesperson’s recommendation BRAND AVAIL was
similar to BRAND PREF, Consumer Reports ratings indicated that BRAND AVAIL was
actually inferior to BRAND PREF.)

AFTER YOU HAVE READ THE SCENARIO AND UNDERSTOOD WHAT
TOOK PLACE ON THE TRIP, PLEASE TURN TO YOU ANSWER BOOKLET
PROVIDED
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Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
Upon a visit to the store to buy your preferred brand, BRAND PREF, you become aware that
it is not available. Subsequently, you are informed about BRAND AVAIL by a salesperson,
who, you learn, has been working in the appliance department of the store for a long
time and was helping out in the camera department during the busy time.
The salesperson informs you that the available brand (BRAND AVAIL) is somewhat similar to
your preferred brand (BRAND PREF) and would suit your purposes.
You purchase BRAND AVAIL based on the salesperson’s recommendation.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was rated inferior to BRAND
PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

1) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

2) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5
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6

Completely
7

APPENDIX Y: SCENARIO AND FIRST PAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION OF EXPERT SALESPERSON, INACTION
CONDITION, AND OWN VOLITION RESPONSIBILITY (STUDY TWO)
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Shopping For A Digital Camera
Imagine that you are shopping for a digital camera. For the past couple of weeks you
have been looking at various brands and ultimately you have managed to narrow it down
to one brand that you would prefer to buy: BRAND PREF.
Visiting the Store
You go to a large consumer electronics store, like Best Buy, on a Saturday to purchase
your preferred brand (BRAND PREF). However, much to your dismay you find that it is
out of stock and not available. You decide that since you are in the store you would
browse some of the available brands in the category of your preferred but unavailable
BRAND PREF camera.
Asking for Help
You ask for help regarding some of the brands available in the store and being a busy
Saturday you are referred, after sometime, to a salesperson. After talking with the
salesperson you realize that he has worked previously with regular cameras and is now
working with digital cameras for a long time.
The salesperson informs you of another brand (BRAND AVAIL) available presently in
the store and tells you all about its features. In sum, the salesperson lets you know two
important facts about the available brand:
•
•

BRAND AVAIL, even though not the brand you preferred earlier, will likely suit your
purposes.
BRAND AVAIL is somewhat similar to BRAND PREF (the brand you originally
preferred)

Making a Decision
On receiving the information from the salesperson regarding BRAND AVAIL, you make
your own decision to not purchase BRAND AVAIL.
Some Days Later
Some days later you happen to be going through Consumer Reports (an independent nonprofit source for product testing and information) where you find that the two cameras –
BRAND PREF (the preferred unavailable brand) and BRAND AVAIL (the available
brand), have been rated.
The Consumer Reports ratings indicated two points:
•
•

Both the brands were acceptable and they were in the middle range of all the digital
cameras rated in that particular issue.
In comparing the ratings of the two cameras, you found that BRAND AVAIL was rated
superior to BRAND PREF.
(In other words, while according to the salesperson’s recommendation BRAND AVAIL was
similar to BRAND PREF, Consumer Reports ratings indicated that BRAND AVAIL was
actually superior to BRAND PREF.)

AFTER YOU HAVE READ THE SCENARIO AND UNDERSTOOD WHAT TOOK
PLACE ON THE TRIP, PLEASE TURN TO YOU ANSWER BOOKLET PROVIDED
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Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
Upon a visit to the store to buy your preferred brand, BRAND PREF, you become aware that
it is not available. Subsequently, you are informed about BRAND AVAIL by a salesperson,
who, you learn, has worked previously with regular cameras and is now working with
digital cameras for a long time.
The salesperson informs you that the available brand (BRAND AVAIL) is somewhat similar to
your preferred brand (BRAND PREF) and would suit your purposes.
You do not purchase BRAND AVAIL based on your own decision.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was rated superior to BRAND
PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

1) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

2) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5
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6

Completely
7

APPENDIX Z: SCENARIO AND FIRST PAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION OF NON-EXPERT SALESPERSON, INACTION
CONDITION, AND OWN VOLITION RESPONSIBILITY (STUDY TWO)
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Shopping For A Digital Camera
Imagine that you are shopping for a digital camera. For the past couple of weeks you
have been looking at various brands and ultimately you have managed to narrow it down
to one brand that you would prefer to buy: BRAND PREF.
Visiting the Store
You go to a large consumer electronics store, like Best Buy, on a Saturday to purchase
your preferred brand (BRAND PREF). However, much to your dismay you find that it is
out of stock and not available. You decide that since you are in the store you would
browse some of the available brands in the category of your preferred but unavailable
BRAND PREF camera.
Asking for Help
You ask for help regarding some of the brands available in the store and being a busy
Saturday you are referred, after sometime, to a salesperson. After talking with the
salesperson you realize that he has been working in the appliance department of the
store for a long time and was helping out in the camera department during the busy
time.
The salesperson informs you of another brand (BRAND AVAIL) available presently in
the store and tells you all about its features. In sum, the salesperson lets you know two
important facts about the available brand:
•
•

BRAND AVAIL, even though not the brand you preferred earlier, will likely suit your
purposes.
BRAND AVAIL is somewhat similar to BRAND PREF (the brand you originally
preferred)

Making a Decision
On receiving the information from the salesperson regarding BRAND AVAIL, you make
your own decision to not purchase BRAND AVAIL.
Some Days Later
Some days later you happen to be going through Consumer Reports (an independent nonprofit source for product testing and information) where you find that the two cameras –
BRAND PREF (the preferred unavailable brand) and BRAND AVAIL (the available
brand), have been rated.
The Consumer Reports ratings indicated two points:
•
•

Both the brands were acceptable and they were in the middle range of all the digital
cameras rated in that particular issue.
In comparing the ratings of the two cameras, you found that BRAND AVAIL was rated
superior to BRAND PREF.
(In other words, while according to the salesperson’s recommendation BRAND AVAIL was
similar to BRAND PREF, Consumer Reports ratings indicated that BRAND AVAIL was
actually superior to BRAND PREF.)

AFTER YOU HAVE READ THE SCENARIO AND UNDERSTOOD WHAT TOOK
PLACE ON THE TRIP, PLEASE TURN TO YOU ANSWER BOOKLET PROVIDED
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Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
Upon a visit to the store to buy your preferred brand, BRAND PREF, you become aware that
it is not available. Subsequently, you are informed about BRAND AVAIL by a salesperson,
who, you learn, has been working in the appliance department of the store for a long
time and was helping out in the camera department during the busy time.
The salesperson informs you that the available brand (BRAND AVAIL) is somewhat similar to
your preferred brand (BRAND PREF) and would suit your purposes.
You do not purchase BRAND AVAIL based on your own decision.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was rated superior to BRAND
PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

1) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

2) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5
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6

Completely
7

APPENDIX AA: SCENARIO AND FIRST PAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION OF EXPERT SALESPERSON, INACTION
CONDITION, AND SALESPERSON’S RECOMMENDATION
RESPONSIBILITY (STUDY TWO)
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Shopping For A Digital Camera
Imagine that you are shopping for a digital camera. For the past couple of weeks you
have been looking at various brands and ultimately you have managed to narrow it down
to one brand that you would prefer to buy: BRAND PREF.
Visiting the Store
You go to a large consumer electronics store, like Best Buy, on a Saturday to purchase
your preferred brand (BRAND PREF). However, much to your dismay you find that it is
out of stock and not available. You decide that since you are in the store you would
browse some of the available brands in the category of your preferred but unavailable
BRAND PREF camera.
Asking for Help
You ask for help regarding some of the brands available in the store and being a busy
Saturday you are referred, after sometime, to a salesperson. After talking with the
salesperson you realize that he has worked previously with regular cameras and is now
working with digital cameras for a long time.
The salesperson informs you of another brand (BRAND AVAIL) available presently in
the store and tells you all about its features. In sum, the salesperson lets you know two
important facts about the available brand:
•
•

BRAND AVAIL, even though not the brand you preferred earlier, will likely suit your
purposes.
BRAND AVAIL is somewhat similar to BRAND PREF (the brand you originally
preferred)

Making a Decision
The salesperson recommends you not purchase BRAND AVAIL. Hence, you do not
purchase BRAND AVAIL based on the salesperson’s recommendation.
Some Days Later
Some days later you happen to be going through Consumer Reports (an independent nonprofit source for product testing and information) where you find that the two cameras –
BRAND PREF (the preferred unavailable brand) and BRAND AVAIL (the available
brand), have been rated.
The Consumer Reports ratings indicated two points:
•
•

Both the brands were acceptable and they were in the middle range of all the digital
cameras rated in that particular issue.
In comparing the ratings of the two cameras, you found that BRAND AVAIL was rated
superior to BRAND PREF.
(In other words, while according to the salesperson’s recommendation BRAND AVAIL was
similar to BRAND PREF, Consumer Reports ratings indicated that BRAND AVAIL was
actually superior to BRAND PREF.)

AFTER YOU HAVE READ THE SCENARIO AND UNDERSTOOD WHAT TOOK
PLACE ON THE TRIP, PLEASE TURN TO YOU ANSWER BOOKLET PROVIDED
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Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
Upon a visit to the store to buy your preferred brand, BRAND PREF, you become aware that
it is not available. Subsequently, you are informed about BRAND AVAIL by a salesperson,
who, you learn, has worked previously with regular cameras and is now working with
digital cameras for a long time.
The salesperson informs you that the available brand (BRAND AVAIL) is somewhat similar to
your preferred brand (BRAND PREF) and would suit your purposes.
You do not purchase BRAND AVAIL based on the salesperson’s recommendation.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was rated superior to BRAND
PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

1) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

2) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5
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6

Completely
7

APPENDIX AB: SCENARIO AND FIRST PAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION OF NON-EXPERT SALESPERSON, INACTION
CONDITION, AND SALESPERSON’S RECOMMENDATION
RESPONSIBILITY CONDITION (STUDY TWO)
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Shopping For A Digital Camera
Imagine that you are shopping for a digital camera. For the past couple of weeks you
have been looking at various brands and ultimately you have managed to narrow it down
to one brand that you would prefer to buy: BRAND PREF.
Visiting the Store
You go to a large consumer electronics store, like Best Buy, on a Saturday to purchase
your preferred brand (BRAND PREF). However, much to your dismay you find that it is
out of stock and not available. You decide that since you are in the store you would
browse some of the available brands in the category of your preferred but unavailable
BRAND PREF camera.
Asking for Help
You ask for help regarding some of the brands available in the store and being a busy
Saturday you are referred, after sometime, to a salesperson. After talking with the
salesperson you realize that he has been working in the appliance department of the
store for a long time and was helping out in the camera department during the busy
time.
The salesperson informs you of another brand (BRAND AVAIL) available presently in
the store and tells you all about its features. In sum, the salesperson lets you know two
important facts about the available brand:
•
•

BRAND AVAIL, even though not the brand you preferred earlier, will likely suit your
purposes.
BRAND AVAIL is somewhat similar to BRAND PREF (the brand you originally
preferred)

Making a Decision
The salesperson recommends you not purchase BRAND AVAIL. Hence, you do not
purchase BRAND AVAIL based on the salesperson’s recommendation.
Some Days Later
Some days later you happen to be going through Consumer Reports (an independent nonprofit source for product testing and information) where you find that the two cameras –
BRAND PREF (the preferred unavailable brand) and BRAND AVAIL (the available
brand), have been rated.
The Consumer Reports ratings indicated two points:
•
•

Both the brands were acceptable and they were in the middle range of all the digital cameras
rated in that particular issue.
In comparing the ratings of the two cameras, you found that BRAND AVAIL was rated
superior to BRAND PREF.
(In other words, while according to the salesperson’s recommendation BRAND AVAIL was
similar to BRAND PREF, Consumer Reports ratings indicated that BRAND AVAIL was
actually superior to BRAND PREF.)

AFTER YOU HAVE READ THE SCENARIO AND UNDERSTOOD WHAT TOOK
PLACE ON THE TRIP, PLEASE TURN TO YOU ANSWER BOOKLET PROVIDED
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Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
Upon a visit to the store to buy your preferred brand, BRAND PREF, you become aware that
it is not available. Subsequently, you are informed about BRAND AVAIL by a salesperson,
who, you learn, has been working in the appliance department of the store for a long
time and was helping in the camera department during the busy time.
The salesperson informs you that the available brand (BRAND AVAIL) is somewhat similar to
your preferred brand (BRAND PREF) and would suit your purposes.
You do not purchase BRAND AVAIL based on the salesperson’s recommendation.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was rated superior to BRAND
PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

1) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

2) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5
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6

Completely
7

APPENDIX AC: SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE FOR STUDY TWO
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SURVEY

The survey in which you are about to participate is being conducted by the Marketing
department at Louisiana State University. Before proceeding with the survey, I need your
name so that you can be awarded class credit.

STUDENT NAME: ______________
STUDENT ID #:

______________

Study Overview
In this study you will be presented with a scenario. After reading the scenario you will be
asked to respond to questions relating to the product.
The information that you provide will be kept strictly confidential and you will not be
identified in any way.
Thank you for your participation.

Code: 122
226

Answer the following questions with respect to the scenario you just read
about shopping for a digital camera:
You can refer to the scenario at any point in time
1. What was the camera you initially wanted to buy: (Please check one)
___ BRAND PREF

___ BRAND AVAIL

2. Was your preferred brand available at the store? (Please check one)
___ Yes

___ No

3. When you asked for help, you were referred to a salesperson:(Please check one)
___ Who had worked previously with regular cameras and is now working with
digital cameras for a long time
___ One who has been working in the appliance department of the store for a long
time and was helping out in the camera department during the busy time
4. The salesperson informed you of the availability of which brand of camera?
___________ Please write down the name of the available camera
5. What was your decision regarding the available alternative brand? (Please
check one)
___ You decided to not buy the available alternative brand
___ You decided to buy the available alternative brand
6. You chose to buy or not to buy the available alternative brand: (Please check
one)
___ Based on the salesperson’s recommendation
___ Based on your own decision
7. The Consumer Report ratings indicated that the available brand (BRAND
AVAIL) was: (Please check one)
___ Inferior to the camera you initially wanted to buy
___ Superior to the camera you initially wanted to buy
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Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
Upon a visit to the store to buy your preferred brand, BRAND PREF, you become aware that
it is not available. Subsequently, you are informed about BRAND AVAIL by a salesperson,
who, you learn, has been working in the appliance department of the store for a long
time and was helping in the camera department during the busy time.
The salesperson informs you that the available brand (BRAND AVAIL) is somewhat similar to
your preferred brand (BRAND PREF) and would suit your purposes.
You do not purchase BRAND AVAIL based on the salesperson’s recommendation.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was rated superior to BRAND
PREF.
1) You feel sorry for your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You regret your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

3) You should not have made the decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

1) To what extent do you think you were responsible for your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
Responsible
1
2

3

4

5

6

Totally
Responsible
7

2) To what extent do you think you had control over your decision regarding
BRAND AVAIL?
Not at all
1

2

3

4

5
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6

Completely
7

Please Read The Summary of Events Below And Then Respond To The
Statements by Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your Opinion:
Summary of Events:
Upon a visit to the store to buy your preferred brand, BRAND PREF, you become aware that it
is not available. Subsequently, you are informed about BRAND AVAIL by a salesperson, who,
you learn, has been working in the appliance department of the store for a long time and
was helping in the camera department during the busy time.
The salesperson informs you that the available brand (BRAND AVAIL) is somewhat similar to
your preferred brand (BRAND PREF) and would suit your purposes.
You do not purchase BRAND AVAIL based on the salesperson’s recommendation.
Later, Consumer Reports ratings showed that BRAND AVAIL was rated superior to BRAND
PREF.
1) How likely are you to complain to the management of the store?
Very Unlikely
1
2

3

4

5

6

Very Likely
7

6

Very Likely
7

2) How likely are you to file a written complaint?
Very Unlikely
1
2

3

4

5

3) How likely are you to complain to other employees in the store?
Very Unlikely
1
2

3

4

5

6

Very Likely
7

4) How likely are you to complain to others about the retailer?
Very Unlikely
1
2

3

4

5

6

Very Likely
7

1) How likely is it that you might switch to a competing retailer for your next
purchase?
Very Unlikely
1
2

3

4

5

6

Very Likely
7

2) How likely is it that you will be using less of the services of this particular
retailer in the future?
Very Unlikely
1
2

3

4
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5

6

Very Likely
7

Please Respond To The Following Questions Based On Your
Experience In The Scenario, By Circling the Numbers to Reflect Your
Opinion:
1) Your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL was a wise one.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

2) You feel bad about your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

3) You are satisfied with your decision regarding BRAND AVAIL.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

1) How much disappointment did you feel about your decision regarding BRAND
AVAIL when you saw the Consumer Reports ratings for the two brands (BRAND
AVAIL versus BRAND PREF)?
None
1

2

3

4

5

6

Very Much
7

2) To what extent was the outcome regarding BRAND AVAIL (i.e. the Consumer
Reports ratings of BRAND AVAIL versus BRAND PREF) worse than you expected?
Not at all
Worse
1
2

3

4

5

Much More
Worse
6
7

The following questions are for classification purposes only:
What is your age:

____ years.

Gender:

_____ Male _____ Female

Do you own a digital camera: _____ Yes _____ No
If Yes, for how many years? _____ years.
Are you thinking of buying a digital camera: _____ Yes
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_____ No

Please answer the following questions without turning back to the
previous pages:
What was your decision regarding the available alternative brand of camera? (Please
check one)
___ You decided not to buy the available alternative brand
___ You decided to buy the available alternative brand
When you asked for help, you were referred to a salesperson who turned out to be:
(Please check one)
___ One who had worked previously with regular cameras and is now working with
digital cameras for a long time
___ One who has been working in the appliance department of the store for a long time
and was helping out in the camera department during the busy time
You chose to buy or not to buy: (Please check one)
___ Based on the salesperson’s recommendation
___ Based on your own decision
The Consumer Report ratings that you checked a few days later indicated that the
available brand was: (Please check one)
___ Inferior to the camera you initially wanted to buy
___ Superior to the camera you initially wanted to buy

Please indicate your level of agreement/disagreement with the following
statements:
One who has been working in the regular camera department of a consumer electronic
store and now is working with digital cameras for a long time, would be considered an
expert with regard to cameras.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

One who has been working in the appliance department of a consumer electronic store
for a long time, and helps out in the camera department of the same store during busy
hours, would be considered an expert with regard to cameras.
Strongly Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly Agree
7

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION
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